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LEO DOUCETT’S BIG JAZZ BAND
BILLY EARLE- JOY BOY
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Wisdom Is to the soul what health Is •••
to the body.—La Rochefoucauld.
•••
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Dewar, Late Senatorial Can
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WINSOR’S FAREWELL

Salvation

Popular

Workers Leave Tomorrow
—Ensign Fox Coming
Ensign and Mrs. George A. Winsor,
who for the past two years have been
in charge of the local work of the
Salvation Army, conducted their
farewell meeting (Sunday evening and
it was attended iby a Large number
of comrades and friends. In his final
address Ensign Winsor exhorted the
people to courage and strength, in
the upbuilding of God’s kingdom, and
the blessing and uplift of humanity.
He also expressed his .appreciation
of the privilege of working in Rock
land and the kindness and co-coperation of friends and citizens during his
stay.
The Ensign and his family have
enjoyed their location in this part of
the State with its wonderful sum
mers, seacoast and scenery, and
leave with the well wishes of many
friends.
Ensign Winsor th.anks the press as
well as the citizens for ithe interest
that has been taken in Salvation
Army activity, while he has been in
charge of the work here.
The Winsor family one member of
which was born in Rockland, will
leave for the new appointment in
Haverhill. iMass., Wednesday.
Envoy C. L. Knights, who has as
sisted Ensign and Mrs. Winsor since
April. 1929, will go Thursday to Port
land, where she will be associated
with the divisional headquarters.
Ensign and Mrs. Arthur IFox of
Portsmouth, N. H., will take charge
of the local work and will conduct
their first meeting on Thursday. July
31. They have been located also in
Lebanon and I^aconia, N. H. Ensign
and Mrs. Fox have three children.

ONE
BIG
WEEK

But They Really Will Not See Maine

With Rockland Not On Itinerary
Governors of the New England
States will make a two-day auto
mobile tour of Maine, Aug. 11 and 12.
The visiting Chief Executives—
Gov. Frank G. Allen, Massachu
setts; Gov. Charles Tobey, New
Hampshire; Gov. John E. Weeks.
I Vermont; Gov. John H. Trumbull.
Connecticut, and Gov. Norman S.
I Case, Rhode Island—will be met at
the Maine side of thte Kittery*
, Portsmouth bridge, on the morning
; of the 11th by Gov. William Tndot
I Gardiner. That day they will visit
j Portland, Lewiston. Augusta and
; spend the night at Lakewood.
The following day they will gi to
; Bangor, Ellsworth, Surry and Bar
I Harbor.

Under Mammoth Spread of Waterproof Canvas

A Glittering Galaxy of American and European
Circus Stars, Clowns, Acrobats, Circus Band, Aerial
Acts, Trapeze Performers, Wire Walkers, Augment
ed by Equine and Animal Actors.

NELSON’S HERD OF ELEPHANTS
JACK JOYCE’S ARABIAN HORSES
NEW CHEVROET COACH GIVEN AWAY AT
THE CIRCUS SATURDAY NITE, AUG. 9

•‘Will you be my wife?”
Don’t be ridiculous.”
“Yes, I know it sounds ridiculous-;
but I’m not so particular as some
men are.”

“The idea!

ETk

See This
Amazing

A new type mechanical
refrigerator that makes
cold and ice from heat

Win

Requires No Gas
No Electricity
Only 2c a Day
To Run
“It is not so Ynuch what we earn today as what we
save today that determines our position tomorrow.
The margin between success and failure, between a

respectable place in life and comparative oblivion,
is very narrow; it is measured by a single word,

The man who saves is the man who will

win.”—Calvin Coolidge.

Miss Ruth E. Searlott, daughter
of Mrs. Mary E. Searlott of 35 Limerock street, Rockland, and Miss
Irene E. Weymouth, daughter of
Mrs. Emma J. Weymouth of 481 Old
County Road. Rockland, are members
of this year’s graduating class at Bay

I

Miss Ruth Searlott

THE STATE OF MAINE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
1 Path Institute, Springfield, Mass.
Your recent editorial comment on
1 .Miss 'Searlott will receive a diploma the invariable statement by natives
^from the two-year normal commer of Maine that they are from the “State
cial course, and Miss Weymouth is of Maine” recalls a story told me by
graduating from the stenographic the State’s former commissioner of
course.
The graduation exercises education. Mr. Thomas. Years ago
were held in the Springfield Audi when located In the middle-west a
torium Saturday.
friend, obviously from Maine, gave
Miss Searlott has been a member of him this bit of advice:
the dramatic club and the debating
“Never ask a man if he is from
club at Bay Path, and received an Milne. If he is. he will say so; if lie
honor grade in the Gregg shorthand isn’t, why humiliate him?”
teachers’ examination. Miss Wey
Aubigne L. Packard
mouth has l>een on the honor roll this
Needham, Mass.
year and has won gold ami silver pins
from the Underwood and L. C. Smith
SHIPBUILDING gains
Typewriter Companies for typewrit
ing at the net speeds of 50-60 word®
Marked gains in shipbuilding in the
i minute for 15 minutes.
United States during the second

quarter of this year have resulted in
ranking this country second! only to
Great Britain in merchant vessels
under construction. A compilation
announced by the Commerce Depart
ment fixed the total gross tonnage of
merchant shipping under construction
in the United States July 1 at 238,163 tons against 119,000 tons at the
Has Moved from 108 Park Street to same time last year. Estimates are
that the construction underway in the
United States then was 7.8. per cent
of all the shipbuilding going on in the
88-90
world.

“I know’ where you can get a good
chicken dinner for only fifteen cent«.”
“Where?”
“At the feed Store.”

F. P. KNIGHT

Preserves food. Saves food waste.
Protects health.
The freezing
unit is renewed daily by heat.
Never gets out of order or needs
servicing.
Simple—and econo
mical. Lowest in first cost and
lowest in up-keep cost. Investi
gate. Have fresh, pure foods all
summer and ice cold1 drinks.
Ask for demonstration.

SAVAGE GARAGE

G. A. TARR

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES OF CARS

New County Road at Columbia Avenue

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PRICES REASONABLE

Tel. 232-W or 614-M
87-T-tf

SECURITY TRUST CO.

OLD ORCHARD
BEACH
EXCURSION

PROMPT SERVICE
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At the.Sign of;
S'Norlh National Bank

North
AMBITIOUS
MEN

I

Camden
Rockport

BAY PATH GRADUATES

The bill for revision of the fish
laws, approved by the legislative re
cess committee will probably not be
presented to the special session of the
legislature Aug. 5. for action, as pre
viously intended, according to I.
Harold Angell, of Saco, member of
the committee, who notified the game
department to that effect.
Reasons given were that the bill is
too important to bring forward at a
time when brevity of a session is of
prime importance and that insuffi
cient time would be given for the
public to express its opinions on the
changes. A public hearing on the
bill, called for Aug. 4 In the State
House, was cancelled.
When the bill was approved by the
committee meeting in the State
House July 22. it was stated by mem
bers that it would be brought be
fore the special session if a pre
liminary canvass of the legislators
seemed to be favorable towards it
being considered at that time. Other
wise, it was said, the bill would be
held over to the next regular session.
The committee which drafted the
bill on an order of the last legisla
ture, will however, probably submit
the bill to the special session in the
form of a report, with a recommen
dation that action betaken at the
next jregular session, according to
Angell.
A provision for the taking of per
sonal recognizance In the sum of $106
from game law violators arrested by
wardens In outlying districts were
made Saturday for inclusion in the
fishing law revision bill which was
approved this week by the legislative
recess committee. The extra session
was drawn after consultation with
the attorney general.
The new section gives wardens cer
tain powers now .possessed by the
State highway police, in that they
may take their prisoners directly
before a court, or to call a bail com
missioner, or may release them
personal recognizance of $100. The
person recognizance clause is to
relieve the situation in some of the
more distant woods sections, where
wardens have had to travel some
times more than 100 miles to take
prisoners to court.
Another provision for relief in this
situation, which has been in the
statutes for some time, gives war
dens the right to take prisoners to a
court in an adjoining county to that
where arrested. In case of arrests in
portions of the northern counties this
has sometimes saved miles of travel.
Ordinarily the courts in the county
where the offenses were committed
or the arrests made have had juris
diction.

70 Park Street

Local Distributor

Rockland
Union

Wallace II. White, Jr., will be pres
ent at the meeting tomorrow night of
the Republicans in Temple hall when
preliminary steps will be taken to
ward the formation of a Women’s
Club.
All Republican men and
women .are Invited to the meeting
which will be brief and informal.
The hour is set at 7.30.
The idea of having the Republican
women voters allied in an organiza
tion has been germinating several
years and everybody now seems in
terested and ready to form such a
group. The Republican City Com
mittee is sponsoring the session and
will cooperate with the new club.
There seems to be a sentiment to
combine civic betterment projects with
the practical apolitical ends.
The meeting will be entirely in
formal with very brief talks by local
men and women, a few words from
Mr. White and a general talk fest fol
lowing. No formal invitations are
out, only this general invitation.

ROCKLAND, ME.
79tf

CROSLEY
ICYBALL
Refrigerator

Thrift-

Tomorrow Night

ROBERT A. WEBSTER
TEL. 664.

Vinalhaven
Warren

Strive to accumulate a fund in reserve.

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

And they find that a growing account

4% PAID

with this Bank is just what is needed.

Member Financial Institutions Group

•-4»i

SUNDAY, AUGUST 3rd
Only $2.50
ROUND TRIP FROM ROCKLAND
PHONE 92
For Special Train Service

88-31

MAINE

Central
Raiiboad

BOY

PRODIGY

Special Session Saturday, Seven-Year-Old Son of Manager JDondis Attracts the Atten
tion of Maine’s Chief Executive
But Action Not Likely

Hall

Saves Money! Saves Time! Saves
Endless Annoyance!
The AAA is at your service all the
time and everywhere
Ask Me For Details

Only $90 Complete

Will

In Temple

WHO CAN AFFORD
NOT TO BE OF THE

ANOTHER

Women ( Will Report Will Be Presented At

S4X GOVERNORS COMING

CIRCUS GROUNDS, ROCKLAND

IVAo

Gather

FISH LAW REVISION

Issue ‘

Volume 85..................... Number 90

THREE CENTS A COPY

WOMEN TO MEET

Army Republican

Dugald B. Dewar, \vh*o made an un
successful campaign for the Republi
can nomination for U. S. Senator on
a “wet” ticket In the June primaries,
was before Municipal Judge Hughes
in South Portland Thursday on a
charge of driving an automobile
while under the influence of liquor.
Dewar was arrested Wednesday
night by Patrolman Price at Cash
Coi ner. T lie officer alleged he found
a pint bottle, three-fourths full of
whiskey, in Dewar’s hip pocket. He
said he was attracted by thb speed
of Dewar’s car through Ligonia and
the absence of a headlight and the
tail light. Price said Dewar curbed
him, dared him to make an arrest and
talked much about his being the only
honest man in the Senatorial field.
Taken to Police Headquarters in
South' Portland, he refused bail at
first, but finally procured it early
Thursday morning.
Dewar pleaded not guilty and was
automatically found guilty and sen
The radio will save family life from
tenced to 60 days in jail. He appealed disruption by the automobile.—Walter
. and was released on $1000 bail.
Damrosch.

EXPOSITION
18

“Wet” Ticket

Held On Serious Charge

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 29, 1930

Tuesday!

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

(Rockland has an outstanding ju
venile entertainer in the person of
Harold B. Dondis, whose triumph as
master of ceremonies at the Rose
Festival was Ibut one of the many he

and that the lad has been brought
up in an atmosphere savoring -so
strongly of stage and screen may
have had much to do with ithe ease
and assurance which this boy pos
sesses in his appearance before the
public; it ■may be his natural bent
for such things, or it may be the
splendid coaching he has received
as a pupil of Adelyn IBushnell—'but
whatever it is he lias .been so con
sistently successful that the Para
mount people have more than once
urged Manager Dondis to give the
lad an audition.
iSome day 'Mr. Dondis may accede
to 'their wishes, but just now he is
determined that Harold shall have a
normal pulblic school training, and
that he shall not devour all of the
books in the Public Library—-for Har
old Is a voracious reader, and be
doesn't waste his time on kid books,
either. Historical works and ency
clopedias claim first place in his af
fections, and he 'but a .lad of 7, just
graduated into the Fourth Grade.
iHe has taken part in all of the re! cent school plays here and in Thom1 aston, and he astonishes his parents
I and others with the clearness and
| correctness with which lie can review
a motion picture that he has seen.
Yet he is a thoroughly normal'school
boy, with a prejMinderance for l’s
on his rank card, and a real boy’s
Harold Dondis
liking for 'the outdoors and outdoor
sports.
Governor and Mrs. Gardiner were
has achieved- since he made his
initial appearance 'before the public. thoroughly delighted at the manner
Just past his 7th birthday, Harold In which Harold acquitted himself
is a son of (Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Don at the .Rose Festival, and their ad
dis of 69 IBeech street. The fact that miration is certainly shared by the
daddy Js manager of iStrand Theatre, townspeople.

ERNEST

ENTERTAINS

ELISHA

An Unusual Sort of Birthday Affair At Anglers’ Farm—
Joint Ages of Host and Guest 167 Years
Ernest C. Davis of the firm of
Fuller-Cobb-Davis, attained bis 73d
birthday Sunday, and employed an
unique method of celebrating it.
The 94th birthday of Elisha Lothrop, Union’s oldest resident, was due
on the following day ami it occurred
to Mr. Davis that it would lie a fine
idea if they were to collaborate In the
observance. So across lots they went,
to Anglers’ Farm, that delightful spot
in Hope where Mr. Davis has created
an earthly Eden.
Ernest brought forth a tea cup
which had belonged to Mr. Lothrop’s
aunt. Susan Skinner of Appleton, who
died at the age of 92, and who for 73
consecutive years had drank thWce
daily from it. eating the tea grounds
when she had finished.
The cup was rechristened, and
while the contents might have been
Oolong or some of its cousins it did
not have that appearance or odor.
'The sage of Union smacked his lips
with' keen satisfaction and averred
that his young host knew a thing or
two about the concoction of appealing
beverages.
The aged Unionite, still keen of
mind, reminiscently retraced his life’s
journey noting some of the more In
teresting milestones. Always a lover

of fine horses, he recalled the days
when he owned some fast ones him
self. They might never have been “in
the money’’ to be sure, but In his
mind’s eye they paraded before him—
a brave
procession — Brackbird,
Black Dick, Pocahontas Crow and
Bill Bailey.
Perhaps some of tho
older residents of Upper Knox Coun
ty recall them.
One would suspect that this ven
erable turfman must have done a
great deal of "boss” trading in bis
day, but Mr. Lothrop recalls only two,
and he also recalls that he gut good
money to boot in each instance,
Mr. Lothrop was a carriage-smith
in his active days, and was well
versed in the town's affairs as his
long fife has been spent there.
He reads fine print without glosses,
and reads a great deal too. His hear
ing is tolerable for his years.
On the way to Anglers’ Farm Mr.
Lothrop’s keen eyes espied a circus
bill on a neighboring barn, and lie
was immediately enthusiastic.
"Always did like a good circus,”
Mild h'e.
And he ought to know, for he has
attended 100 of them in his day.
Safe to say that both Ernest and
Elisha will both remember their
Joint birthdays.

BIBLE SCHOOL ENDS

5 a’s, '2 b’s; Barbara Rogers, if, a's,
2 'b’s; Malissa Bosdlc. 5 as, 2 b’s;
Mary Simpson, 4 a's, 3 b’s; Robert
Gregory, 5 a’s, 2 b's; Carleton Greg
ory, 7 a’s; Frank Richards. 6 a's, 1 b;
Stanley Prescott. 6 a's. 1 b; Raymond
Fogerty, 6 a s, 1 b; Miles 'Haskell, 6
a's, 1 b.
•Intermediate—James Hallock, fi a's;
Richard Snow, 6a's; Walter Staples,
5 a’s; (Lilia .Sherman, 6 a's; Virginia
beach,'5 a's, 1 jb; Jessie Smith, 6 a's.
These are the students who were
neither absent nor tardy during tho
entire session: Cleveland iMorey,
Richard Snow, Elizabeth Sukeforth,
Bernice Robinson. Geneva Hooper,
Lilia Sherman, Bernice Haining. Vir
ginia Leach. Helen Mills, Shirley
Stickney, Barbara Rogers. Flora
Hooper, Marguerite Hooper, Charles
Huntley, Marylyn Drlnkwytcr, Ade
laide Hooper. Robert Gregory, Frank
Richards, Roderick Crafldall. John
Crockett. Carleton Gregory
and
George Huntley.

A Total of 131 Youngsters

Figured In

the Summer

Studies
The Daily Vacation Bible School of
the First Baptist Church closed Tues
day. after a very enthusiastic session
continuing through 14 days. The reg
istration was 131 with an average
attendance of 101. One of the en
couraging facts was the regularity In
attendance through the entire session.
The ages ranged from four to 15
years. An unusual eagerness was
shown by all in reaching the high
standard the school had set for them.
Many of the pupils reached this
standard and were promoted with fly
ing colors; while a few others ex
ceeded the memory work set for them.
Those reaching the highest point In
memory work were:
In the Intermediate group. Walter
Staples, with 88 verses; Lilia Sher
man with SI; In the Junior group.
Carleton Gregory with 117 verses, and
Frank Richards with 83; in the pri
mary group. Mary Egan was highest
with 20 verses; in the hcglnnesr, Os
mond Palmer who has not yet reached
his fifth birthday, had mastered 11
verses. Minnie Smith came close
second.
Rewards were presented to each of
these for the excellent work done. In
fairness to many others who did not
receive prizes it Is said that their
splendid work deserves the most
hearty praise. Shirley 'Stickney was
another to receive a reward for hav
ing brought the most new pupils to
the school. iSpeelal mention was
made of 25 pupils who were never
absent nor tardy during the session.
An exhibition was given in the
church auditorium Tuesday night to a
large and appreciative audience.
The following are the honor stu
dents of the vacation school:
Beginners—Virginia Glidden. 5 a's:
Osmiond Palmer, 5 a's; Minnie Smith.
4 a's. 1 b; Marylyn Drinkwater, 3 a's.
2 b’s; Adelaide Hooper. 4 a's, 1 lb;
Charles Huntley. 5 a’s
Primary—Charlotte Staples, 4 a’s,
1 1); Priscilla Staples, 4 a’s, 1 b; Mary
Egan. 5 a’s; Bernice Havener. 4 a's,
1 b; tEslith Gray, 4 a's, 1 'b; Roderick
Crandall. 5 a's; John Crockett. 1 a.
4 b’s; George Huntley. 3 a’s, 2 b’s;
Ralph Hawley, 5 a's; Harry Graves.
I a. 4 b’s; Gscar Simpson, 5 a's; Rich
ard Blown, 3 a's. 2 b’s; Naomi Rich
ards. 3 a's. 2 b’s; Margaret Graves.
5 a's; Virginia Haskell. 4 a's. 1 b;
Mary Cross, 4 a's, 1 b; Priscilla Mc
Graw, 6 a's; Tiilie Haskell. 4 a's. 1 b.
Junior—Helen Mills, 7 a’s; Eleanof
Mattatal, 4 a's, 3 b's; Virginia Gray,

A white way light has been erected
In “city hall park,” a place where
the need of better illumination has
long been felt.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to lire my life again 1 would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—,
Charles Darwin.
THE CROOKED FOOTPATH
Ah, here It Is! the sliding rail
That marks the old remembered spot—
The ,aap that struck our school-boy trail—
The crooked path across the lot.

It left the road by school and church,
A penciled shadow, nothing more.
That (parted from the silver birch
And ended at the farm-house door.
No line or compass traced Its plan.
With frequent bends to left or right.
In aimless, wayward curves It ran.
Rut always kept the door in sight.

The gabled porch, with woodbine green—
The broken millstone at the mill, Though many a rood might stretch between.
The truant child could see them still.
No rocks across the Mthway lie,
No fallen trunk is ,»er it thrown.
And yet It winds, we know not why.
And turns as lf for tree or stone.

Perhaps some lover trod the way.
With shaking knees and leaping heart,—
And so It often runs astray
With sinuous sweep or sudden start.

Or one. perchance, with clouded brain.
From some unholy banquet reeled,—
An«l since our devious steps maintain
His track across the trodden field.
Nay, deem hot thus no earth-born will
Could ever trace a faultless line;
Our truest steps are human still,—
To walk unswerving were divine I

Truants from love, we dream of wrath,—
Oh, rather let us trust the more!
Through all the wanderings of the path.
We still can see our Father s door !
—Oliver Weudell Bo lines.

c

CAMDEN
Rockland, Me., July 29, 1930.
Personally appeared f'rank 8. Lyddle, who

On oath declared that he Is Pressman In the

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 24>, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6333 copies.
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CUTS ANOTHER

NOTCH

H. G. Calderwood Takes Exception
To Newspaper Account of Accident

Near Roxmont

The Courier-Gazette is in receipt of
Before me,
FRANK R. MILLER,
the following communication regard
Notary Public.
ing the automobile accident which
The blessing of the I^ord, it maketh occurred near "Roxmont” Monday,
rich, and He added no sorrow with July 15, and cheerfully gives it the
it.—Proverbs 10:22.
desired publication.
• * * *
USING THE HOSPITAL
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
1 would like to write regarding an
What the Knox County General article published In the issue of
Hospital means for the protection of July 15. I do not like to criticise
our summer colonists is illustrated at J your PtPhr or reporter, but I would he
the present moment through the PIea“d ‘f,a oorrection could he pubfished. I feel th'e mistakes made have
treatment there being gi\en to three j hurt me in many ways. Of course
patients who were brought to it under I realize they might have been due
circumstances calling for immediate to incorrect information and 1 feci
sure you will rectify them.
attention. Two of them are boys
The article is headed “A Head-On
from families summering at North Collision," and relates the supposed
Haven; the other a pupil from one of facts of an accident between myself
the boys’ eamps. Two of the cases and Percy Stanley. If you read this
over you will find I figured in an
■were of a character so grave as accident last fall and was badly In
rendered the proximity of the hospi jured. That is an absolute untruth.
tal a valuable factor, as delay of a It has caused rumors that I had
Journey to some remoter point of before been careless. In fact I had
only been licensed a little over a
relief might have proved serious If month. When von consider the purnot fatal.
This modern hospital, ishment 1 received, a large fine I for
maintained at a high level of effi me), and my means of livelihood
ciency, with staff, personnel, nursing taken away, you will realize why 1
cannot stand any more rumors. I
force and equipment second to none, have received pnough punishment for
etands at the immediate service not an act that was not altogether
alone of our own people, but as well carelessness. A man with a family
that considerable body of visitors who needs to live.
The next paragraph is also a gross
during the season make here their exaggeration. The child was not
summer abode. No vacation period thrown In the lime. She got a email
passes without seeing this phase of piece in h'er eye, and It was later
the hospital brought into exercise, removed. She has suffered no ill
effects to my knowledge. No special
and it Is for tjiis reason, because these ist attended Mrs. Stanley. In fact
summer people Wave had frequent none of the occupants were injured
occasion to test the quality of its as badly as told. All were about
relief and protection, that they con their homes In the afternoon.
If you could print a small article
tinue to give to the hospital their rectifying these mistakes I would be
loyal support.
very grateful as I do not wish to be
painted any blacker than necessary.
When you take down the receiver I thank you if you do. as 1 hope you
you give no thought to the fact that will uphold your name as a fair pa
H. G. Calderwood
the telephone represents the greatest per.
• • • •
piece of organized business in the

MAIN BOUT A CORKER

Manager Wright Stages An

in the Stick Which Is Labelled “Success”—This Time It
Was the Second Annual Regatta

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

other Big Thriller In the

ft

Belfast Arena

Sleeveless and Short Sleeved

Knox County fight fans came back
; from Belfast Friday night in an exHERE ARE THE WINNERS
petitors in Saturday's regatta events
I cited frame of mind, declaring that
i the main bout between Jerr.v Duprfy
at Camden, but this is a contingent
I
The high point winners In the
of Bangor and Red Grange of Port
which every racer takes into consid
Camden outboard races for the
land was one of the best they had
two days were. Reese Hatchett.
eration, and was accepted with calm
ever seen.
Beechh'urst. L. I. 3353; Mrs. Mil
IDuprey had figured in a stiff battle
philosophy by the victims. To the
dred Hickey. Shrewsbury, Mass.
with Joe Gainor at Waterville the
2535; W. B. Tuck. Boston. 2100;
several thousand spectators on the
! previous night and had not fully re
C. V. Clements, Danvers. Mass.,
covered, (but his delighted backers
shores, who had hitherto seen noth
SIM: Ross Maddocks. Boston,
saw him wade into the long ranged
ing worse than "spills" the accidents
1690. In the runabout events
Portland 'boxer and give him an unMisses' and Junior Sizes If to 19
the high point winners were T.
furnished additional thrills and not
merelful lacing In the first two
C.
Henry.
Rockport.
3972:
Frank
1 2 to 20
a little concern.
I rounds. Grange was down for the
Wigglesworth, Bo^on, 3888; Eu
1 count of nine in the second round,
The first eraft to drop out from
gene A. Rich. Camden and New
I hut came back strongly and gave
under Its driver was Sparrow, an
York. 2455.
A special lot of 50 Dresses placed on
Du prey a poke in the Ibeezer which
The high point outboard win
entry in the free for all hydroplanes,
setn the blood flying, and which con
sale today
ners
for
th
e
’
entire
circuit
com

owned by Elmer Johnson of Ben
tinued to bother the Bangor boy
prising Portland, Lake Cobbos|
throughout
the
remainder
of
the
bat

nington, Vt. Two of the other boats
seecontee and Camden, were
All pastel shades.
tle.
went to the rescue of the crew, and
also announced. Reese Hatch Grange was again floored in the
ett was first with 3353 at Cam
the race was stopped, this event
third, and again came back gamely.
Values to $16.50
den. 2283 points at Portland,
being completed later in the day.
Duprey had the 'better of the fourth
and 1444 points at Lake Cobbnsand
fifth,
but
In
the
sixth
it
was
any

The Coast Guard boat towed the cap
seecontee.
Total 7082.
Mrs.
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED
body's battle, and some of the fans
sized craft a short distance, but was
Hickey was second with 2535
thought the 'Portland lad would have
points
at
Camden.
2593
points
at
not able to hold her and she sank in
won if the fight had gone into extra
Portland and 1807 at Lake Cobabout 50 feet of water.
DRESS DEPARTMENT
innings.
bosseecontee. Total, 6S75.
In the second race of the hydro
In the semi-final 'Red1 Bryson of
SECOND FLOOR
Bangor stopped Shadow Jannette.
plane class Miss Maine capsized on
eolored fighter from Bangor, in the'
the turn, and the crew tvas picked j L. I.. second, 722 points; Baby Whale,
first round of a slated six. Bryson
up by Miss Atwood's boat. The Coast Mrs Mildred Hickey, Shrewsbury. shaped up great as he raced out to
ST. GEORGE’S PENNANT MARCH
Guard boat got lines around the :
meet tile eolored boy. Several lefts
! Division 4—Won by Mercury Two.
victim of the mishap In an attempt . william It. Tuck. Philadelphia, 800 found Jannette's face and a well
timed right flush to the jaw dropped
to tow It ashore.
points. Time 9.40. 31.03 miles: Lud
Began In Earnest Last Night When the Harbor Lads
the colored lad face down where he
The crews of Sparrow and Miss ington. Dick Frost, Portland, second. took the full count. Despite the fact
722
points;
Flowers
Falcon.
D.
W.
Skimped the One-Time Leaders
Maine both1 got quite a severe shak
that the bout did not las: long 'Red
Flowers. Oyster Ray. third. 648 points.
sheaved a 100 per cent improvement
ing up.
Class C
and proved to all present that he is go
• • • •
Tlivislon 1—Won by Jet, P. P. ing to become a real threat to Maine
of dizzy space he heard Mealey's voice
This Week's Games
Gov. Gardiner was again th'e center
say "You're out.”
Bailey, Winthrop. Me., 800 points. lightweights.
Tuesday—Thomaston at Camden.
of much-attention in Saturday’s races, Time. 9.17. 32.81 miles; E. C. Jameson
Smart
Wraps
Afford
Add

in the nintli Simmons patched Cap
One of the outstanding features of
Rockat
Thursday
—
Thomaston
but this time was accompanied by son Dark Harbor, second. 685 points: the evening was a three round exhi
tain Jones who reached third, but his
ed Protection on Cool
land.
attempt to score on the claim of a
Tudor. Mrs. Gardiner, his companion Miss Providence, C. M. Rand, Boston bition between the Whitehead Midgs
Friday—Camden vs. St. George at balk was not endorsed by the “ump."
Nights.
ets of Belfast, Bobby and Kenneth, a
of the previous day. remaining on third. 361 points.
Rockland.
St. George scored twice in tho
Division 2—Won by Mangier Mrs. pair of smart kids about four years
Saturday—Game to be arranged.
board the Curtis yacht Lyndonia.
By BEATRICE BAXTER
second on Davidson's beautiful triple,
Mildred Hickey. S00 points. Time. old. They battled on even terms and
•
«
*
«
Hot days dd not make the sum
In the 209 h. p. class Gov. Gardiner's 8.37. 34.81 miles; ZZl' 8. Millard A were showered with coins for their
a couple of errors and Monaghnn's
mer. There are nights to be reck
single.
In the sixth inning they
The League 6tan ding
boat "The Campaigner," got away to Jackson. East Winthrop, second, 722 efforts.
[In reply to the above The Courieroned with—cool nights on which
points; Kaydet, Reese Hatchett, third
country. How absolutely all activi
Rockland dropped into third place caught Foster napping and earned
a
good
start,
but
was
overtaken
on
Gazette has only to say that its in
one must don a wrap for adequate
last night, and St. George is now three scores. It was in this inning
ties, all society, has become read formation came from the State High the first lap by Fred Hayes' boat 648 points.
CIRCUS MAN HERE
Division 3—Won by Baby Whalen, C.
protection.
only
one game behind the leaders. that McCarty made a peach of a line
justed to it, so that should some way Police and eye witnesses, and which gradually Increased its lead.
catch. Outside of the two innings in
V. Clement, 800 points. Time, 8.27.
The new figures
On such a night as this such a
catastrophe suddenly put the tele that following its fixed custom no at The Campaigner finished second, de 35.5 miles.
Cliff McDougall, Publicity wrap as the one Illustrated is very
P.C. which St. George scored Bill Foster
Lost
Won
Division 4—Won by Mercury Two. I
phone system out of existence the tempt was made to place the blame, feating “Spider" Blake, and was given
.666 pitched air-tight ball.
3
...............
Man, Was In the Canadi much in order. Depending for In Camden
that always being left to the proper
The score:
W. B. Tuck. 800 points. Time, 8.15.
4
.55?
St.
George
.........
world would stop. Last night a authorities and courts. The state second place In the event.
dividuality upon its shirrea cuffs
St. George
<
36.36 miles; Ludington. Dick Frost,
.444
4
Rockland
...........
5
an
Wreck
friend called us from Richmond and ment in regard to the injuries sus
and wide bow collar, this longerIn the 300 h. p. class Gov. Gardiner second. 722 points; Flowers Falcon, D.
ab r bit tb po a e
.375
5
Thomaston ........ .. 3
than-knee-length evening creation
we conversed with him as easily as tained by the Stanley family was finished third, but the two boats W. Flowers, third. 324 points.
I.. Smith, ss ,
3
1 10 0
• * • *
Cliff McDougall, advance publicity of transparent rayon velvet in an
2 13 1
Arch’er, c ........... 5
though we sat in adjacent chairs. furnished by tw o of its members. which headed him were disqualified
Class D
director for 1A1. G. Barnes five-ring exquisite shade of primrose is the
St. George 5, Rockland 0.
When the accident occurred sym
1 1
himmons, p ........ 5
True, Virginia is not a thousand pathy was expressed for Mr. Calder- for cutting a buoy, and the Governor
Division 1—Won by Sandie. Paul A. circus, which comes to Rockland.
A large delegation of deliriously Dwyer, 3b ........ 3
1 0
type of wrap that claims—and wins
miles distant, but the miracle was as wood. as having been badly injured was awarded first. This was not at Jones. Union, 800 points. Time. 7.42. Aug. 11, was In the city yesterday, —the acclaim of smart designers.
happy St George fans saw their team Davidson, lb .... 3
3 9
Bug Dust, Chester promising the biggest show that has
apply rt nice coat of whitewash to the Schreiber, 2b .... 5 0 0 0
pronounced as though It had been in a previous accident; and The Cou all to his liking, and he requested 38.96 miles;
Quite
as
chic,
is
the
short
rayon
Wickswire. Cortland. N. Y., second. come here since the days of Barnum.
Rockland outfit at Community Park Poole, cf ............ 5 2 0 0
London talking, which It could have rier-Gazette duly regrets having con that the race be run over, which the 722 points; Miss 'Providence, C. M All of the damage caused by the velvet jacket which so often com
veyed the idea that it was an auto
last night.
H. Smith, If ..... 4 0 0 0
been with equal ease. And the great mobile accident. This paper sought committee declined to do. When the Rand, third, 648 points.
catastrophe in Nova Scotia has been panions the sheer frock on formal
'Simmons, the Harbor’s flinging ace. Monaghan, rf .. 4 1
Division 2—Won by Kadet IV. repaired and 30 cars will arrive here occasions.
corporation is never resting. We are to give the story as accurately as spectators learned of the incident
was in top form, and would have
By the way. speaking of rayon,
pitched the first no-hit game of (he
37 5 8 10 27 9 0
told that its engineers lay their plans possible, and certainly desires that Gov. Gardiner was warmly praised Reese Hatchett. 685 points. Time. on Sunday preceding the circus day.
8,34; Clifford Sawyer. Eagle Island, These cars are 72 feet long, and they how rapidly in popular favor Is
Mr. Calderwood should not suffer,
season but for Wotton’s scratch singly
Rockland
ft>r twenty-five years ahead, with
second. 685 points; Vampire Two. Paul will bring the greatest animal show growing this infant -rnong the fab in the seventh. The ball was too hard
even from implied Information.—Ed 1 for his good sportsmanship.
ab r bh tb po a e
reference to serving not alone the
now on the road, to say nothing of rics! In ages past silk. wool, cot for Cal Smith to handle, and had to McCarty, 2b ..... 4 0 0 0 4 2
In the free for all stock runabout B. Sawyer, third. 656 points.
Division
3
—
Won
by
Penn
Yan.
nearly
1000
people
connected
with
THE PORTLAND MURDER
local communities but the whole
class Gov. Gardiner was well up to
ton, flax were the only fibres used be entered as a hit, according to the Jones, cf ............ 3 0 0 0 2 0
Ross Maddocks. 800 points. Tim-- the show.
scoring rules.
No Rockland man Foster, p ............ 3 00 0 0 0 2
world in years to come, so that to
the winner.
8.13,
36.51
miles;
Baby
Whale,
C.
V
Included
among
the
animals
Is
reached first until Flanagan war Fowler, ss .......... 4 0 0 0 0 0
converse with a friend in China will Rockland Attorney Has a Word With
Saturday was a beautiful day, with Clements, second, 722 points.
Tusko,
said
to
be
the
largest
elephant
passed in the sixth, and it was not Wiotton, lb ........ 3 0 1 1 10 0
the Boston Herald
be as simple a matter as though he
Division 4—Won by Baby Whald, in the world and weighing more than
smooth water and fdeal racing condi
until the seventh inning that Jones/ Knight, c .......... 2 0 0 0 8 4
W,
B.
Tuck,
800
points.
Time,
8
13.
ten
tons.
Mabel
Stark,
one
of
the
were in the neighboring house. When To the Editor of The Herald:
crew negotiated second base.
tions.
The harbor was crowded
Brackett, rf
3 0 0 0
0
34.41
miles;
Flowers
Falcon,
D.
W.
featured
artists
in
the
show
has
a
The seventh was a heart breaker Flanagan, 3b .... 2 0 0
In your editorial of July 15 on the with pleasure craft, and the shores
wrong number or line busy presents
1
Flowers,
second,
722
points.
troupe
of
15
Royal
Bengal
tigers.
for Rockland. Jones flied to Sim Thornton, If ....
3 0 0
0
its momentary annoyance, we like to most revolting murder at Portland were thronged with spectators. The
Properly
speaking
Miss
Stark
Class F
mons, Foster was patched, only to be
the preceding Saturday you are veryconceal our irritation beneath the thoughtful in your suggestions and events were started on time, and the
shouldn't
be
training
tigers
today,
or
forced at second on Fowler’s grounder
Division 1—Won by Penn Van,
27 0 1 1 27 9 3
cloak of these vaster considerations. solicitous for the people of Maine lest regatta committee was able to follow Chester Wickshlre, 800 points. Time. doing much of anything else on this
to Davidson. Then came Wotton’s St. George ........ 000203 .0 0 0—5
mundane
sphere,
for
in
Bangor
two
single, and Knight was patched, thus
such an awful act might not be pun
Three-hasp. hit. Davidson.
Bases
45, 38.52 miles; Sandie. Paul Jones,
The interview given by Col. Lind ished with seasonable promptness. I schedule, except as to the mishaps
filling the bases, with' two down. It on balls, off Simmons 1, off Foster 5.
second, 722 points; Flowers Falcon, years ago last May she was attacked
above
cited.
The
Coast
Guard
had
by
some
of
her
“
pets"
and
almost
bergh to the Editor and Publisher, do not think the people of Maine will
was a fine opportunity to elude the Struck out, by Simmons 13, by Roster
D. W. Flowers, third. 648 points.
killed.
polecat, but the orange-socked Brack 10. Hit by pitcher, Dwyer, Jones,
In which he explains his attitude have any occasion to be dissatisfied a busy day, keeping other boats from
Division 2—Won by Skillet, Clif
The
feature
act
of
the
show,
ac

ett found himself entangled amid Foster. Knight. Umpires, Mealey and
ford Sawyer, 800 points. Time. 7.52,
toward the newspapers, is of a piece with the promptness, or the lack of it, Infringing upon the course.
cording
to
Mr.
McDougall
is
that
pre

Simmons’ cyclone shots, until out M. Sawyer. Scorer, Winslow.
with which the punishment, such as
38.13 miles; Kaydet Fourth, Reese
with all the sensible things that this it is, wiP, be administered. The Her
sented on high wire by the Great
In Class C. divisions 1 and 2, Jack- Hatchett, second. 685 points; Mangier, Gretonas two young girls and four
level-headed young man says and ald need not worry about that. The
son had a good lead over Mrs. Hickey Mrs. Mildred Hickey, third. 361 points. boys from Germany, who do most
STRAND THEATRE
UNION
court which Is to hear the case will
Division 3—Penn Yan, Ross Maddoes.
when his engine suddenly went dead dccks. 800 points. Time, 6.27 for three sensational stunts 35 feet in the air,
He draws the line strictly, so the sit Sept. 2. 1930.
nd no net to eateh them in case of
Climaxing Louise Dresser’s screen 1
A regrettable thing about the case and the only woman contender in laps; Baby Whale, C. V. Clements,
article reads, between the right of the
Ye Greene Arbour Notes
a miss.
career with a role of unusual power!
didn't finish.
press to report his activities as they is not, as you intimate, the pros the regatta won by a good margin.
The circus carries no street parade
An interesting musicale was held
pective
delay,
but
rather
the
in

Division
4
—
Ludington.
J.
E.
Wil

relate to the science of air travel
and realism. "The S Sisters" is both here Frl(1a,. afternoon. Trios and
Class D, outboards: Paul Jones and
—this feature having been discarded
and what he calls personal curiosity. adequacy of the punishment. The Wickwire staged a great race. Wiek- kinson, Boston. 800 poits. Time, 9.24, wit hthe advent of traffic signals—hut
her newest Fox Movietone all talk quartets were played by Mrs. Leon
case
is.
in
at
least
one
respect,
not
31.94
miles;
Mercury
Two,
W.
B.
He said he appreciated the remark
those
who
see
the
two
gorgeous
spec

ing triumph and a remarkable folk ard G. Paine and Edith L. Greene,
wlre
led
at
the
start
with
Jones
third.
Tuck.
722
points.
able liberality of the press In sup unlike the Parkman case which oc
tacles "Persia" and "The Pageant of
picture in an Italian setting. H’aul violinists; Charles Plekey of Liberty,
port of his work. He mentioned five curred til Boston about 80 years ago. On the second lap Jones took the lead
Stock Runabouts
cellist; Mrs. Marion Howell and
Pekin" under the big top will see
New York newspapers which he and when Dr. Parkman was murdered by and won the race, in fast time. Jones
Sloane, the man who made that nanje, Patt pianists
Not over 75 h. p.—Won by Down- something that will make a street
Mrs. Lindbergh had decided they Prof. Webster and the body subjected and Wickwire had another neck and easier. Eugene C. Rich, Camden. 761 parade seem tame.
notable study of negro life, "Hearts
Misses Vera and Gladys Collamorc
could not co-operate and maintain to an acid treatment and then burned
points.
Time 10.50, 29.70 miles;
Being two weeks ahead of the
in Dixie.” directed "The 3 Sisters" of Newcastle were guests at lunch
in a furnace, as is the Portland case. neck race In Class F. Division 1, the Dodge, Frank Wigglesworth, Boston,
thhlr self-respect.
show publciity man McDougall doesn't
and has given It the same sympa Sunday.
He said in the future he intended to Dr. Webster was hune, Just as all latter winning by a small margin second, 761 points; Baby Gar, A. L. have much opportunity to see what
Mrs. Marshall E. and Miss Porntlfy
thetic and understanding treatment.
do all he could to keep aloof from such murderers should be. I think it when the propeller of Jones' boat was Anderson Camden, third. 648 points. he advises everybody else to see, so
newspapers that "have no serious was some five or six months Itefore fouled by grass.
"The 3 'Sisters" Is, from one aspect, Reed of Roxbury, Mrs. Minnie A.
Not over IB) h. p.—Won by Hawk, the other day when he “doubled back'
purpose." He felt outraged when sentence was executed, which seems
a narrative of an Italian peasant Weed of Rockport, Miss Winnefred
The 75 h. p. runabout class fur Francis Liehcr, Northeast Harbor, In the Provinces and Joined the out
some reporters followed him on his to have been reasonably prompt.
800 points. Time, 9.13. 33.54 miles; fit he was real happy. And that
woman and her trio cf daughters, Andrews of Boston had a dinner
party here recently.
honeymoon and "for eight
hours The sentence in the Portland case nished a close race, Wigglesworth in Little Julia. Howard Anderson. Cam proved to be the day when the circus
one the village tom-boy, one the
circled about our boat at anchor in a promises to be at least as prompt.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barrons of
his Dodge nosing out Eugene Rich in den, second, 684 points; Nevana, C. C. train was wrecked. Mr. McDougall
beauty of the district and the third,
But you should not worry. In yours
New England harbor in a noisy
Ferncroft, Medford, Mass., were re
Atherwood. Bar Harbor. 685 points.
had arisen early and was walking
a
singer
of
promise.
Their
loves
and
a
Downeaster.
The
margin
of
victory
motorboat." He considered It absurd of July 14 you carry in your news
Not over 135 h. p.—Won by Cub through one of the Pullman cars.
sorrows, their romance and merry cent guests here.
that he should have been forced to columns the information that 21 per was 12 seconds, which was exactly Tempahahy, A. T. Archibald, Bar When the crash came he was pitched
making, particularly as they affect
Mrs. H. F. Hix, Miss Carrie Brain
keep a guard at his wife's home and sons were killed by motorists the the same margin by which Rich had Harbor. 800 points. Time. 9.06. 32.96 through the door into another ear
the mother, form the root of the erd, Mrs. H. Burgess of Rockland,
preceding
week
in
Massachusetts,
told of a reporter attempting to bribe
won the previous day. Rich was miles; Hawk. Francis Usher, second, landing on his head. The scar had
story.
It
will
be
shown
Wednesday
Mrs. F. M. and Miss Elizabeth Pitcher
a servant with $2000 to "betray family with’ the declaration by your state awarded the race, having made the 722 points; Chriscraft, Hamilton not fully healed when he exhibited it
and Thursday.—adv.
of Illinois, Mrs. Laura Primrose
eeerets.” Col. Lindbergh, the article registrar. Mr. Parker,that “Two more
Smith, A1 Gonac, Michigan, third, in The Courier-Gazette office yester
Rupp, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Spencer,
concludes, desires to be on friendlv motorist murderers, in particularly fastest time over one lap.
648 points.
day.
Maybe the old-time.doctor didn't New York City, Miss Eleanor B.
SMART RAYON VELVET WRAP
The wind freshened in the after
terms with newspapermen who ha/? flagrant cases, left their victims dead
Not over 185 h. p.—Won by Chrisknow,
but
he
didn't
eoak
you
$10
Hartwell, Sound Beach, Conn, are
a serious purpose. He likes to give or dying in the road while they drove noon and the runabouts made the craft. Jack Mitchell, Dark Harbor,
BEEDY IS APPOINTED
for textiles. Even when good old for sending you to somebody who among the guests registered for lunch
his confidence to such men and said away vainly hoping that they would spray fly. The Downeasters, racing 724 points. Time, 9.06. 32.90 miles:
did.
—
Brooklyn
Times.
this week.
Noah Webster compiled his "un
that his confidence had not been not be caught.’’
At
it
President Hoover lfas appointed
Tile murderer in the Portland ease for the Gould trophy, took the inside Uttle Julia, Howard Anderson, sec
abridged" there was no such word
betrayed by them.
ond,
617
points;
Dodge,
Frank
Representative
Beedy,
Republican,
has apparently all the devilish quali course on account of the rough w ater.
in the English language a3 rayon.
Wigglesworth, third, 613 points.
a member of the Commission which
Here is a wholesome platform upon fications of your two Massachusetts
Now this fifth has been added to
Not over 200 h. p —-Won by Chrls- recommends to Congress legislation
which the country's most popular motorists, and they would be doubt •’Carney" Anderson gained over How
the list of basic fibres and rayon is
craft. Fred Hayes. Bar Harbor, 800 for the Islands of Eastern Samoa.
couple can take a dignified stand, less capable of doing the Portland ard Anderson and finished about two points. Time. 8.25. 35.64 miles; The Beedv succeeds Representative Kiess,
one of the most familiar names in
deed
should
circumstances
present
lengths
in
the
lead.
We can pledge them that wh'en they
Campaigner, Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardi of Pennsylvania who died recently.
the modern’3 dictionary, a term
themselves and their necessities re
In the free for all for hydroplanes ner, Augusta, second. 685 points;
honor Knex County with their sum quire. In spirit, your two motorists
which the fashionable woman inter
prets to suit her own fancy in the
mer visits, the newspapers of these are no better than the Portland fiend, and displacement boats, Phil. James' Sonny. “Spider" Blake, Portland
by
the
fact
that
Curtis
Bok,
a
grand

third,
685
points.
raiment which, very literally,
regions will continue to honor their and should they come to Maine they brakes clutched, and he was out of
Not
over
300
h.
p.
—
-Won
by
the
son of Commodore Curtis, served as clothes her from head to foot
privacy with the courtesy which from would he well equipped to do such the race. Miss Maine, a hydroplane Campaigner. Gov. Gardiner, 724
dastardly an& fiendish things in gave Silver Heels, a displacement
toastmaster. His wit, and his genius
Rayon is a product of this ma
points. Time. 8.59, 33.38 miles; Cln isthe beginning they have given it.
Maine as your registrar says they
chine age in the production of
boat, a good argument, but the rough craft, Jack Mitchell, second. 650 at story telling kept the guests in
which man has out-marvelled na
The feeling of satisfaction that did in Massachusetts or was done by water favored the latter and she won points; Dodge, Frank Wigglesworth constant laughter.
the Portland fiend. In point of flendture. Upon a time the little silk
third, 512 points.
doubtless is being entertained by the isiiness there is very little difference
Several
of
the
officials
and
regatta
by about three lengths.
Free-For-All—Won by Christ i aft, guests made brief speeches, the tenor worm held the monopoly as a pro
officials and committees of Camden’s between your two Massachusetts
The summary:
ducer of silk. Today not everything
Maitland Alexander. Dark Harbor,
second regatta Is a justifiable emo motorists and the Portland fiend.
Saturday’s summary and final re 761 points. Time, 80.03, 27.26 miles; cf their remarks being that it was that shimmers and has a lustre Is
In
view
of
these
things,
might
it
tion. They put Into its preparation a
The Campaigner, Gov. Gardiner, sec one of the best -regattas they had woven from the mulberry leaf by a
not be well to rebuke such lawlessness sult of the two days’ racing:
great quantity of honest hard work of as you confessedly have in your own
ond, 650 points; Chriscraft. Jack ever attended and that they would cocoon’s inmate. The exquisite vel
Outboards
Mitchell, third, 549 points.
which the scored triumph is the nat state rather than wasting the edi
like a it served seat for the next one. vets and satins and moires an<J bro
Class A
Downeaster, Gold Trophy—Won by
torial
space
of
The
Herald
with
a
cades which we wear, once may
•Ural and deserved reward.
This
Division '1—Won by Mobie Dick. C Howard Anderson. Camden, 800 The drivers also voiced their pleas
have been cotton pulp and wood
repetition of the first year’s success double-leaded editorial full of polite M. Harris, Augusta. 724 points. Time, points. Time. 10.38. 28.29 miles; A. L. ure.
suggestion how- delay in punishment 6.50, 21.95 miles; CMon, It. 'Paquin.
pulp. Science, by secret processes
gets to the regatta the seal of perma of this revolting crime may be avoid
Anderson. Camden, second, 732'points,
The Ocean View tea room catered
Thomaston, second.
400
points:
savoring of dark magic, has made
nence and establishes it for the future ed. I may say that there is no pros George Burgess, Camden, third, 361 Eugene C. Rich, Camden, third 648 for the banquet, which Was a fish sup.
them what they are today—rivals
points.
pect
of
any
such
delay
as
you
sug

as the chief summer event of Maine's
points.
Free-For-All Hydroplanes—Won by per of a very high order. And wh'en of the silkworm’s craft, wondrously
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH
gest.
Rodney
I.
Thompson.
coast.
This triumphant feature,
Division 2—Won by Misstep. R. Gar Wood, Clem Johnson. Portland all the talking and eating had been
beautiful and remarkably practical
Rockland, Me, July 18.
Stacie
.Worcester,
761
points.
Time.
added to its fame as the most beau
Time. 16.02, 37.57 miles; Miss Maine done there was dancing until the fabrics.
6.14, 24.06 miles; Wee Vampire. F. P. Edgar Curtis, Portland, second
A season or so ago the world’s
tiful town of the Pine Tree State,
MISSING PAPER WANTED
Sawyer, .Beechhurst, Penn., second Chriscraft, Miss Atwater, Yarmouth town clock said that 'Sunday had
leading couturiers set their seal of
should go far toward filling our
724 points; Mangier, Mrs. Mildred third.
come.
A copy of The Courier-Gazette of Hickey,'Shrewsbury, third. 650 points
approval upon rayon velvet as a
neighbor's cup of happiness. Well, it
• • • »
There are scores of persons who
March 19, 1918, is wanted to complete
sumjner fabric. This year they em
Class
B
Is deserved and we congratulate 'fcm. the paper's files for that year. The
The concluding event of tho Cam can justly share in the credit for the ploy it in divers ways and with a
Division 1—Won by Miss Geneseo.
Perhaps some reader can supply a publishers will he glad to pay for such Nick Hathaway. Boston, 761 points. den regatta was the banquet Satur regatta’s great success, but there is number of materials that accord
copy brought or sent to this office.
copy of Th'e Courier-Gazette of
WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Time, 9.30, 31,7 miles; Miss Provi day night at the Camden Yacht Club, space only to mention the man who with the scheme of things In a
period when modes have returned
March 19, 1918, which is needed to
All Republicans interested in the dence, C. .N. 'Rand, Everett, second, when the prizes were awarded by led these forces—Harold Corthell, the
Commodore Cyrus H. K. Curtis, with regatta chairman. Just how hard he to the feminine plus ultra.
Tillson Ave.
Rockland
Tels. 1235—1236
complete the office file of that year. approaching county election should 751 points.
Division 2—Won by ZP, M. K. the assistance of A. L. (Carney) An worked, and how efficiently hi
he at Temple hall tomorrow night at
The favor of such missing copy will
Two Chicago gangsters have died
7.30. Men and women alike are in Jackson. East Winthrop. 800 points. derson. The occasion was made
worked, can he told by all who share
he greatly appreciated by the pub vited. Wallace H. White Jr., will he Time. 9.17. 31.97 miles;
86-S8
Kaydet
i «
natural deaths. They were shot.—
doubly
pleasant
and
successful
.
the task with him.
Fourth. iReese Hatchett. Beechhurst,
present.
Philadelphia Inquirer,
lishers.

Disaster attended two of the com

SILK DRESSES
6.95
■

SUMMER EVENING
CHILL PREVENTED
BY RAYON VELVET

FRESH

Every Morning

Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning
FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES

rown

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
------

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
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AN INVITATION

4

July 30—Anuual Jalr of Ladies* Aid M. E.
Church, Rockport.
July 30—Republican women meet in Temple
liall a 7.30 p. ni.
July 30—Summer fair and supper given by,
the Wpman's Auxiliary of St. Peter’s ChuecH.
Aug. 4-6—iNew Waterville Fair.
Aug. 4-0—Legion Circus at old Circus
Grounds.
.
Aug. 5—'Knox County O. E. S. Field Dayat
Penobscot View Grange hall.
-j.
Aug. 5—Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Sjarf
Aug. 5—“The Old Peabody Pew” at the
Hope Corner Church.
Aug. 6—Washington, at Grange hall, mid
summer sale of the Community and Guild.
Aug. 6—Rockport, Baptist Midsummer fair.
Aug. 10—Ash Point, Old Timers’ reunion at
Ginn’s Point.
Aug. 11—A1 G. Barnes’ circus in Rockland.
Aug. 1(2-14—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 14—Owl’s Head Church fair.
Aug. 14- State Held meeting of the Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox
Arboretum.
Aug. lf>—(Martinsville, annual -fair and
supper of Ladles’ Circle at (Grange hall.
Aug. 15—Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounds.
[Note change In date.]
Aug. '20—Thomaston’s fair.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North
Atlantic States:
Rather general
showers Indieated Tuesday or Tuasday night; otherwise generally fait*Continued high tem|»erature the firfst
of the week, cooler by Wednesday,,
and temperature normal or slightly
below the latter part of the week. lr
______________
1c
Special Chevrolet sedans are being
driven by George W. Gay and J. C.
Perry.
Another installment of A. H. Whit
ford's travel letters hbs been received
by Rockland friends. It deals with
Egypt and Palestine.

King Hiram's Shipmates are to
have a reunion at George L. St.
Glair's cottage, Crescent Beach, Sun
day, Aug. 3. All who intend to be
present should notify Edward Gon'.a.

If you traveled 609 miles a day In
a motor ear you •would probably
think you were going some. But
that's what a Dodge Eight recently
did in a motor marathon—12,500
miles in 21 days.

President E. H. Crle of the Baptist
iJlen’s League yesterday received 100
sons sheets for that organization,
with the compliments of Rev. W. J.
Day. Mr. and Mrs. Day were about
to start for New York State on their
annual vacation trip.
It Is reported that Associate Justice
Norman L. Bassett of Augusta will
shortly resign from the bench because
of ill health. Leonard A. Pierce, a
prominent Portland attorney, and a
Democrat, is being prominently men
tioned as his successor.
Miss Mary McLain, formerly of this
city, was recently discharged from a
St. Louis hospital where she had
been receiving _ treatment for six
months, following an auto accident.
Ill luck continued to pursue her, for
while walking with crutches she fell
and broke one of her arms.

Tlie Camden Rotary Club had the
pleasure of listening to a talk by
Mrs. Mary L >uise (Curtis) Bok of
Philadelphia and Rockport at its
regular luncheon meeting Tuesday at
the Yacht Club. Mrs. Bok’s subject
was "The Curtis Institute of Mu
sic.’’ Amcng the guests was Jarvis
C. Perry of this city.

Donald Small, who was sent to
Cuba last spring as sales manager
for the Ingersoll-Rand Co., lias been
transferred back to the New York
office and placed In the export depart
ment, where it is probable, after a
period of training and intensive study
of 'Spanish, a foreign port will be
assigned to him. Mr. Small’s advance
since entering the employ of the
Ingersoll-Rand Co. about a year ago
Is most gratifying to his friends.
The Rockland Lions will forego
their regular Wednesday noon meet
ing at Hotel Rockland this week, be
cause of tlie joint meeting with tlie
Camden-Rockport Lions Club which
will he held at Beach Inn. Lincoln
ville, Thursday night. The entertain
ment committee has made a tenstrike by securing for speaker Lincoln
Colcord, tlie delightful Maine author.
The local Lions will leave Hotel
Rockland at 5.45 p. m.. and transpor
tation will be provided for all who tire
supplied. A chicken supper will be
served at 6.30.
*
The preliminary census report on
marriage and divorce for Maine dur
ing the year 1929 has been received
from the Department of Commerce.
Knox County had 224 marriages in
1929 ns compared witli 242 in 1928.
and 56 divorces in 1929 as compared
with 72 in 1928. There was one an*
nuiment in 1929, hut none in 1328,:
Lincoln County, on the contnypr,
showed an Increase in both instances,■
having 120 marriages in 1929, as cum.
pared with1 91 in 1928. and having 27
divorces in 1929 as compared with 1
in 1928. The State as a whole showej
an increase in marriages of 17
a decrease in divorces of 54.

. The annual summer fair and sup
per given 'by the Women's Adxiiiayj
of St. Peter's Church will be held on
the church grounds Wednesday afty
ernoon and evening, July 39. FartCy
articles, aprons, candy, fir pillows),
cooked food, plants and flowers Will
be on sale. Supper will he served a,t
6 o'clock. Menu: Cold meat, cabbage
salad, rolls, cake, tea and cofflea
Price 35 cents.—adv.
90-lt

Why suffer torture* from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruii
when
v

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?’
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
75 cants
«tf

cummings will work

George Whelpley of Man

' Former Rockland Pastor Praises the
Ticket Headed By Gardiner and
White

chester Has Much 'Praise
For Sargon

TO THE

Republican Women of Rockland

“A while back I was in an awf«l!y
rundown condition from stomach
j trouble and constipation. I’d go to
bed tired and get up the same way,

A meeting will be held Wednesday, July 30, at 7.30, in Temple Hall
for the purpose of organizing the women of this city into a club with political

and civic interests.
thies, is invited.

Everybody, men and

women, of Republican sympa

The women themselves will, of course, work out the details

but it is hoped to have a permanent club with big speakers, fine programs,

etc.

Wallace H. White, Jr., will be present at this meeting.

Republican City Committee,

COMING REUNIONS

Aug. 7 Ingraham family, at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 13—'Descendants of Ebenezer Hall, at
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 17—-Light family at the home of W. VV.
Light, Washington.
Aug. 21—Starrett-«pear families at Re
union Grove Farm, Warren.
Aug. 27—Hills family at the Harvey Tost
grove, North jWarren.

NEW LIFE AND ENERGY

,

John M. Richardson, Chairman,
. William A- Glover, Sec.-Treas.

WANTED

Councillor Charles S. Cummings of
Auburn, former mayor, county com
mit teeman. etc., set at rest some old
rumors and put a flock of new con
versation into circulation Saturday.
"You can tell the Republicans of
Androscoggin county that I'm home,
ready to take off my coat, roll up my
sleeves and put shoulder to the wheel
to help this county go Republican.
“Not that 1 am worrying about the
Republican candidates from top to
bottom being elected in Androscoggin
but I am NOT going to take this sum
mer off with an election in Septem
ber,” continued Mr. Cummings.
Mr. Cummings, the only candidate
in sight to succeed himself, said that
he had heard upon his return to the
county that hte was going to rest on
his oars. “Not by any means,” he
said. "We have a great ticket of
candidates headed by Gov. Gardiner
•and Wallace H. White for r. S.
1 Senate and I’m going to spend some
time seeing my friends through the
[county and reminding them that this
| is another good year to vote Republ
ican.” concluded the »«veteran political

YOUNG LADIES
TO SELL LEGION CIRCUS TICKETS
Liberal Commission—Sell Like Hot Cakes

Inquire Legion Circus Headquarters

14 Limerock Street.

SUPREMELY SATISFYING!

There’s a delicious quality to all
soda water dispensed here that
makes it supremely satisfying.
Every drink you enjoy at our foun
tain is for this reason a real thirst
treat—cooling, energizing, refresh
ing to the last drop. Your favorite
flavor is included in our daily list of

suggestions.

leader.

Soon the voice of the jxolitical ora
A comparatively small hay crop Is
tor will be heard in the land. The toeing harvested this year, the de
campaign opens the first of August. mand being small except for private
use.
Last week’s prize winners at Carr’s
Bowling Alleys were F. Jacobs, 126;
There will he a well baby clinic at
Goodwin. 124; J. Green. 113; C. Smal Knox Hospital next Monday after
ley, 110.
noon from 2.39 to 5 o’clock, conducted
by a physician and the Red Cross.
The Rockland Band's concert at
Northport, postponed from last Sun
There was a disquieting rum nr
day beoeuae of the weather, will tako afloat yesterday to the effect that the
place the coming Sunday.
Maine Central Railroad might disconinue its Dark Harbor line an
Tlie premier showing Saturday of other season.
the new Buick Eight at the Park
street show rooms of the Lewiston
The remains of Frank L. Richardson,
Buick Co. drew a comfortable crowd former chef at the Thorndike Hotel,
of motor enthusiasts who found were brought Saturday from Brook
much to praise in the car.
lyn, and funeral services were held
in this city yesterday.
DURING THE HOT SPELL

Burgeon General Cumming of
the United States public health
service today prepared a hot
weather comfort prescription
with ten ingredients:
"DrAs as lightly as possible,
“Imbibe long, cool drinks.
' Keep your temper-.
“Keep windows closed.

"Use discretion in getting out
of heat.
,
'•Keep the spinal eord 4>roteeted: wear hats outdoors.
"Use discre*'on about work
and exercise in the heat.
"Eat what you please, but
don’t overeat.
"Guard against infested food.
"Be discreet, physically, men
tally, emotionally."

The monthly sales meeting of tlie
Maine Automobile Association will
be held at Thorndike Hotel Thursday
2 p. m., bringing to this city 25 or
39 men—all representatives of the
three A’s.

Three accordion players made
Main street resound yesterday but
the best music Rockland heard was
the sordine whistle at the Underwood
plant calling help to work after a
summer of enforced idleness.
Milton M. Griffin, clerk of cour's
for Knox County, was elected a
member of the executive committee
at the annual session of the Maine
Clerks of Courts Association in
Dover-Foxcrpft last week. The new
president is S. C. Lampher of Sebec.
Rev. Kenneth H. Casscns. wife and
soa are in Rockland, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. G. C. Cassens. Mr. Casscns
is to occupy the pulpit of the First
Baptist Church next Sunday. His
sermon subjects will be 'The Out- I
worn
Message"
and
"Preferred |
Stock.”

How's that for blueberries!" ex
claimed Anson M. Qlidden, the well
known Maine Central conductor Sat
urday as he extended to a CourierGazette reporter a stem which con
tained no less than 35 of the azurehued berries, which he had plucked
A correspondent expresses himself
at the west end of South Pond, on
the premises owned by Charles as shocked to think that The Cou
Woodcock.
rier-Gazette would print a picture of
I P." Morgan’s yacht Corsair and
Brig. Gen. Greenlaw of Augusta, say that it was the Lyndonia. And I
chairman of the On-To-Boston com we were equally shocked when we ,
mittee of the Maine Legion men and discovered too late that the wrong '
women who will attend the national cut had gotten into the forms.
convention of the Legion and allied
bodies Aug. 25, 26, and 27 in Boston
P. F. Norcross was round guilty |
has announced the members of bis in Municipal Court yesterday of |
committee. The Knox County mem driving an automobile while under
ber is Earle McIntosh, one of the vice the Influence of intoxicating liquor. ]
presidents of the Security Trust Com - He was sentenced to three months
pany. The Lincoln County member is in jail, and fined $25 and costs of
Ralph J. Webper of Damariscotta and court, with 39 days additional if fine
Hancock's is Dr. John B. Ells of Bar and costs are not paid. lie ap
Harbor.
pealed.
The local theatres have some ex
cellent midsummer .offerings. Tlib
Strand today is presenting Victpr
McLugien in "On the Level;" Wed
nesday and Thursday, Louise Dresser
In "3 Sisters;" Friday and Saaturday,
Jack Oakie In “The Sap From Syra
cuse." At the Park meantime, these
offerings: Today and tomorrow, the
Mao Edwards Players, with complete
change of program daily: Thursday
and Friday, Dolores Del Rio in “The
Bad One;" Saturday, Jack Mulhall
and Mae Clarke in “The Fall Guy."

Combining business with pleasure
certainly applied to the case of Ar
thur H. Cooke, representative of the
Mergenthalcr Linotype Co., who
called at The Courier-Gazette office
yesterday to exchange greetings with
H. G. Cole and other members of the
staff. Mr. Cooke is on a vacation,
or thinks he is, but let anybody men
tion linotype, find even his pet golf
sticks are forgotten. He spent the
weekend at the Samoset and divided
Ms admiration equally between the
excellent golf course anefthe beauti
ful Vanderbilt and Llppincott yachts
which rode at anchor in this famous
hostelry's front dooryard.
The yisit of the dirigible Nepon
set, which favors Camden and Rockl>ort, will serve to direct attention to
one of New England's leading busi
ness and industrial concerns, Bird &
Son, Inc.
It will interest man.'
readers to know that George Smith, a
Rockland boy, is supervising the de
partment which pertains to the
manufacture of "Bird's Hojfs." He
hus been in full charge of the mill
since April 1st. giving the same satis
faction which has been responsible
for his rapid promotions since join
ing the Bird staff. Some idea of the
size of this department may be ob
tained fnern tlie tact that the average
output of roofing is 359 tons a day.
which is the equal of 18 box cars
daily. And this, mind yeti, is only
one of the company’s mills at East
Walpole, the others dealing with the
manufacture of floor covering, ship
ping cases and paper boxes. Tlie
number of employes in the roofing
division is 249. Mr. Smith and fam
ily are hankering for their annual trip
to Maine and the shore dinners which
it contemplates, but the brisk busi
ness which Bird & Son are now en
joying may prevent.

All Republicans interested in the
approartilng county election should
lie at Temple hall tomorrow night at
7 39. Men and women alike are in
vited. Wnllace H. White Jr., will he

present.

The Mae Edwards players were
greeted by a capacity house at Park
Theatre, presenting a clean, rolli. king comedy. “The Mouse.” Tlie
vaudeville was excellent and the nov
elty orchestra scored a hit. Tonight
and Wednesday matinee the play will
he 'IWhat ©very IWoman Knows."
The closing bill will be "Broadway
Lovers."

C. M. Havener

A blindfold-boxing tournament was I
Jield last week at a village . fete |
Blind-man's biff, so to speak.—Th<

ROCKLAND

RANKIN BLOCK

[ Humorist.

He is a firm believer in the Merits
cf Sargon

’’ON MY SET”
Saturday night I heard the
New York American flashes over
WOR.
They were given in
unique fashion and were very
entertaining.

Thevradio last night brought
word from London of Stribling's
easy victory over Scott in the
second round.
«•*«•••••

The United States Army Band
which is coming to Rockland in
November is heard every Satur
day forenoon over WNAC. We’re
certainly in for a treat.
A special run of the Fast
Freight to Wichita via radio will
be the event 10.30 to 11 ,p. m.
over the Columbia Broadcasting
Company, Friday evening. As
appropriate music for an airplane
ride 'over the city, the musical
train crew and organist offer
these numbers:
Painting the
Clouds With Sunshine, John
Brown's Body, By the Waters of
Minnetonka, Springtime in the
Rockies, You’ve Brought a New
Kind of Love, Yodel, Washboard
Blues, and Going Up.
«•. ■«. .».

Plenty of static Sunday after
noon and evening. Cheer up,
summer will soon be gone.
•••

“Baked beans did not originate
in New England,” said Robert L.
Ripley, in pointing out popular
fallacies on his believe it or not
program over the air. And the
national debunker went op to asrsert that they had baked beans
in Egypt thousands of years ago;
that King Tut-Ank' JAmon is
sued his admonition to his priests
forbidding them to eat baked
beans under the pain of death.
«*•«•••*

Delving further into Egyptian
history, Ripley pointed out that
Cinderella wore a fur slipper,
not glass, and that the story ife
engraved on an old Egyptian
statue.

And, believe it or not, there is
a woman in Mexico City who
supports herself entirely by mak
ing clothes for fleas in flea cir
cuses.
A news bulletin says that it
was 108 in St. Louis yesterday,
the hottest that city has ever
known. E. S. Healey, who is
here from that city on a welltimed vacation will shake hands
with himself fervently when he
roads this.

Saturday’s golf tournament saw
some good cards turned in, the best
of which, perpetrated by A. C. Jones,
brought him off winner. A 40 out
and a 43 in made the best rounds that
.Mr. Jones aver had played, his handi
cap of 15 giving him the win of the
The Liberal government was
match with net 68. E. R. Veazie was
overthrown as the result of yes
runner-up with a net 79 and Wm.
terday’s Canadian elections. This
Wood took third prize with net 71.
morning’s bulletins say that the
_ __
Z
Conservatives have a majority in
An interesting feature in con
the House of Commons, and that
nection with the coming of the Farm
there was an unprecedented upset
Special to Rockland next Wednesday
in Quebec.
will be the re-shipment to Vinal«(► —• —
haven of two pure bred rams, which
The British dirigible R-100.
are to be exchanged for two scrub
largest airship in the world, left
rams in order to promote better
Cardington, Eng. at 10.45 last
breeding. One ef the rams, a Hamp
night, bound for Canada. The
shire. will he sent to 'S. B. Hopkins,
bulletin this morning says she
tond tlie other, a Cheviot, will he sent
was over Northern Ireland.
to Porter Lawry. The arimals will
be taken to Vinalhaven ty Captain
Arnold Nelson is acting as chauf
W. H. Wincapaw in an airplane. feur for New York parties, driving
Tlie Farm Special arrives at 5.50 r». rn. through Canada and other places.
and remains over night.
In connection with Kate Douglas
Wiggin's delightful play, “The Oli'.
Peabody Pew.” which is to be pre
sented in the quaint Hope Carn?r
Church Tuesday evening. Aug. 5.
under the auspices of the Unlversa.ist
organ fund committee, it is Interest
ing to note that this play has recent
ly been presented at the Capp Eliza
beth (Portland) Methodist Church,
and in accordance with the annual
custom will lie given the evenings of
Aug. 8 and 9 in the century old ortho
dox church at Buxton Lower Corner,
in Which the scene of the original
story is laid. The Dorcas Society is
sponsoring the presentation In con
nection with the lawn party held on
the grounds of Quillcote. the summer
horn eof the late Kate Douglas Wiggin in Hollis. These annual events
are atteided toy people from all over
the country. Those who have seen
tlie Hope Corner Church will agree
that the play could have no more
Ideal setting, and no cast could pre
sent the characters of the Dorcas
Society and Justin Peabody mure
faithfully than those chosen by Mrs. E.
F. Glover, chairman, and Mrs. Hattie
Davies, coach. The event promises
to be one of the most interesting in
the local summer activities,

Phone 656-R

In Municipal Court Saturday Mrs.
Ethel Phelps was fined costs of court
after being convicted of assault and
(battery. The charge against her was
dousing the 12 year old son of Ed
ward Childs, at Maine Central
Wharf. She claimed that the young
ster had been annoying other kids
and that she tossed him into the
water to scare him. The lad could
swim, so the scare was not as per
manent as it might otherwise have
been.
S. II. Springer, private secretary
to Hon. Dwight W. '.Morrow has con
tributed $100 to the Rockland Yacht
Club toward the improvement of the
elu'bhouse and landing. “The AmIbassador is in, Mexico City,” writes
Mr. Springer, "but I know of his in
terest in the club and that he would
be desirous of assisting.”—iA mega
phone and field glasses are much
needed at the clubhouse, and the
managers would feel very grateful to
any persons who might wish to con
tribute such.—'Many compliment# are
being
heard
for the new steward,
.
T ,
Capt. J. L. Clark, whq kec^ the
elu’bhouse in the pink of condition,
and
ana who
wno is verv
lerj rniirtnnii«
pourtpous tn
in all
all
comers,

and I couldn’t eat anything hardly L
without having indigestion. Neuritis ;
pains were so bad in my shoulders |.
and legs th'at sometimes I could
hardly get to work. Sargon drove
the pains out of my body, brought
back my appetite without a sign of
stomach trouble and I’m brimful of
new life and energy.
• "Sargon Pills stimulated my liver
and regulated my elimination with
out griping or nausea.”—George
Welpley. with the Amoskeag Mfg..
Co.. Manchester, N. H.
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
land at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.,—
adv.
90-lt

EASi UNION
A daily vacation Bible scho< 1 haopened here with' an attendance of
39 children. Rev. J. L. Corson and
Miss Conant of Rockland are in
charge. The meetings are held in the
schoolhouse owing to the Grange hall
undergoing repairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Etter and little
daughter Ruth of New Haven, were
weekend visitors with old friends in
this place. They were accompanied
here by Mrs. Etter’s sister and lier
husband, Mr. and .Mrs. Leslie A.
Libby of Falmouth.
Mrs. Roland Payson was recently
the guest of her sister Mrs. Frances
Thomas.
#
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard of Rock
land were Sunday visitors in town.
L. R. Robbins of Boston is a guest
at the home of Mrs. May Robbins.
W. E. Dornan. Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Dornan and Mrs. A. W. Payson at
tended the stonecutters’ reunion at
New Meadows Inn and enjoyed a very
pleasant outing.

VINALHAVEN
tSunnybank cottage was the scene

ALL THIS WEEK!
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A NEW LOW PRICE

QUALITY
Without

QUESTION
LITTLE PIG HAMS, SELECTED FOR
THEIR EXCELLENCE
Whole
Half

32c lb.

29c lb.

NATIVE CABBAGE FREE
WITH ANY CUT OF CORNED BEEF

BROILING CHICKENS
A Perfect Summer Food
lb 30c
A Very Special Price

of two picnic parties last week, one

arranged by Mrs. iMaurice Leadbetter
the other by Mrs. Annie Lanp. The
dottage is now occupied by Mis.
Susie Philbrook. It is an ideal place
to spend the day or weekend.

LOBSTERS

Alive or
Boiled

FRANK G. GLOYD

Frank G. Gloyd. worshipful master
of “Ebenezer Fuller Lodge, F.A.M..
died suddenly at his borne in Allston,
Mass., Tuesday last. Mr. Gloyd, who
had been a resident of Allston for the
past 30 years, was born 50 years ago
in Thomaston, son of Charles and
Augusta (Burton) Gloyd. For some
time past Mr. Gloyd had been mana
ger of a chemical house. He is sur
vived by his wife, Alece I. (McCann)
Gloyd.
Funeral services were held at the
Short & Williamson funeral home on
Friday, Rev. S. W. Anthony ofllciating. Music was furnished by the
Weber Quartette. Masonic services
were conducted by Senior Warden
George F. Campbell, acting master
of Ebenezer Fuller Lodge. The burial
took place in Newton cemetery.

Miss Ruth E. Gregory returned
Sunday from three weeks’ visit with
relatives in Milton. Mass.

BORN
JOHNSON—At Rockland. July 17. to Mr and
Mrs. Hans O. Johnson, a daughter, Glenys.
MUBGITA—At Rockland, July 27. to Mr. and jMrs. Antonio Murgita. a son. Domenico.
(T’RRY—At Rockland, July 20. to Mr. and
Mrs. Jxwkhart (Curry, a son. Linwood Arlen.

PERRY’S MARKET

WHITE ELEPHANT
SALE
CONTINUES

MARRIED
SAWYER-SAWYER At Rockland. July 10. by
Rev. W. S. 'Rounds. Maurice T. Sawyer and

Helen 3‘. Sawyer, both of Thomaston.
RHOAPKS-CARKOLI/—At Franklin. July 2fi.
by Rev. Perley R. Miller. Albert V. Rhoades
and Miss Wilma A. Carroll, both of Rockport.
O’ROCRKE-BRKWSTER

At

Philadelphia.

Nov. 2, 1929, Waiter 'O'Rourke of d’hlladc
plila and Miss Margaret Brewsh r, formerly

of Rockland.

DIED
GOTHLAND—At Warren. July 28. Albert
Copeland, aged £2 years, .2 mouths. Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock, standard, from his
late home.
•MANNRflTE At Boston. July 26. Isabelle
(Dyer), wife of Harry IMannvtte, formerly of
Rockland, aged 27 years.
RICHARDSON At Brooklyn, N. Y . July 25.
Frank lb. Richardson, aged 77 years. 1
month. 26 days.
THAYER At Waterville. July 27, Nora, widow
of IDr. Frederick Thayer. Funeral Tuesday
afternoon at her late residence, Waterville.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of (Lester A. .Snow who
died July 29. 192'-.
His daughter, 'Ethel Snow Burkett

With Record Breaking Results. If
You Ever Wanted An Automobile
At Your Own Price—Attend This
Sale And You Will Own Your Car.

NO CASH DOWN

NO CASH DOWN

$5.00 Weekly

CARD OF THANKS

We (wish to express our thanks to those who
so kindly helped 'us during our recent be- 1
reavement in the /loss of our beloved mother:)
also for the beautiful Iflowers and the loan of
the cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan iA. JlacklUT, IMr. and
Mrs. iHarlod iS. Harlow.
'South Thomaston
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all ‘relatives, friends «nd
neighbors for their sympathy and kindness
in our recent bereavement : also for the very
laiautiful (floral tributes, and those who furnlshed cars.
j
-Mrs. George H. Lassell. Jr., and children.
Mr
- an<l ,Mrs- George II. Lassell\|rand
family,
Mr lH|i| Mr, L «
. a„,i
Mr
Harold Ji. iSlmmons, Carl W. Simmons,
♦

Blaisdell Automobile Co.
712 Main Street

Rockland

Watch This Paper Thursday

Every-Other-Day
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Jane Knew Her
Tools and Lumber

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Across Africa the Longest Way
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The trip was organized primarily
for a hunting expedition, but it
developed into an endurance run
which proved that American auto
mobiles can cross Africa by the
hardest route—something never be
fore accomplished.
Mr. Bedaux
explained that the route of his ex
pedition differed from others in that
he started from the Indian Ocean
on the east and worked his way
diagonally across the Sahara Desert
to Casablanca on the North Atlantic
Ocean, whereas other trips have
crossed the continent at its narrow
parts.
The trip covered 9,500 miles and
lasted more than three months. Mr.
Bedaux was accompanied by Mrs.
Bedaux, Captain and Mrs. Keith
Caldwell of London, and Count
Frederick Ledebur. A score of
native guides, gun carriers and
servants provided the manual labor
frequently needed to keep the ex
pedition moving. Six American

A GOOD SPUD YEAR
July Estimatt Shows More

Potatoes Than For FiveYear Average
The July 1 estimate or 1930 plant
ings of potatoes totals 3,482,000 acres
for the United States. This is an
increase of 3.3 per cent over both the
1929 acreage and the previous five
year average. Increases in southern
states average about 13 per cent.
There is little change in acreage in the
north central states where a material
increase in Wisconsin has been offset
by decreases in Minnesota and the
Dakotas. Changes are small in the
North Atlantic states outside of
Maine where the acreage for 1930 in
creased by 5 per cent to 188,000 acres.
Present indications point to a
United States crop totalling 398.419,000 bushels compared with 359,796,0 04) bushels the revised estimate of
1929 production and 392.605,000 bushels
the average 1924-1028. The 1930 pro
spective crop is about 11 per cent
larger than the 1929 crop and 2 percent
above the average.
In New England a total of 251,04)0
acres have been planted to potatoes
this year compared with 241,000 acres
harvested in 1929 and 212,000 acres the
recent five year average. The in
crease in the planted average is large
ly in Maine as only one other state,
Massachusetts, shows a slight in
crease. Acreage in other New Eng
land States remained unchanged.
The present outlook in New England
is for a bushel harvested in 1929 but
about 6 percent below the 58,9 8 8,04)0
bushels harvested in 1929 about 7 per
cent above the average crop of 47,400,-

TOOK IT TO
builherUP
Strengthened by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound
La Junta, Colo.—"After my little
daughter was born, one of my neighbors
persuaded me to
try Lydia E.Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to
build me up. The
first bottle made
quite a change in
me. I got an appe
tite and can sleep
much better, I am
not eo nervous as
I was. I have six
children and do
_ _______ all my own work.
I can do so much more now than I could
when I began taking the Vegetable
Compound and I shall certainly recom
mend your medicine whenever I have
an opportunity.”—Mbs. John Osborn,
ft. j'2, Box 216, La Junta, Colorado.

CAPETOWN
CAPE Of
O4OD BOV

f/ Top—The Ford trucks, loaded with camping equipment, had to pull their way out of
•

many a nasty mess. Above—Charles E. Bedaux and members of his expedition. In
center, left to right, Mrs. Bedaux, Count Frederick Ledebur, Mr. Bedaux, Capt.
Keith Caldwell and Mrs. Caldwell

Occasionally the party faced
actual danger. In the Tanganyika
Valley of British East Africa, for
instance, a leopard charged full tilt
at the party. The men fired at the
animal three times, missing each
time. Finally, when only fifteen
feet distant, the leopard stopped
in its tracks, whirled and fled into
the jungle.
One day they encountered a
swarm of millions of wild bees. The
All Travel by Night
insects had been attracted to the
The party had many exciting ex
periences, Mr. Bedaux said. Due luncheon which had been spread for
to the intense heat, they traveled the party. Nothing happened until
a lemon was cut for the tea, when
only at night in the Sahara Desert.
Even then the water in the radia immediately the bees were on them.
tors of the automobiles boiled a They fled to their cars, but a na
good part of the time, and natural tive guide who was caught outside
ly the engines were under frequent the shelter was later found uncon
strains as well as overheated for scious from the stings. Mr. Bedaux
hours at a time. Complete equip said the bees were after the lemon.
At another time the party was
ment for repairs was carried, but
crossing the crocodile-infested Niger
repairs were seldom needed.

automobiles, including five Ford
trucks, transported the heavy dun
nage.
The route started near the
equator in Kenya and continued
northwest through the foudan,
French Equatorial Africa. Nigeria,
thence almost due north across the
vast Sahara Desert to Algiers, and
then along the coast to Casablanca,
Morocco.

River in a dug-out canoe, made ii
two halves joined together in thi
center by strings of grass. Whet
about half way across the stream
which was approximately two milet
wide at that point, a hippopotamui
rose up, snorting, about 100 fee,
away.

Natives Have Feast
"He was coming at us broadside,’
related Mr. Bedaux. "In the watei
all about us were crocodiles. Il
was a dangerous situation. The na
tives in the prow grew scared and
wanted to try to paddle away.
Finally I got into a position to aim
and shot twice. After some time
the huge body floated up. The nn
tives rolled it out on the bank and
had a great feast that night.”
More than fifty heads and skins
of animals killed on the trip will
be offered to museums, Mr. Bedaux
said.

anne. Eugene Tibbetts and Mrs.
Elizabeth Crimshaw of Hartford,
Conn., are at the Rockwell cottage.
Bird's Point.
By Jane Rogers^
Mr. and Mrs. Ix-olyn Spear and
children of Westfield, Mass., are oc
cupying W. F. Flint's house near the
shore, with Edward Spear of War
ren as their guest.
Mis. Fannie Freeman has returned
home from State Street Hospital,
Portland, where she has been re
ceiving treatment for her arm.
Mr. and Mis. William Richards and
son Joseph of Thomaston have been
' at the Richards cottage during the
! week. Rev. and Mrs. I^aeh and
i friends of Thomaston were their
guests Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Wescott and
I children Merrill and Natalie, of Mel, rose. Mass., who have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. S. 11. Olson returned
home Friday.
HE new cotton chenille rugs In
m,s s. F. Senvey and Miss Hila
APPLETON RIDGE
gay colors and striking patterns Maloney who are visiting their sister
Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mrs. Ethel are the very thing to brighten up Mrs. IB. S. Geyer were recent gu-sts
Moody and son Warren. Misses Lucy. the rooms in the summer home. at D. I,. Maloney’s.
Walpas. Wllpas and Helena SalllAJiee and Ruth Moody were In Bel The fact that they are washable Is
a great advantage. The better kind nen were recently in Bangor to v isit
fast Friday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert,
Mrs. are absolutely color fast, and will their mother.
■Mrs. llattie Ames is visiting rela
Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal emerge from the harshest launder
ing without the slightest loss of tives in North Waldoboro.
Stanley were in Rockland Saturday.
Raybert Stevens is ill and is at
shape.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Mills of South
tended 4>y Dr. Hodgkins of Thomas
Hope were Sunday guests of their
A little grated orange peel gives ton.
daughter Mrs. Arthur Sprowl and
squash a different and wonderfully
Mrs. Eldrean Orff is a guest at Tt.
family.
delicate flavor. Squash should al E. Stevens.
Norman Perry has been ill for a few
ways be steamed. When tender,
Willis Spear of Thomaston is soon
days with abscesses in his throat, but
mash in a hot bowl until smooth. to erett a cottage at Hathorne's Point
is now improving.
Season with salt to teste, one-half near that of his mother.
Rev. Ardale C. Cross spent Friday I teaspoon sugar, and butter the size
Favorable reports are being re
in Belfast.
of an egg, for each quart. Beat ceived from Mrs. F. L. Killeran who
Miss Dorothy Fuller who has been
well, adding four tablespoons thick is recovering from a surgical opera
boarding at A. G. Pitman’s is now in
cream. Pile in hot dish and serve. tion at Knox Hospital.
Gardiner to be with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Harding of
OWL'S HEAD
Houlton were Monday guests of Mr.
CUSHING
and Mrs. William Newbert.
Mrs. Mary Courtney anil sister Miss
Georgia Fagan of Hartford, Conn., are
William Morse is confined to his
CLARK ISLAND
| bed by illness. Dr. Keller of Thom visiting Mr. ami Mrs. Ashley Young
of this place.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins and aston is in attendance.
Tuesday evening at the Owl's Head
family of 'Montpelier. Vt., are guests
Mrs. Maggie Wotton of Hyde Park,
Church, Mr. Gile of Boston will en
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hocking.
Mass., is being entertained at the
tertain with1 a worthwhile program
Mrs. William Pierson who is spend home of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Maloney.
of readings and impersonations. Mu
ing the summer at Goose Neck was
Emerson Perkins is getting hay at
sical numbers on the program are,
in town -Saturday.
D. T>. Maloney’s.
vocal selections by Miss A. B. li-wMr. and Mrs. Arthur 'Clough iof
Mrs. S. P. Rockwell, daughter Mariett, of Garthgannon and Jerry MargeRockland were Sunday guests of Mr.
son; instrumental, Miss Josephine
and Mrs. Robert McGffe.
Tinsley, Miss Berl Borgerson; S p. m.
Mrs. iRaymond Ludwig and son of
daylight.
Rockland are visiting her parents Mr.
The ladies of the circle are requestand Mrs. William Richards.
ed to meet Thursday afternoon in the
Mrs. Elizabeth Hocking entertained
library, to make further plans for the
Alfred Watts of Quincy, Mass., last
fair to be held Aug. 14.
week.
A Battle Creek physician says,
The Clark Island Village Improve
ment Association is turning over the “Constipation is responsible for more
management and mus-ic of next Fri misery than any other cause."
But immediate relief has been
day night’s dance to the Quarry
Workers' Union which will run a found. A tablet called Rexall Order
lies has been discovered. This tablet
benefit dance for a sick member.
Bavlus Shumacher of New York attracts water from the system into
We want all your LIVE POUL
city is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
the colon. The water loosens the dry
Baum.
or write Charles Shane, care of
Hjalmar Ekhlad las left employ food waste and causes a gentle,
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
ment with Meehan & Son Co. and is thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
going to -Oak Hili.
The crowd at last Friday night’s dose.
your door. References: Any poul
Stop suffering from constipation.
dance was greatly augmented by the
try
raiser.
presence of the Scottish people of St. Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
George who came in a body headed by Next day bright, Get 24 for 25c toCHARLES SHANE CO.
Gilbert Auld, John Reid and William I day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
27-tf
lmlach.
Charles W. Sheldon.

000 bushels. This year’s crop started
under favorable conditions in all parts I
of New England and has made rapid
growth. In Aroostook County pota
toes are already coming into bloom.
Some growers expect shipments to
begin about ten days earlier than
usual if the marketing situation is
favorable. An excess of rainfall in
the form of frequent showers in Maine
and Vermont has caused some
damage to hillside fields and may
have leached out a large amount of
fertilizer.
Production in Maine is likely to
be 6 per cent below that of 1929 but
22 per cent above average. The eight
major crop states (Maine, New York,
New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Michigan.
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota)
have expectations of potatoes exceed
ing their 1929 production by 18 per
cent and the average* of 3 per cent.

Hints For Homemakers
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RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
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FRICA—the very name to
many means romance —
. jungles, deserts, savages.
But to Charles E. Bedaux, head
ot an international engineering
firm of New York, Africa means
punishing hardships. Mr. Bedaux,
during a five months’ gruelling
motor trip across the Dark Conti
nent recently, learned that it is not
all romance that sounds romantic.
"If you think that trip was fun,"
Mr. Bedaux said to his friends
upon his return, “you’re all wrong.
It was fifteen hours a day of hard
work. Mrs. Bedaux isn’t well yet
from the exposure and loss of
sleep.”
Severe Endurance Test
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1-The thorax
44-Energy
6-Combining form.
46-A reddish orange
heaven
color
11-To have recourse
48- Feminine name
13- Rclating to the
49- Obl iterated
heavens
. 51-Shows with undue
14- Skill
prominence
15- Wish for
53- Kingdom between
17- Place
Tibet and India
18- Depart
54- Obtains
19- To cut off the edges
of a coin
VERTICAL
20- Pronoun
21- Japanese coin
1- Steep, rough rocks
23-A flower
jutting out
prominently
25-Encountered
25-Decipher
2- Brave men
28-A couch
3- Superlative ending
30- Fish eggs
of adjectives
31- Young hog
4- Consequently
32- Warehouse
5- Endeavor
34-Rays of light
6- Vase
36- Hurrah (abbr.)
7- Egyptian sun-god
37- A small candle
8- Answer (abbr.)
39-Algebra (abbr.)
9- A river in Poland
41- Near
10-Eight performers
42- Ocean
12-Taut
43- Either
13- lmpelled

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-lsland in inland
waters
22- Point of compass
23- To avoid
24- More matured
25- The glassy base of
an igneous rock
27-A card game
23-By way of
32- Ridicule
33- Relieved
34- A vegetable (pi.)
35- Untidy
36- A bird
i !
38-Enclosure
40-Green plant on
which animals feed
45-Chart
4S-The ill favored
goddess of death
(Norse Myth.)
47-Consumed
18-Mistake
50-A continent
(abbr.)
52-Associate of Art*
'
(abbr.)
Solution to Previous Puzzle.

Spot Forever Famous
in American History
Boston’s famous Beacon hill ac
quired that name in 1634 when King
Charles commanded the Massachu
setts colony to surrender its char
ter and annulled all land titles. The
whole of New England suddenly
found itself partitioned among a fa
vored few in the mother country,
and the thumb of a royal governor
general bore down hard. At the
head of a commission holding the
powers of life and death over the
colonists was an archbishop who
had acquired considerable reputa
tion ns an heresy hunter. The col
ony was only four years old, hut
in no uncertain spirit it rebelled
and soon after John Endicot’s sword
had slashed the red cross from tlie
royal ensign at Salem a fort was
erected at Castle Island In Boston
harbor. Citizens drilled earnestly
on the common and in the small
towns around. As a means of
quick communication a beacon was
erected on the highest eminence of
the capital—and that hill was
named, for as long, probably, as
America endures.—Detroit News.

Printer Also had a
Proposition to Make
It seents that a printer some
where down in Texas got slightly
peeved at a letter from a doctor
who wanted bids on several thou
sand letterheads and statements,
different sizes, different grades of
paper and printed in various colors;
and tlie request that the forms be
kept standing for possible reprint
orders.
So Mr. Printer diagnosed the case
carefully and answered something
in this manner:
“Am In the market for bids on
one operation for appendicitis—one,
two, and five-inch Incision, with and
without nurse. If appendix Is
sound, want quotations to Include
putting same back and canceling
order. If removed, successful bid
der Is expected to hold Incision open
for about sixty days, as I expect to
be In the market for an operation
for gallstones at that time and want
to save the cost of cutting.”—
Forbes Magazine.
Royal Prui.ian Mi.er
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p^T^k every grave.

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulness.

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are ready to serve
your every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,

Inc.
EAST UNION. ME.
14Ttf

Used Furniture
For
CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering some remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low cost.
A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

Of Frederick of Prussia it Is said
that “he was great In great tilings
but little In little ones.” This re
ROCKLAND
markable soldier and sovereign, who
extended the territory of his states
FURNITURE CO.
enormously nnd was the founder ! Formerly occupied by Rockland
of international colonization and tlie
Produce Co.
cultivation of vast regions, who
Telephone 427-R
opened canals. Instituted mortgage
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
banks and mercantile marine com-,
75STaf
panies, would sit In state upon
the application of a dancer at the
royal opera for a pair of stockings.
If one of the actors needed a new
Gilchrest
helmet or plume, the king would
consider the matter seriously for
Monumental Works
some time and answer the written
.Main Street
requests personally.
Thomaston, Main.
He would lay out large sums for
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
building a fine new theater, but he
T.lephon. Connection
would refuse to supply the proper
amount of candles to light tlie
house during theatrical perform
ances.—Thrift Magazine.
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
No More Shaving!

It Is possible that before long men
will no longer need to shave every
morning, and women will have no
more worries with bobbed hair.
As a result of experiments car
ried out by an English naturalist,
the growth of the hair can he reg
ulated. Daring the experiments a
strain of mice were produced whose
heads became bald In 60 days. A
few days later they lost the fur
ofi their backs, and a little later all
their hair had gone.
Another scientist has been mak
ing discoveries about the life of a
hair. He kept a record of one of
his hairs for seven years, and found
that It grew only 264 days in a
year. In summer he found that
hairs get a quarter of on inch long
er than In winter.

By BARBARA KERR

HE was clad In unlonalls, wore
a corduroy cap drawn down to
her ears and was sawing away in a
most workiunullke manner, taking
a fraction of an inch off Mrs. Mar
vin's bathroom door, which had al
ways refused to shut properly. And
she was whistling.
The Marvins, mother and daugh
ter Caroline, lived nt the edge of
town and ns they took rare of their
car resorted to nnionalls frequent
ly, but, us Lawrence Sinclair made
mental note, they did not whistle.
PRIVATE BATH
He knew It was not Caroline; more
for
over, he knew exactly that It was
Jane Bancroft. She hud taken man
$2.50
ual training at school nnd could
handle tools. Knowing this, Mrs.
including
Marvin asked her to fix tlie door
FREE GARAGE
wlieu she had run In for u visit to
Caroline.
Accommodations
She was working on It when the
A room with both bath
Sinclair lumber truck drove up nnd
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Lawrence alighted. Pretending not
Room for Two at
to notice who it was, he said:
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
"Please ask your mother where 1
shall put the lumber."
Special Weekly Rates
"My mother doesn’t care, Mr. Sin
clair, so perhaps you better ask
Mrs. Marvin.”
Lawrence, In passing, struck his
foot against one of her tools. “Beg
pardon! What was that?”
“Oh, that's a jack plane. When
you grow up to be a big man yon
may learn the difference, perhaps,
’twixt a hawk and a handsaw.”
Further amenities were saved by
Mrs. Marvin’s appearance. Site
walked down the yard, showed him
where to put the lumber, lingering
a moment to observe: “Queer what
tomboyish tastes that giri has! Now,
my Caroline is so different, so re
fined.”
Lawrence Sinclair was the great
est catch In the set In which Caro
line and Jane moved. Jane thought
he knew tills too well. Lawrence,
surprised at Mrs. Marvin's remark,
knew whnt to attribute It to, nnd j
answered: “Seems to know how
to fix your door, though, Mrs. Mar
vin.”
Lawrence felt that Jane was hear
ing this rude conversation and he
was ashamed. He would have
halted a moment as he passed her,
but Jane whistled a bit louder and
squinted a bit along the drlge of the
door to see if It were true, but
would not look his way.
Angrily he climbed into his seat
and drove off.
Jane finished ,her job and said
crisply to Caroline; "Your mother
doesn’t think much of my talents,
but the door shuts."
Caroline had some Inkling of
what had transpired. She had seen
I
the two playing at cross-purposes
before. “I'm not such a fool as
mother might make me out, Jane,”
she said, as she slipped an arm
through her friend's to walk with
her a short distance. “Besides, that
secret I wanted to tell you, is: I'm
a n,r°n^ Zh
engaged to Harry Belknap, so she
needn’t bother In the least about
Lawrence.”
Jane’s good humor restored, she
went her way.
The next day she read that Sin
clair Lumber company wanted a
bookkeeper.
She went direct to Mr. Sinclair,
/ce
Sr., who, though surprised, noted
ns">A(,>^;teOeAwith admiration her business-like
^eZ,'Ph, 'r'ul,°'<na
»
'one manner. “But isn’t n lumber yard
a rather queer place for a young
Indy who doesn’t know the differ
APpa:°n'1 P.^*®**,
ence—”
"‘’O'n,
“Oh, but I do. 1 know wliat yon
were going to say, and I do know
the difference ’twixt a hawk and a
a handsaw, and I know a lot about
woods and your business—“
“Ail right; go in there and bring
iooM *
'•'■I.u? °Ne
me some oak, pine and walnut—”
“Needn’t leave tlie room to show
yon." And Jane took a small knife
from her pocket and scratched a bit
of paint from a file of pigeonholes.
Hioh,r„_' <5.00
“This desk has a thin veneer of wal
nut, a soft pine lining, and that
chair bottom Is oak which is sawed
the wrong way.”
‘ °”°o ..
“You win!” smiled Mr. Sinclair.
“But why this sort of work?”
She explained that it was her am
bition some day to own and oper
ate a shop for repairing, refinish-lng and duplicating antique pieces.
She was so enthusiastic that Mr.
Sinclair was moved to ask;
“Do yeu suppose such a shop
could be pin In conjunction with a
lumber yard?” Jane beamed. “Oh,
Mr. Sinclair, Fm sure it could, and
(Including Sunday)
I’ve a lot of other Ideas, too.”
“Save ’em and report to me In a
month,” he urged.
So Jane’s dream became a reality,
and she was happy, till one day her
employer said that his son, Law
rence, wanted to go into the an
tique department
"Then. you’ll not need me,” her
white lips commented.
“Couldn’t run without you!’’ ex
claimed Mr. Sinclair. But Jane was
Freight and Passenger Service
not convinced until two days after Rail (,n the "CA’MRftV nr "BHLshe had a caller—Lawrence Sin FA®T,” any day including ISunday, at
clair.
,
X I’. M. Standard Time for Boston.
“Father sent me to see how you Connections at Boston with direct
were and to ask if you'd take me steamer to New York. Steamer
In your department. If not, I’m out
“J. T. MORiSB” 1 eaves Rockland
of a Job," he pleaded. “He says 5.15 A. M. Standard1 Time daily, In
you’re the only girl he ever knew cluding Sunday, for Bar Harbor and
who always knows the difference intermediate
landings.
Steamer
'twixt hawk and handsaw.”
"SOUTHUXIRT” leaves Rockland 5.15
“Is—is this a business proposi
A. M. Standard Time daily, including
tion?” stammered Jane.
“Surest thing you know! Tm Sunday, for Brooklin and intermedi
ate landings.
pleading for a life job. 1 might not
have been so hasty, hut your white Steamers "BELFAST" or “OAMface upset me entirely,” and Law DEN” sail daily including Sunday at
rence took the oldtime lover’s meth 5 A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
od of coaxing the color back to the Belfast. Bucksport, and Bangor.
Reduced Rates for automobiles
dainty white cheeks.
accompanied by passengers
,
(Copyright) <
For reservations apply Wharf Office
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Plentitnde

Reading maketh a full man, and
Dentist
so does eating 20 cents’ worth ot
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME. j salted peanuts and drinking four
glasses of water.—Macon Tele
Telephone 915-M
graph.
83tf
Both Do Fairly Well

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 Limeroek St.

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 138
Graduate of American School of
flxten nathv

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Telephenee 1295; Residence ZM.-M

Some men can’t find words for
their thoughts nnd some women
can’t find thoughts for tlielr words.
—Chicago News.

EASTERN

gtcamiifilp llnei
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Eastern Standard Tiina
Vinaihaven Line

Steamer leaves Vinaihaven dally except
Sunday at 7.no A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 I*. M. direct for Vinaihaven, arriving at
10.50 A M. ...id 4.5ft P. W.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line

Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M.,
The speaker was getting tired of
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
•being interrupted. .
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning,

"We seem to have a great many
fools
here
tonight,”
he
said,
‘‘Wouldn’t it be advisable to hear
one at a time?”
“Yes," said a voice,
your speech.”

‘‘Get on with

leaves Rockland nt 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 5.00 J’. M.
:• tf
It II STINSON. General Agent
WHEN IN BOSTON—Rememner tnat fou
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agene;,
Washington St., next Old South Church.

£very-Other-Day
FOOTBALL RULINGS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 29, 1930
the field or play or end zone, at the
point where it crossed the side line.
See Rule 7. Section 8-, Article 2.
Also, on Free Kick following Fair
Catch, th'e opponents must remain
behind their restraining line until
the ball is kicked.
The stop period on Shift Plays has
been more definitely specified, and
after a shift all players must remain
stationary for a period of "at least
one second." See Kule 7, Section 2,
Article 5.
A ‘‘fumble’’ and “muff’ also are
defined, and the definition of the
former makes it apparent that a ball,
stolen from the arms ot an opponent
is a fumbled ball.
“It is a fumble when a player in
possession and control of the hall in
play loses such possession and con
trol other than by passing or kicking
it.”
A “muff" is an unsuccessful at
tempt by a player to gain possession
and control of a free ball, in which
attempt h'e actually touches the ball.’’
The discrimination between a
‘free hall" and a “dead ball" is that
i he former is a hail In play but not
in the possession and control of any
player, and the latter is a ball which
under the rules has ceased to be in
play.
The duties of the officials are now
concurrent with the referee acting
as final judge in th'e event of any
conflict in testimony or opinion.

VINALHAVEN

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Abbie Creed of Boston is a
Mr. and Mrs. William Stover of
Warren W. Oliver and sister Mrs.
guest in the home of her sister-in- Lewiston spent the weekend with Jack Morse, who have been staying
Find and a Plaguey Sight
law, Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson, Elm at "The Birches.” Beauchamp avenue, ,
Miss Grace Lenox who has been street.
the past few days, returned Sunday
More Understandable
visiting her sisters, Mrs. Edw’ard
John McGrath of Boston is spend to West Newton, Mass.
Greenleafe and Mrs. Lawrence Ames, ing his vacation with his parents, Mr.
Mrs. Maynard Ingrahjam entered
'Football fans have in the past
returned Thursday to Dorchester.
and Mrs. iPatrick McGrath.
Community Hospital Sunday for
gone to game after game knowing
•Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cooper of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tyler and their treatment.
less about the rules of the gridiron
North Haven visited IMrs. Cooper’s guest Dr. Sarah Wit'herlbee of Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry were at
sport than the New York boxing
parents, Mr. and ’Mrs. Albert Wooster ton are at Northport for tw’o weeks.
home from Dark Harbor over the
commission does about how to pre
Friday.
Robert Reed of New York who has weekend.
vent fouling in the ring. The only
•Capt. and Mrs. Luther Burns have •been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Patrick difference between the two being
-Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentw’orth
returned to Wollaston, Mass
MdGrath returned to his home Sat
that in the first case football rule
cn- r ained as dinner guests WedMr. and Mrs. Walter Hopkins and urday night.
books were not printed for fans to
daughters Gladys and Ruth of Wor
IRalph Thomas of Detroit, M*ich.. n» sday kev. F. F. Fowle and family.
read and understand so they were
cester, Mass., arrived Saturday noon. is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. They were later joined by Mr. and
not expected to knew w.hat it was all
Mrs. Ross Patterson and the evening
They were- guests of Mrs. A. U. Pat Frank Thomas.
aibout while the czars o-C mitdom
terson and daughter Elfza and had a
IMiss Virginia Wagner and Mbs | was pleasantly spent with music
are supposed to be the last word in
Everett E. F. Libby arrived from
happy visit •with relatives and in see Delia Thomas are spending this week
their branch of modified murder
ing many of their old friends and in Lewiston, guests oif .\Ir. and Mrs. Portland Saturday to spend the week
Football rule books in the past
end with his family. Yesterday he
acquaintances. The family formerly William Stover.
have been puzzles to even experi
resided' here. Mr. Hopkins is a na
Miss Ina Allen of Thomast n has made a business trip to Seal Harbor
enced officials who at the same time
tive of this town.
been spending a few days with Miss and vicinity and this morning re
were lawyers, finding it necessary to
turned to Portland for a few’ days’
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe of Worces Alice Hansen at Hosmers’ Pond.
translate strange sounding expres
ter, Mass., who arrived Saturday is
John MoCobb has returned to New stay before proceeding to Man
sions into plain English every day of
a guest of her cousin, Mrs. Alfred York after spending his vacati )n in di* ster, N. H.
th’eir lives.
Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. wdll hold
Raymond.
town, guest of relatives.
One coukl read tlie rules and still
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coo-mlbs enter
Miss Marjorie Coombs, and Mrs. it annual fair Aug. 8 and the mem
be in the fog. Aifter the rules there
tained in their new’ home Saturday Agnes Groves of Boston are guests bers arc diligently working to make
were interpretations to cov(*r the
evening at supper the members of of Mrs. George Mixer, Mountain it a huge success. Each’ member is
rules and examples to cover them
risked to contribute to the various
the Economy Club and their hus treet.
unitil a student of the book was
bands and Fred and Muriel Chilles.
Mr. and Mr. Francis Bresnehan of tables from which aprons, fancy work,
forced to wonder which came first
Mrs. Myra Lermond, son, Roy I^er- iPittsfield, Mass., are guests of Mr. cooked food, candy, punch, miscel
tpe hen or the egg.
mond and his wife of Barre, V’.., and and Mrs. D. A. Dougherty, Pearl laneous articles, etc. will be sold.
But first one had to find the rule.
Ralph Vinal of Springfield, recent street.
A utility show’er was given recently
That in itself was often a day’s
guests of Mrs. Ira >Smith and Mrs
Mrl and Mrs. Samuel Kurson of at the home of Mrs. John Peers. Cam
work.
Often ‘the individual in
Louise Folsom, lelft Saturday for their •Bangor were in town over the week den for Beulah Crozier Richardson,
FRIENDSHIP
search of knowledge became dizzy
whose engagement to Ralph W.
return home.
end.
and weary before he could even
Mrs. Truman Law and daughter of
Miss Carrie Pendleton went to
The first of the series of the Cam Blakely of Chestnut Hill, Pa., has relocate the rule covering the ques Boston are’ guests of Mr. and IMrs. Rockland Saturday for a visit with den concert course will be given this c< ntly been announced. Cards were
tionable play he desired to solve.
Herlbert Weaver at Martin's Point. her cousin. Mrs. Orrin Smith. With Tuesday evening in the opera house. the order of the evening. Tlie honor
In fact Philo Vance, Sherlock
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Munro of Bath her w*as Master Arthur Frederick | The following artists will appear: guest was the recipient of numerous
Hulmes and the other “keen mindw” are visiting Fessenden Wincapaw.
Schofield who returned home after a (Margot* Jean of New’ York, ’cellist, appri nriate gifts.
are tuid to have reported the foot
Miss Irma Weisch returned Sunday visit with his grandmother, Mrs. A. harpist, soprano; and James Sorber
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman of
ball rule book as “unsolved.”
to Marblehead after a visit with Mrs. U. Patterson.
Marcellus, N. Y.. who have been visit
of New’ York, tenor; 7.30 standard.
That those days are over, at least Fannie A. Rauskollb at The Spruces
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Abbott and Mrs.
The annual St. Thomas bazaar, ing their niece Miss Marion Weidman
to a large exten't, is revealed by a for ten days.
Abbott’s sister, Mrs. Ambrose Peter iwill be held at the Yacht Club Tues for two weeks, returned home Mon
careful examination of the 1*930
•Matt Jones. Jr., of Brookline and son, have returned to Boston.
day morning.
day, Aug. 5.
edition oif the Football Guide, now Buehill is the guest of Miss Abby
At the I.O.O.F. 'bridge Thursday
There will be a ball game in town
Mrs. Erjiest Torrey and Mrs. Caon sale ami incased in a brand new Louise Spear.
evening honors went to L. W. San tonight .between Thomaston and C«am- ei’d.i Cain were entertained as din
snappy six color cover. There still
Rev. Oleason Perry of New York born and Miss Esther Wilson, the lat denx Game called at G o’clock.
ner guests Wednesday at the home of
seem to be some unnecessary rule* city vsiited his sister, Mrs. W, H. ter a guest at The Breakers.
Miss Myrtle Rogers of Melrose was Mrs. Belie McGregor.
but E. K. Hall and his committee Iiahn over the weekend.
The Pendleton brothers,- Walter a weekend gue. t of Miss Helen Rog
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Lewis of Cin
have made, not a step, but a leap in
iMiss Virginia Oay and Dr. Frank and John of Brookline are entertain ers.
cinnati were guests Sunday of Beu
the right direction. Their work in C. d’ Elseaux olf Boston are guests ing a party of six at Rock Cottage.
Mrs. Robert Law’ of New’ York is lah Crozier Richardson.
priming has been well done and their of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
Mrs. Cook Sholes returned the past at Ixike Megunticook.
Mrs. Alice Call of Lynn is staying '
rearrangement ctf 'the rules leaves
Mr. and Mrs ,R. J. Iverson of New week to Utica, N. Y.
Mrs. Thomas French is visiting in for a short time with her friend Mrs.
them so that those on any subject York are passing their vacation here.
Mrs. Donald Patterson of Messina. North Haven this week.
Chester P. Wentw’orth.
can be located wfthotft a search war
Mrs. Myrtle Giroux and daughter N. Y., arrived Saturday at Lummia,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Richardson
Capt. Ernest Torrey of the yacht
rant, a blue print and- a compass.
Jacqueline of Waterville visited rela the summer home of Wer parents, and family of Rumford have been Paragon arrived in town Thursday
There were formerly 28 rules—now tives in town recently.
Mr. and Mrs Isaac Calderw’ood.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Henry Foster, ni: ht from Greenwich, R. I., plan
there are 13, with rule 3 given over
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brown of
Vaughn Johnson visited his fam Brookside avenue, and Mrs. Foster’s ning to spend a few days with his
to 37 definitions which were formerly Spring-Held are visiting relatives in ily Thursday, the yacht on which he
father, Allen Richardson oif Hanover family. Friday morning accompanied
found mixed in here and there town.
sailsl having been in the harbor for was their guest over the weekend.
by Mrs. Torrey and Mrs. Cacilda Cain
throughout the laws of the game.
Polly Moran and Marie Dressier a short stay. It happened that aft
they motored to Winterport for the
Look in the new rule book and in "Caught Short" will ,be the fea ernoon his son Norman was shot from
day and on their return found a tele
PLEASANT POINT
notice the definition given under ture picture at the Playhouse July 30. a toy gun. At first the shot was not
gram calling Capt. Torrey hack to
“offside.” It1 is on page nine Then
Postmaster and Mrs. Ray Winchen- located 'but was later extracted iby
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Berry of Greenwich and he was obliged to
dig out last year’s rule book and paw and Mrs. Alfred Morton motored' Dr. Shields.
The gun was in the Maplewood. N. J., were weekend leave immediately.
attempt to make a like research. If Sunday to Kennebunk, where they hands of a playmate, Joe.
Parties from Massachusetts have
guests of Mrs. Raymond Berry at the
after this experience you need any were joined iby their daughter, Miss
Miss Helen Ericson is employed at Shuman Farm.
h light the Thomas Carter house at
further proof of the improvement in Elizabeth Winchenpaw, who returned tBridgeside.
Capt. and Mrs. L. O. Young and the corner of Commercial and West
this year’s book there are many with them.
Miss Doris Stordahl is assisting at Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Davis spent the streets for a summer home and are
o’hers of a like nature. Each ruJe.
Mrs. Frances Bird returned to her Rockaway Inn.
weekend in Lakewood and Bingham. now’ occupying it.
as nearly as possible, now is com home in Newton Centre Saturday
* • * •
Mrs. Walter Nutt of Stonington is
Capt. Pyle of New’ York who has
plete in itself doing away with the after visiting Mr. and1 Mrs. Ro'bert
'Mr. and ’Mrs. Joseph J. Lane of been at W. J. Morse’s for the past at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
frequent cross-references tha't have H. Muther for several weeks.
Providence arrived Friday at the week, is now at Monhegan for a visit. Davis for a few weeks.
been faced in the past.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Guilford re home of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Libby.
The church vacation school which
Capt. L. O. Young has completed
The rules are to be found in the turned to their horns in Massachu Mrs. Line will remain for a few’
has betn in session for tw’o weeks at
reconditioning
E.
K.
Leighton
’
s
yacht,
logical order in whdeh they would setts Sunday after passing a week weeks.
the Baptist Church closed Friday
The Duchess.
come up in the playing of a game.
with an interesting exhibit held in the
at Mrs. Thomas Benner’s.
,
Mrs. .Reuben Carver returned Sat
Mrs.
Nan
Rogers
and
May
Rogers
The new book ought to be popular
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Higgins and urday from a visit with relatives at of Portland and Mrs. Elmus Morse of evening to which the public was cor
with the fans. It will become
son. William ot Belmont were week Southwest IHanbor.
Thomaston were recently visitors at dially invited. Many parents and
necessity now that an interpreter end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
friends availed themselves of the op
Callers at the Ames farm the past F. A. Hinton’s.
ism’t needed to translate it.
portunity to become more thoroughly
Mills.
week included Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
II.
'Wellington
Smith
is
having
a
In the interests of uniformity and
'Miss Priscilla Bodman of Winches Swan of Brookline, 'Mass., and Rev. new garage built at his summer acquainted with the work.
simplicity a few minor changes ter is guest of Miss Mary Armstrong. IP. J. Clifford. The Ames camps are
Mrs. J. Carleton Davis returned last
home here. Bert Carter Ls doing the
which are largely of a technical na
week from North Haven where she
Cynthia and Betty Southworth re to be occupied during the month of work.
visited relatives.
ture have been made.
turned home Sunday aifter visiting August by Massachusetts parties.
Carl Gray. 3d, of St .Paul, MinnAs an instance, all Backward Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Southworth in
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Gardner enter
Mrs. Carl Malstrom and children and Manford Custer of Coshocton
Passes and Fumbles which go out of Boothbay.
tained as Sunday guests, Mrs. V. A.
Kenneth and Doris are .being enter- .Ohio, are among tlie latest arrivels al
bounds between the goal lines will,
Chandler and daughter Dorothy of
Capt. Roy Morton spent the week; tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ' Grayrock cottage.
without exception, belong to the team end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Straehan.
Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Averill
A
dance
is
held
in
the
Grange
hall
whose player last touched the ball in A. W. Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Condon and every Wednesday evening. Music by and W. B. Gardner of Rockland.
Reservations are being made for
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Weaver of son Rudolph returned Saturday from Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra of Thomas
the benefit card party to be held
Peaks Island visited Mr. and Mrs. A. Stonington and eastern points.
ton. Everybody welcome.
under the auspices of the Library
J. Sterling over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bishop and
Bert Carter entertained the follow
iRev. Arthur Little was called to daughter Betty left Monday for ing party at his home last week: Mrs Building Association next Thursday,
at the home of Mrs. Leola Mann,
Rangor Sunday to officiate at a Quincy, Mass.
„ Seminary and
Hattie Hu»sey and Mrs. Luiie Beaton playing to begin at 2.30. Those who
funeral.
Mrs. Colin Wood of Quincy, Mass., of Augusta: Mr. and Mrs. John Pat
Junior College *
Mr. and Mrs. George Weaver of is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry terson and Myrtle and Frances Pat have not already engaged tables, may
do so by telephoning Mrs. Mann,
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
Peaks Island visited , friends and Wilson.
terson; Lucius Baldwin and Frank Camden 330.
Thokooch tiainino (or
Carrie Frances, at the home of her Quirie of Bristol, Conn.
collrgr and (or life. General relatives in town Saturday.
Camden 330. Ladies who do not play,
Mrs. Ralph Morrison and daugh parents, Mr, and Mrs. George Gray,
preparatory couree and two
and who are interested in helping can
yean’ college work with opter of Beach Bluff. Mass., arrived celebrated her fifth birthday Friday
TENANTS
HARBOR
portunitirs (or individual
attend and take sewing.
talents. Music, art, dramat Monday and will visit Mr. and Mrs. afternoon,
entertaining 22 of her
Mr. and Mrs. William Murray and
ics, home economics, sten F. D. Armstrong for two weeks.
playmates
and
friends
in
games
on
The daily vacation Bible school children who have been visiting the
ographic courses. Small
Mr and Mrs. Harry Thompson and the lawn and with lunch of fancy
classes. Protective home
held in the church closed July 18 with past month at the home of her grand
party motored to Union Sunday.
supervision. Gymnasium and
cookies, punch and ice cream served an exhibition of handwork and exer mother Mrs. Leslie C. Dean, returned
outdoor sports. 100th year
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Simmons and in the dining room. Miss Pauline cises by the girls and ‘hoys. The Monday <o their home at North Read
Rate $1000. CUtlot.
The enrollment was ‘55 with an average ing, Mass.
Agnu M. Sapporo, Frit. son motored to Rockland Sunday Sanborn assisted In serving.
with Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty.
Boa T
Portland, Meiae
little hostess was remembered with attendance for the two weeks of 49.
Tomorrow is the date of the mid
many nice gifts. The guests were which is quite unusual. Mrs. F. \V. summer fair of the Meth< dist Church
Norma Phillips, Arolyn and Paula Barton was principal of the school. with a sale of aprons, fancy articles.
Gray, Betty Brown, Jim and Mont I The faculty comprised Mrs. Barton. < ooked food, hot dogs, candy, punch',
Roberts. Marilyn and Ruth Carver, Miss Evelyn Mills of iBrewer, assist- 1 tc., on sale in the afternoon, and a
Walter and Jean Allen, Dorothy Con cd by Mrs. Josie iConary and Mrs. short program in the evening.
way, Marion Johnson, Marion and Nellie Wiley, Miss Mills having the
Jack iLittleifield, Fred Snowman, beginners and primaries, and Rev.
NORTH HAVEN
iMary Johnson. Richard .Shields, Doris Mr. Barton assisted in the juniorMalstrom, Everett Tolman, Ruth and intermediate department. The only
Monday Aug. 4 in Library hall at
-Richard Williams and Kenneth Cal regret heard expressed is that the 8 o’clock the annual meeting of the
derw’ood.
school did not continue longer.
North Haven* Improvement Society
The picked local ball team defeat
Rev. F. W. Barton’s subject for last [will be held. This is a meeting of
ed the team from iSunset’s summer Sunday morning was “The Holy importance and it is hoped a large
school Saturday, 7 to 0.
Spirit In Our Worship.” Robert number will he present.
Mrs. Charles Webster was hostess Watts of Somerville. Mass., rendered
Friday afternoon the northern part
last week to tiwo pleasant social af a solo, “The Ninety and Nine.” John i of the island experienced a heavy
T^REE Wheeling is the second milestone in
fairs.
Tuesday evening at bridge Davidson of Somerville, Mass., was shower for the space of about a half
those from out of town w’ere Misses trumpeter.
JTautomobile development. The first was the
hour. The rain of Sunday was much
Rose and Edith Peterson. New York;
needed.
electric starter in 1912.
•Mrs. Mark P. Smith, Boston; Miss Don’t take Chances, ka
The May Edwards’ Company ended
•Mabel Carlon, Brookline, Mass.; Mrs.
l second three-days’ series of enter
Free Wheeling with positive control, pioneered
Harvey Webster, Winter Haven, Fla.
tainments in Calderw’ood’s hall Satby Studebaker in 1930 — is an exclusive Studebaker
Thursday evening's guests w’ere en
irday night. Friday night a dance
feature available only in the new President and
tertained at auction 'bridge in honor
’ was held.
of .'Mr. Webster’s brother and his
A bridge party was held Wednesday
Commander Eights.
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Webster
evening in Library hall.
of Florida. Those present were Mr.
The road machine has been taken
Due to Freewheeling with positive control —
and Mrs Charles Boman, Mr. and
WhenViu buy Aspirin to Vinaihaven on the James Webster
M»s. Andy Cassie, Mr. and Mrs. Al
schooner for a demonstration there
You shift from high to second, bock and forth, at 40—
fred Creed. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sim
under the direction of the manufac
look (c? the name
50 miles an hour, and never touch the dutch.
mers, Mrs. Ambrose Peterson. Buf
turers’ agent.
fet lunch was served.
August promises to be a busy time
You need use the clutch only to start or back up.
Watcn for announcement of O:E,S.
at North Haven.
At. the Pulpit Harbor church Sun
field day for Aug. 5.
The broking power ofyour engine is available as readily
There is a way to be SURE day morning Mrs. Smith and Miss
Mrs. Marie Tfele and son Maurice
as in conventional cars.
Harris, summer guests of Mrs. E. B.
itturned home Saturday.
about the Aspirin you buy. Look
Moore, were soloists. Mrs. Smith is
Mr. and Mrs F. B. Garrison rf
For the first time in a motor car you get the full benefit of
for the name BAYER on package ! closely identified with the Moody
Brookline. Mass, were weekend guests
momentum automatically. When your car has gone 10,000
at Rockaway Inn. iMr. and Mrs. E. and the word GENUINE printed in Church in Chicago. From North
miles your engine has worked" only 8,000 miles.
W. Swan, friends of the Garrisons, red. It's your guarantee of purity, 1 Haven she goes to Northfield to the
summer eonferenee of Christian
and Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane were
You save 12 per cent on gasoline, 20 per cent on oil—
; Workers held there in August.
supper guests Saturday at Rockaw’ay safety and reliability.
Among other fine rose displays
even more in heavy traffic
Inn. »
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is what
1 are th'ose at Ben Ames’.
Arthur
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw, Miss Lida
Strains on engine, transmission and axle are lessened.
Greenlaw’ and Roy Ames were in the doctors prescribe. It relieves j Beverages’, and E’mer Carver’s.
Saturday
afternoon
iMarjorie
pain promptly, harmlessly. It does
Rockland Saturday.
Tires wear longer.
! Perry, daughter of Rev. Milton G
not depress the heart. Relieves
There is nothing new to learn—Free Wheeling with,
l Perry of Boston, arrived in North
colds, headaches, sore throat, pain | Haven for a visit. She is entertained
positive control is simplicity itself. You drive just as you
at the home of Mrs. Stella Whitmore,
do in a conventional car.
from various causes.
Miss Blanche Gushing left Friday
night for a trip into Piscataquis
World Famous
World Champion
County, visiting Moosehead lake
COMMANDER EIGHT
PRESIDENT EIGHT
by way of Dover-Foxeroft.
101 h. p.,124.i#ch wheelbase
122 h. p.,13O-inch & 136-inchwh««lbasM
Since 1840 this firm has
The Outdoor Club held a meeting
$1583 to $1785 a, II.
faithfully served the famlllee
$1850 to $2600 at the factory
at the home of Mrs. Ida Dyer Friday
of Knox County
afternoon. Refreshments were served
LADY ATTENDANT
by the hostess.

They Are Now Easier To

/Astskook.

"free "wheeliny,
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ROCKLAND DIViSiON

WHERE YOUR,

DOLLAR,-

TAKES YOU

FARTHEST
WEEK OF JULY X8th TO AUGUST 2nd

Sardines 2$c
Red Cap: Cooked Corned Beef
Window |
No, X Con 21‘

BAYER

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Park and Union Streets

Rockland

TeL 700

Tel. Day 450;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Vailllla

. Valh_ J Splendid Brand

c. Z1

_

2Jugs
501

One Trial Size Can FREE +

X5

PRESERVES I Sunkist Fruits for Salad
RASPBERRY or
No. 2 Can
Z5C
STRAWBERRY

39c

CRABMEAT
X9C

SLICED

™ Pa,l“"

H'Lb. Canister

w

i
p*c«D»t ‘jim dole-:

J

SRwr ^*8a rms
**<>op

< The Finest Formosa 1?

Pineapple ‘
No. 2 Can

1

Per Can

PARADISE ISLE t

33

Vienna Sausage

3 - 25
OAKITE
For Face and Hands
as fine as Soap can be

2 Packages

t

Ubaks

——Macaroon Cookies
GELATINE ♦

Per Pound

Packages

MATCHES S

AU FLAVORS

POST’S

Com

19

DIAMOND 6

25’

POST’S CORN FLAKES
2

Studebaker’s epochal contribution
to motorinq-Me sensation of 1930!

SURE

3 cans

NATION-WIDE

PACKAGES

TRADE AT OUR NATIONWIDE STORE. Service with Savings
WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. 'Standish Ford of
Philadelphia are guests of .Heiibert
Standish.
I. S. Bailey has returned to Phila
delphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
entertained Mrs. Hattie Young and
Miss Cora Young of Brewer, William
Durgln of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Grinnell and family of Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grinnell of Fort
Kent, Miss Christine Norwood of
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Benyer of Waldoboro at Greenland
Lodge, Bremen, over the weekend.
Mrs. Julia Coolidge, Miss Gertrude
Coolidge and Mr. and 'Mrs. Lockhart
who have been guests of Miss Bdna
M. Young have returned to Fram
ingham. Mass.
The Baptist Sewing Circle held an
all-day session in the vestry of the
church Thursday. Dinner was served
at noon. The Sunshine bays, which
had been distributed for the month,
contained $10.
Mr. and Mrs. William Moore and
children of Staffordville, Conn., for- I
mer residents, were in town last week.
Mrs. Crystal Porter of Burkettville
is caring for Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz.
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham who has been |
with Mrs. Waltz for several weeks
has returned to Union.
Mrs. Emily Davis is visiting rela
tives in Friendship.
•Mr. and Mrs. James Leighton and
Bi« HpaMan: “I developed thi'
family of Florida, who are touring
big muscles by working in a boile Maine for the first time, have been
factory.”
at Chester Jones.’
Innocent Young Thing: "Oh, you
The Memorial Association has been
. greiilt l,ig wonderful man! And what formed into a corporation with the
I do you boil?”
following officers: President, B. A

Glidden; vice president. John T. Gay;
clerk, Arthur M. Chute; treasurer,
Charles Rowe; trustees. Dr. Georg"
H Coombs. John Dvorak. Fred S.
Simmons The corporation Was or
ganized for the purpose ef erecting
a monument to commemorate the
services of the men of Waldoboro who
served their country in the Revolu
tionary War, Civil War, the War with
Spain, World War and other wars in
which the United States has been in
volved. The trustees have been em
powered to purchase land suitable r r
a location, to improve this land an 1
to erect a monument. This mo\ement
has been made possible by the Wal
doboro-Boston Club who have spon

sor! d the project, by the town which
lias made an appropriation for the
pm post, ami by private contributions.
“I-f
marries a widow by
the name of Elizabeth, with two
chi’dren, what does he get?”
'Xliive up.”
“A second-hand Lizzie and two
ru na'bouts.”
Another thing suggested in favor
of night baseball is that it will give
the umpire a better chknce to escape.
—,St. Joseph News-I’ress.

Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh are
heir-conscious.— Miami Herald.

AUGUST ITEMS at
Kendall & Whitney’s
Come and get ’em! Low price—best of service. Mail and phone
orders filled. Will ship orders direct to your camp if you wish.
Family 'Weighing Scales
Evergreen (Plant Spray)
Sprayers (Hand and Compressed Air)
Rat Corn (Kills rats and mice)
Ice Cream Freezers Camp Cook Stoves
Pumps
Lice Killer
Bird Seed
Fly Tox
Poultry Leg Bands
Croquet Sets
Cow Bells
Fo4d Choppers
Insect Powder
Lanterns
Lawn Rakes
Picnic Baskets
Cream Separators
(is:
Milking Pails
Egg Cases
Write for Catalog if you cannot conveniently ccme
FARM,

DAIRY

onrl

POULTRY

SUPPLIES

SEEPS

Kendall & Whitney
rtDfRAt o...l

It Mill

STS..

POKTt<VW

MAINE

THOMASTON

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

LEGION CIRCUS TO OPEN MONDAY

One-half yard of cretonne will make
a very-attractive pillow for the fir pil
low booth at the library fair. Mrs.
Minnie Xewbert will be in charge
with the capable assistance of Mrs.
Edna Smith, and will much appre
ciate it if persons having material to
donate will send it to iMrs. Smith
or notify her. Nearly 250 pillows
were sold last year and it is hoped to
equal this record.
Miss Jane Miller has been engaged
to teach swimming at King Spruce
Camp, Tenants Harbor. This is a Girl
Scout camp, conducted by Mrs.
Harold Hupper of Martinsville.
The Thomaston Garden Club is
invited to attend the Camden Flower
Show on Wednesday. July 30. from 3
to 6 o’clock in the Yacht Club* J lay
View street.
The following ladies motored to
Pemaquid .Saturday to enjoy a picnic:
Mrs. Arcline C. Gorwaiz, Mrs. Clara
Williams. Miss Caroline J. Tqbey,
Mrs. Ella Dunn. Mrs. Harriet C.
Hastings Mrs. Eutie li. Weston. Miss

PLAN TO VISIT THE
AGRICULTURAL TRAIN

Kiddies’ Evening
\
Story
/
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

Black Sea

Ruggles, Mrs. Euni<M> Shorey and
daughter Lena. Rev. Hubert F. Leach
and family, Mrs. Carr. Mrs. La- j
vinia Elliot, Kenneth Marshall and
Earl Sheldon. The affair was planned"
in honor of Mrs. Carr, who leaves
soon for her home in Saskatchewan,
Can.

♦ ♦ » ♦

One of the Famous Arabian Horses of the Legion Circus, Shown With a
Charming Equestrienne

Pavld had wandered and wan
dered and wandered and now he
was to meet no less a creature upon
bis adventures than the Black Sea.
He was there now.
He spoke at once.
“Are you the Black Sea?’ Da
vid asked, and no sooner had he
asked this than It seemed ns though
a creature dressed In very dark
clothes came up from the sea and
answered him.
"I am.” the creature answered.
He had a certain family resem
blance to other bodies of water Da
vid had seen, though his clothes
were exceptionally dark.
“I’m glad you’ve come to call on
us. You know I’m renlly not In
hospitable. and I wanted to prove It
to you by asking you to come and
see us. Geo gave my message?”
David nodded. He looked around
for Geo but he had disappeared.
“Years ago," tbe Black Sea com
menced, “I used to be called the
Inhospitable Sea. But I'm not
called that now. Sly name was
changed.
“It wasn’t a nice namj anyway.
I suppose they thought I was big
and rough and uncouth, but I
showed them how kindly 1 could
be.
“Why, there’s Caspian over to
the east—you can't see it from here
because of the Caucasus mountains,
so proud of themselves with their
mines—much lower than I am. Cas
pian's way below sea level. You
—know I think Caspian’s too lowly.
There Is some saying about putting
oil on troubled waters. I’m of the
opinion that with all the oil they
have around there they keep put
ting it on rough old Caspian so
that he sank lower and lower. But
then tliat is only a foolish idea of
JSlack Sea’s. You mustn’t pay any
real attention to it, but Caspian
is famous for oil wells—sends pe
troleum around to me, too!
“But I’m a big inland sea. I’m
seven hundred miles In length, or
you’d say tall, I suppose. I want
ed to be a good size for my height,
so I am four hundred miles In the
widest part of me.
“All around me are countries.”
“I’ve just come from Russia,” Da
vid said.
“Yes, Russia is north of me.
•Stay up there,’ I’ve always said to
Russia, and Russia has obeyed me.

The Legion Circus will be here J. C BuTrews, E. J. ATden, G. L.
Aug. 4-9 and will pitch its water French and 11. R. Mullen.
(Publicity and Detail: B. H. Stin
proof tents on the old circus grounds.
son.
It is a real circus with acts from
Program. Advertising and Ex
many celebrated shows, the entire hibits. M. M. Griffin, E. C. McIntosh.
net proceeds of the week to be de R. A. Webster, D. L. Kelsey. M. IP.
Trainer, A. J. Lawrence, E. J. Alden.
voted to the Legion's Ibuilding fund,
I:. ii. Stlni n A. 8
'• ■ n, B. c
The attractions will include a herd Moran, Jr., E. B. Crockett. C. F.
of elephants, a troop of fine Arabian Snow. W. H. Butler, E. R. Veazie,
» » • •
horses, trapeze performers, clowns, |R. E. Philbrick.
Leslie Clark and children Allen and
Auxiliary—Committee:Mrs. M. M.
at Joyce are lure. Mr. Clark for the acrobats, wire walkers, aerial acts, Griffin and all members.
weekend, the children for a longer i and a circus band.
General Ticket Committee: I). L.
visit.
'By special arrangement with the Kelsey, chairman: Augustus HuntGordon Spaulding and family of | •Sea View Garage a 1930 Chevrolet ky, Basil II. Stinson. Edgar NewSouth Portland were weekend visitors will be given away at the circus. haU. Carl O. Nelson, Theodore E.
here.
There will be ice cream booths, soft Perry. Arthur C. Reed. Ralph Smith,
The husbands of the women of the drinks and lunch stanfls besides a George Jackson. Leroy Kalloch. Wil
Chatanet Club will give them a lob large exhfbition and auto show. The liam I‘. Kelley, Ralph Nutt, Archie
ster supper in W. M. Gilchrest’s cot •whole affair is sponsored by Wins W. Bowley. Murray T. Whalen,
tage at Pleasant Point Wednesday of low-Holbrook Post, A. L.
' George W. Wood, Oscar H. Wishthis week. There will be something
Louis R. Cates is general chairman pman. Carl O. Borgerson. Ha rry
for afternoon and evening.
assisted by these committees:
I Mealey, Lester Valley, K. V, White,
Henry Vose and crew are painting
Executive: B. H. Stinson. M. M. William Widdeeombe, Alfred P.
the Lydia Jameson buildings.
Griffin, E. >C. McIntosh. Lawrence • Chapman, Herbert Kalloch, Austin
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orne who had Leach, D. L. Kelsey, George Jackson, lP. Day.
%
been guests in the families of Alonzo
and Wallace Spaulding returned to
their home at West Southport Sun pastimes for which he had much
WARREN
fondness. Of a liberal mind and genial!
day.
Douglas Walker has returned from nature, friends gathered to him wher- , Lloyd Simmons has bought a new
a week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. Staf ever he dwelt and these friendships ' Ford tudor sedan.
ford Lindsey in North Andover. Mass. he always retained. In his death
Cecil Cushman passed a few days’
Mrs. Fred Bucklin and children who there passes one whom the town could
have been visiting relatives here and ill afford to lose, many relatives and leave with his family last week.
Mrs. Alice Cook left Friday for
South Warren left for Port Arthur, friends mourn his loss. He is sur
vived by his wife, a daughter Eliza Rockville where she will spend two
Texas, yesterday.
Reddingten Robbins has purchased beth. a son Malcolm, his parents, a weeks with' Mr. and Mrs. Roland
the Gleason street house of Mr. and sister, Miss Letitia Creighton, all of Wade at their blueberry farm.
Thomaston: two brothers James A.
Mrs. Benjamin Frye for a residence.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews arrived
Black & Gay have a crew canning Creighton of Hamburg, N. ,.Y.. and from Boston last week and were ac
Robert Creighton. Boston, Mass.! companied by Mrs. Mary Storer who
blueberries.
Chairmen of the Legion fair com Private funeral services were held will visit them for a time.
mittees meet at the home of Mrs. Avis Sunday afternoon at the family home,
Mrs. Abbie Stetson and daughter
J‘.easier tonight (Tuesday) at 7.30 Rev. Huliert F. Leach of the Federated Mildred were supper guests Thurs
Church officiating. The bearers were
o’clock.
day of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift
James A. Creighton. Robert Creigh
of Thomastoh, the occasion being Mr.
Miss Lulu Simmons has rented the ton. Clarence S. Henry. Donald P. Swift's birthday anniversary.
small house near the head of Wads George. Frederick Linnell and John
Miss Barbara Pratt and Miss Ruth
Creighton. Jr. The ^abundance ,of
worth street.
Miss Lenfest of Reading. Mass., is beautiful flowers expressed the love Hutchins of Melrose, guests of Mr.
the guest of her aunt Mrs. Arthur and esteem in which the deceased was and Mrs. Chester Wyllie, returned
to their homes Saturday.
held.
Pillsbury.
X. M. Leach is driving a new Chev
Invitations have been received to
rolet sedan. .
HAPPY EIRTHDAY
the wedding of Miss Muriel Hooper
to Hiram Hall Crie. both of Rock
----Mrs. Sarah Rpssell enjoyed a ride
The pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. with friends last week to Clarry Hill,
land, which will take place in the
Edwin
Carrol
in
West
Warren
was
.
L
’
nion.
church at Martinsville. Aug. 6.
j,..,, IIattle McFarland has re
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mason (Mar the scene last Frill,i.v evening nf an
garet Hanly) who have been spend enjoyable surprise party to celebrate i turni.(, fr((,n R visjt wj(1| frlends in
the
birthday
annlveraary
of
their
MaHga
|seUj
N(,w
ing their honeymoon with the bride s
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Hanly, son-in-law, Harry Lleane, to whom
and a thoroughly enjoyable trip
will leave Wednesday for their new was a complete surprise and from through tlie White Mountain
which li, did not expect to reeov, r for
home in North Easton. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gonia of
Miss Annie Dunbar of the telephone several days. He lias the distinction uiney, Mass., are guests at the
of being born on the same day of the
office is on vacation.
home of Miss Mina Williams.
Miss Ethel Upham is employed at month as Gen. Knox. Fifty-three
Charles Starred lias contracted to
tbe Thomaston National Bank during relatives and friends arrived at dusk
the absence ol Miss Frances Shaw on and were received with the greatest put up two cottages on the shore of
hospitality and soon the spacious Crawford Igike for Isadore Gordon of
her annual leave.
Maurice Cunningham,
William I. Rivers of Quincy, Mass.. | rooms were echoing with laughter Rockland.
and sociability Music was furnished Maynard Creamer. Harry Gordon of
was in town Monday.
John Blodgett is at his summer i by Jeruel Hart .with Laura Copeland Warn n and Fred Spear and William
home.
i at the organ. Mr. Iiart owns to 79 Ijnthrop of 1’nion are the carjienters.
Miss Esther Achorn is visiting her j years of age, hut Ills blind has cer I Cleveland Overlock is doing the
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Winfield tainly not forgotten its cunning when i painting.
Mr. anil Mrs. J. F. Calilerwood and
he draws the bow.
Davis in Waldoboro.
Albert T. Gould, esq., and James A.
Ice cream galore was furnished and 'daughter Laura of Union accompan
Creighton, who came to attend the '•iter in the evening came a call to ied by Miss Mildred Stetson of War
funeral of Charles W. Creighton, re
dining-room where a repast that «motored to Portland last Wedturned to Boston by Sunday night’s
uhl have delighted the heart of an nesday.
steamer.
Percy Kenniston of Winthrop spent
epicure was spread and to which
George I). Hernandez. Negro tenor ample justice was done. The re the weekend with his family.
soloist, will sing at the Baptist mainder of tlie time was passed in
• •tin, Thompson of Medford. Mass..
Church next Sunday evening.
singing old time songs with Olive jis .spending his vacation at the home
Mrs. Byron Whitney and daughter Kales presiding at the or an. It was j ,,f jjrs Mary Richmond.
Carleen have gone to New Bedford a very happy occasion and the guests
.Mr. and Mrs. George Teague with
to join Mr. "Whitney who is scallop J unanimously voted Mr. and Mrs. their guests Mrs. Delia Hayes and
irroj
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Beane
ideal
fishing there.
daughter Marie spent Saturday at
hosts. Mr. Beane was tlie recipient Cushing at Mrs. Carrie Young’s.
of many ideasing presents.
Pearl Hilton was home from De
Charles W. Creighton
Those present were: Mr. anil Mrs. troit for the weekend.
Charles W. Creighton, win, died at
Henry Starrett, Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Mrs. Boynton Maxey who has been
the home of his parents on Gleason Stahl, Miss llosic Spear. .Mrs. Ellen
suffering from an infected finger, is
street July 24. was born Sept. 24, Wi liman. Maurice Wellman. Mr. and j improving.
1KS8, son of Charles A. and I.ois M. i Airs. Oliver YVincapaw. Almore Spear,
Miss Sarah Yiles of Orland returned
(Hyler) Creighton, lie was educated Mrs. Telia Hunt, Mrs. Doris Maxey,
after a visit with Mrs. Ida
in tiie public schools of Thomaston Mrs. Olive Fales, Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Monday
Libby
and Phillips Academy of Andover. Copeland.
Mrs.
Rose
Marshall.
Preliminary work is being done on
Mass. On leaving the academy he Joseph Hahn. Jeruel Hart of \Yarthe new strip to be built on the Cam
entered
into
partnership
wilhi‘ren: Robert
immons and nephew. den road.
Clarence S. Henry as builders and Fred Simmons of East Warren: Mr.
Mrs. W. H. Robinson entertained
contractors in Portland. After a sea and Mrs. Karl Salo, Mr. and Mrs. Sain
at a dinner party Sunday, the occa
son in that business he returned to ai.d daughter . Mr. and Mrs. Kineader
sion being tbe birthday anniversaries
Thomaston and entered the < mploy of of North Warren: Mr. and Mrs. Al
of Mrs. Forrest Spear and W. H.Rob
J. A. Creighton & <¥»•• lime manu bert Salloupe and daughter. Mr. and inson. Those present were Mr. and
facturers and general merchants, a Mrs. Alvah Achorn, Mrs. Sadie Mrs. Forrest Spear.Mrs. Charles
position that ill health three years L< vensaler. Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Creighton of Thomaston and Mr. and
ago obliged him to resign. He spent a Dennis Carrol and daughter of Rock Mrs. W. H. Robinson.
year at Saranac Lake. N. A., then land: Mr. and Mrs. Perley Mason of
returned home.
March 31. 1913, Round Pond; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
All Republicans interested in the
lie was married to Mis- Ruth
Beane and grandchildren. Walter approaching county election should
Linnell of Thomaston. He was al Beane. Portland; Capt. Frank Parsons lie at Temple hall tomorrow night a:
ways interested in the affairs of the of Michigan; Mrs. MandOlous, and j 7.30. Men and women alike are intown and served it in an official ca Mr. and Mrs. Johnson of Massachu vitet. Wallace H. While Jr., will be
pacity. Hunting and fltehin wen setts.
1 present.

“I'm Glad You’ve Come."

South of me Is Turkey, and I make
It stay south, too. Bulgaria and
Bumanla are west of me.
“I let merchant vessels of all the
countries and nations of the world
travel over me but I don't allow
any warships. Years ago It was
different, but If ever you’ve heard
of the Treaty of Paris in 185C (It
was an Important date In my life
so I remember It) this rule was
made then. Once since then It was
disobeyed, but there was punish
ment for the disobedience, oh, yes,
there was punishment.”
David wanted to ask about the
punishment, but Black Sea looked
scowling now and David thought
he would keep quiet “There’s
Greece, too, down in my lower left
hand corner," he continued. “X
have quite a considerable corre
spondence, too. I communicate, or
correspond as you or your parents
would say, with the Mediterranean
by the Strait of Bosphorus, the sea
of Marmora and the Strait of Dar
danelles. One postman wouldn't be
enough for me.”
He appeared happier now that
he was talking entirely about him
self.
“There’s oil around the Caspian
Mountains. But I must tell yon
about Constantinople—a wonderful
city. Constantinople lies on the
land route between Europe and
Asia, but not only does Constanti
nople think of an easy land bed;
she guards an Important route lead
ing to me. I’m important, I ami”

Lost and Fourd

In Everybody’s Column

LOST Old fashioned tlut gold bead bracelet
I Advertisements in this column not to exceed
' three lines Inserted once lor 25 cents, 3 times with ornament.. Reward. < ltllE’S iGIF'DSHor.
410-92
| tor 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six . ’’ibVMb'Bunch of keys on Main St. Apply
words make a line.
I at
K CATION.__________________
’I
POl’ND (Hasses in case between Bath and
Rockland. Apply at nil RIER-GAZBTTK.
Wanted

89-91

OCKXXXXXXX>00000000000000

Jessie K. Crawford, Miss Margaret

Mrs. It. 0. Elliot motored to Medomak
camps
Tuesday, accom
panied by a few of the Girl Scouts.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Tenney and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell who came
to attend the funeral of Charles W.
Creighton returned to their homes in
Arlington. Mass.. Sunday.
Oscar Anderson of Beverly. Mass.,
is visiting relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland of
Newton Centre, who have spent many
summers in Thomaston are again here
for the season. Miss Margaret Cope
land will arrive later.
Mayflower Temple will meet at the
home of Mrs. Marceline Stone Fri
day evening, with picnic supper. The
hostesses will b Mrs. Stone, Mrs.
Bertha Frost and Mrs. Nellie Bean.
Please bring dishes.
Miss Letitia Creighton who came
from Connecticut to attend the fu
neral of her brother will remain at
home for a month.
Clarence Oliver who has been town
mail carrier since the service was in
augurated has succeeded to the po
sition of rural mail carrier. Regi
nald Henderson who has been assist
ant . uceeeds him as carrier. The lady
officials in the postoffice may sing
the song of the little broo|t—“Men
may come and men may go, but we go
on forever.”

Every-Other-Day
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Near Mcguntlcook Lake, black and
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88.90
iLBiilOX Game Warden, lnlon, Me.
Tel. «.76-K.
90-92
Rummer Cottages and Board
WAV r -l, ncv?.~ttVrk noil ''b rkluit In
store, by two young women. Address 277.
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
.MAIN <1 . Ro< ivLMMt
90*92
mer boarders advertise the fact In this naner
WANTrll Meld
general housework. where thousands will read of It.
It. W. C ARLETON
especially cookiug.
TO LET Red colt •> e. furnished. August
(10*92
Rockport Me.
and September. $25 per week.
MRS. .1. E.
WAN’D I* A copy of Tb • ( ourlei (.a..,,(tc I’r.ldT . Pleasant Btaeb 4outh Thomaston.
of March 1'.’. 1918. Is wanted to complete the
89-91
paper's lilts for that year
The publishers
Ti LET < ottagc a* Cooper’s iBeach. WIL
will he glad to pay for such 11 py brought or
89-91
sent to this office.
90-tf LIAM ’ J' I KIN, Td. 715-1 or 949.
TO LET ' ottagc a Crawford Pond. Union.
WANTED- Immediately ward maid, Applv
at KNOX .HOSPITAL.
•Hl-It WILLIAM SANSOM. Tel. 72 or 520-W. SM-tf
To LET For season summer cottage at
WANTED (Hrl for general housework.
MRS. RUTH McltEATIL 38
MRS. RUBENSTEIN. Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285 Owls Head
Union
St. Tel. 643.
73-tf
99-tf
FOR SALE Large modern cottage at Urea*
WANTED Immediately, two extra wait
resses and an extra cook at PARK STREET cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
CAFE. Manley T. Perry. Prop
39-91 line local Ion. EDWARD GO NT A at Gonla’s
Store. Tbe New Bicknell.________________ 73-tf
5.50 P. M.
WANTED Agents in Rockland and vicinity
FoR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
to sell (hristmas cards: $1 assortment con
AU modern improvements. LENA
Extensive Exhibits of Pure Bred Cows
taining St nieces 5(1 per cent profit SARAH Bench*
STONE STUDIOS. Bangor. Me.
88-130 K_s A Ii(; I. NT, Tel. 991 or '."hi M._______ 78-tf
Sheep, Poultry, Turkeys and Swine
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View
WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOD
Display of Grains and Grassos
78-tf Point. Spruce Head.- 6. S. ALLARD, Spruce
EKN PANTS 40.
Head.
77-tf
i WANTED- To loan Money on auto, house-j
Instructive Lectures—Exchange of Ram Lambs and Roosters
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per i
Bring samples of your Soil to be Tested for Acidity
' ient per month on unpaid balances. KNOX 1
Miscellaneous
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. l'ostoftiee. i
Everyone Cordially Invited
78-tf i
PAIXTISb. PAI'i'.It HAM.lMi. also mason
w’.’il., to
. ,’cmcnt. plasterin’/. A. W. GRAY,
Agricultural Department
MAINE
aine
ilrat 'or, 3 Adams St.. iltocklaiid, IMe. 90-tf
For
Sale
entral
entral
Maine Central Railroad
,_________ __________________________ ______
NOTD F This is to notify «U persons that
•Railroad
Railroad
FOR STLE 25 foot motoi boat. 5 li. p mv wife. Eva M. Ripley, has left any bed and
89-90
Mianus engine and extras. All io 'ir t class j hoard without just'cause, and I'll he respoilI condition. Price .$75. It. S. .IORDAN. 6 Kel’ey ' sible for no hills contracted by her or any
I lane.
90*92 one else after this date. Signed iSTANLEY A
'----------------------------------------------------------FDR (SALE Electric hot dog machine “Tf. RIPLEY. Rockland, Me.. July 26, 1930.
T
89*91
four stools, cheap. MRS. CHARLES WADE.,
90M2
FISIIINii PARTIES taken
to Ashing
City. Td. 531-W.
FDR SALE Plenty of fresh vegetables and grounds: everything furnished except eats.
Anv davs except Tuesday. Thursday or Satur
blueberries. 11. E. BOWDEN, Lake Ave. Tel
1 1183-R._______________________________ 89-91 day. S. T. AMES, Rockland. Tel. 1070.86*98
FOR SALE 4’overed Dodge truck.
ton, (
WANT TO PERI BASE SITE.. WITH OR
with four good tires. CLARENCE TIIO.MPo,;i without
buildings, for summer home between
■ SDN. Independent Coal Co.
8
Brunswick and Rockland. Attractive appearFOR SALE -(’anailvs. extra nice slnjii rs. all auce mine Important than number of acres,
colors. Public cordially invited to call and: Must have a pleasing outlook with view of sea,
SUMMER PRECAUTIONS
look them over.
Also Boston Bull pups, j lake, river or countryside. Should not be too
.MRS A. K. .IA( KS »N. • lairy Hill, Enion.
| fur from Influence of cooling winds from seaJust as the individual wants loose
Heavy oil in a cleaned crankcase
89-91 j coast. Shore privileges rtnd boating not essen
is the summer lubrication recipe.
clothing for summer, so does the
tial. Must not be exposed to motor boat
FOR
SALE
—
Hooked
rugs,
old
and
new.
Before any heavy oil is put in the
car need every condition accentuat
(’an he seen afternoons at 9 Water St. MRS. noises. Might consider attractive village .prop
crankcase, gears anil differential
G. S BLACK.
39*91 el.v with ample grounds. Address with full
ed which can contribute to extra
particulars and price. OLD HOMESTEAD.
should be washed clean of the' win
coolness.
FOR SALE—30 ft. open launch without en News Office. Damariscotta. Me.
88*90
ter’s accumulation of dust and dirt.
gine kt Axel Cornros' shop. 641 Main St..
The radiator should be cleaned of
S 1‘lKlTt AL MEDIEM READINGS by ap
Rockland: also 28 ft. Friendship sloop eomBesides
the
good
that
this
docs
in
pointment.
TI
L.
-W,
________________
87*92
its winter freeze mixture with the
with new sails at Brown's shop, North
the way o U-ei)ing your oil supply ' pb'e
Haven
Apply to J. H. WOKRALL. North
utmost care. If alcohol has been
WANTED—If you are out of a job, or earn
clean, tbe check up on parts, and ; Haun.________________________________ 89*91 ing less than $50.00 per week, we hav • an opused it may take several flushings
nuts and Dolts is an excellent thing.
FDR SALE-—House, one acre l-iinl bun in i portunlty tor you right here In Knox County,
to remove all traces. Just because
See that your brake mixture is
Thomaston, rent plan $804). V. E STEDLEY distributing the well-known line of Watkins
jjk’.jf' Household and Farm Line Products direct to
you have flushed the radiator a few
!
69
Park St. Tel. 1080.
adequate, and that your brakes do
-------------------------------- - —------ well-established trade. Also a few nailable
times do not imagine that your
not lock, nor are too binding. A
FDR SALE Fresh raspberries. W. ROB
localities In adjoining counties. No selling
trials are over. It should be in
BINS Tel ::
88-90 experience required.
Wy supply products,
tight brake in cold weather will
spected and washed out, even if it
FOK SALE- Hl A. farm II,rev miles from
and
"'‘"""Is. Our high quality
probably be unnoticed, but a steady
I'....... t ummim. too,I hull,Hubs. I,„t and e„ld I'nalui-ts "Uh rreinhim servlee sets the bll»lis working well, twice a month in
run at forty or fifty miles in the
water. hath room. I'utl.tninz rials oh Lease
."’lie .it. «>nee for eomidetc II,the summer time. It only takes a
summer with the same conditions
a„l barn: low pile,-, mall |.a. tian' .bo,,, ,
.5:?,.''.";:',^ I?, 1,IK'*UtJr- Tb’’ 1
.,,,,1 I B. W ATKINS 4 OM.PAN\, 231 Johnson avenue,
few seconds to turn the pet cock,
will result in a burned brake band.
Must be sold at once. 4>ther farms large and
small.
Shown by appointment. M. K. i Newark. JN. J. Attention. II. M. Pa v row.
let the water out and refill. Never
Don’t forget to pay attention to
86-91
MILLER. East l nlon. Me____________ 83-90 j Dept. A 33.
forget that your engine might he
your batteries, and keep distilled
TRADE Due 6 and one 7 tube radios, cost
FDR SALE Nice i •ollie pups, 4 weeks old.
ruined if the cooling apparatus
water well over the cells.
male . $5; females. $3. Excellent cow tings. I $90 and $180. Want Ford auto later than
broke down. After driving at night
The fan and fan belt should be
Tel. 7-41. E'24. elf d model preferred. Will trade for
ALBERT SHERMAN
BERT E. 4'1’Nthrough the country at speed, look
checked and a thorough greasing
88*90 Victrn’a. guns, rifles, etc.
North Appleton.
NTN4.T1AM, Augusta, ALiine State Hospital.
to your radiator, and sec that dead
given at this point. Clean breaker
FDR SALE Two-burner oil stove, in gotxl i ______________________________________ 85*90
moths, bugs, and flies are removed
points, ami clean spark plugs both
condition. Tel. O12-W. 11 STATE ST., 4 ity.
WE ARE PREPARED TO MAKE YOUR
88*90
add to the general “coolness”.
carefully froir. the cells.
wool into yarn. Write for prices and partlcuE )R SALE Six room bungalow at 40
Also yarn for sale. II. A. BARTLETT,
Arimontcm Ave., Rt iklaiid. furnished, with Harmony. Me
83-94
Improvements: price riuht to settle an estate.
with
Armour
&
Co.
in
Rockland.
He
R<»t K AND CEMENT W4>Rk. cellar walls
LAWRY
NlCHflLS. 31 Hill St.. City. Tel
is now home from the hospital and CARRIE
built-and
repaired;
all
kinds
of
lawn
work,
by
85-tf
The blueberry crop in this section is doing well, hut yet under the care 831-W.
---------- the day or contract. BEN.IA.MLN K.NDWLFDR
SAL1>
Laundryetie
unshin:
maehine
1
T4»N.
54
Brewster
St.
Tel.
467.
75*86-tf
is .about ready for harvesting.
of Dr. Fogg.
A-l condition.
Price right for tpiick sale.
E. A. Burns and family were re
LAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpened,
Congratulations are extended to EVERETT E. F LIBBY, Ann sbury St.. called
for and delivered. Satisfaction guarcent visitors at V. E. Simmons’.
84-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prior of Wool Rockport.________________
anteed. CRIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland.
Mr. Hawkins of the Prudential In
FDR SALE Two f.ihilly house, first class Tel. 791,___________________________
73-tf
wich. formerly of Friendship on the
condition, witli Improvements, $2(550. V. F.
surance Co. was in this section re
.MONEY TD LOAN on 1st and 2nd mort*
birth. July 3, of a daughter.
STEDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
7'»-tf
Ib-krl. aril llkr Jiul lakes.
IIKAIHil AItTKIiS. Llnwna-k R.

July 30

at Rockland
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WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS

cently.
Miss Jennie Simmons is a guest of
SOUTH WARREN
he raunt Mrs. Hazel Davis in Rock
Mrs.
Emily Jordan of Portland is
land.
Miss Leatrice Davis is visiting her at L. R. Bucklin’s, called here by the
grandparents for several weeks while critical illness of her mother, Mrs. i
her mother Mrs. Marcia Davis at Amanda Grafton.
Mrs. Effie Tilton of Epping, Mass., 1
tends summer school in porham.
Grace Winchenbach is a guest Of and Mrs. Dora Maxey of Thomaston
| were guests Thursday of Mrs. Charles '
her grandparents for a week
:
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons and family Maxey.
Mrs. Dora Copeland and Mrs. Guy
and Mrs. Alden Lawry
young
Lermond of Thomaston were callers
daughter were in Waldobon 1- riday.
Samuel Richards is clearing up Thursday on Laura Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jordan attend
land for Georgianna Winchenpaw.
Leola Benner recently visited Mary ed the regatta in Camden Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. O A. Copeland were
Simmons.
Mrs. Josie (Burns and son Roland visitors Saturday of Harris Copeland
at the Meadows
were in Rockland Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. L B. Wood of Ban
W. P. Lawry has a new Majestic
gor were weekend guests at O. A.
radio.
Much sympathy is extended to Copeland's.
Work on the new road is soon to
Roland Burns who recently lost the
first two fingers and a part of the begin at tlie southern line of this
third of his left hand while employed place.

(©. 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)

An Endless Tale

“Mamma, where do eggs come
from.”
“From the chickens, my dear.'
“Well, mamma, that’s funny;
papa said the chickens came from
eggs.
Not All Intelligence

We speak of a child’s “learning
to walk.” As a matter of fact he
grows Into walking, or In other
words, his nervous system doveX
ops to the point where he walks.—
The Country Home.
Correct

“Pa, wliat is diplomacy?”
“Diplomacy, my sod, Is telling a
girl that when you look In her eyes
time stands still, when she has ■
face that would stop a clock.’’
Not Playing Football

Mother—Willie, I heard that In
stead of going to Sunday school
this morning you played football.
Willie—That isn't true—and I’ve
got a string of fish to prove it.

HUDSON
the World’s
Largest Selling

"EIGHT

55

Registrations officially recorded
by every State in the Union show

that for this year more Hudson
Eights have been delivered to

consumers than any other eight
in tlie world.

See For Yourself
the Increasing Number of
Hudson Rights on the Street
HndsouBeauty, Hudson Quality, Hud
son Performance and Hudson Value

frankly question the wisdom of ever
paying more for any ear. They havemade
Hudson the world’s largest selling
Eight. And the growing power of this
conviction is sUtown in the increasing
numbers you sec everywhere.

1050

for Hie
COACH

Nine other models just as attractively
priced. Wide range of colors. All prices

f. o, b. Detroit, Factory.

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R |

BLAISDEIA AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
710 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 896
ROCKLAND, MAINE

EDR SALE Mill wood 4 ft. long. ^6 50;
stove length, $8 : fitted wood. $11: also lumber.
L. A PACKARD. R. F. I). Thomaston. 73-tf
FOR SALE - 250 acre farm, house and barn
In good condition, 1000 cords hard wood, some i
blueberry land, cuts fid tons hav, Waldoboro. .
?36ou. easy term. V. F. STIJDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
72-tf,
FDR SALE Wood that makes warm
friend. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thoniaston. Fitted wood. $14: junks, $12: coni i
wood, $10, del. 4). H <'RIL A- CO., Thomas
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.

gages

KNOX FINAN4 E CO., 16 School St

Opp, postofflee. _________
78-tf
LE I’ E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
Tel., l-io,_____________________________ 78-tf
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
soilt Ped.__ II C RHODES Tel. 519-.I.
78-tf
FAR M S, C< > ENTRY HOMES. UOTTAbKS
and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
den spqt of .Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J PICKET, Bel
fast. Me.
78-tf

_____________________________ 78-tf

EDR SALE—Hardwood titted, $11: Junka,
$12: long, $10; fitted limbs, $10. fitted soft
wo(4d and slabs. $8 : also lumber. T. J. CAR- ■
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf I
FDR SALE ^’ifty houses of all descriptions
in Rock land A large list of summer cottages
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and I
talk over my list if you wish to buv. ROBERT
C. 4’PLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel.77.
78 tt !
WHEN IN BOSTON — Remember that yoi '
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette will '
the home news, at tbe Old South News Agency j
Washington St., novt Old South Church

rfRamraKVER
"Keeps the Fdot Well”

for Men and Women

To Let
TO L£T—Three furnished Wooms at 14
SUFFOLK ST.‘ Tel. 3(1 \1
TD LET Five room tenement, modern in- i
i provetnents.
Inquire DR. BARTLETT. 11
I Lhnerock St. Tel. 932.______________ 89-91 '
TD LET 11 ise at 29 .laims SI., modern 1
i improvements, nev.ly papered and painted
ihruighout; also tenement 3(M<2 (Summer St., I
bath room, gas range, fresh paper and paint
i throughout. F. E. HURLEY, 49 Summer St.
89-91 1
TD LET Three room furnished apartment,
adult only. U’LLIAN BB KNELL, 17 Plea
ant St.
89*91
TD LET liarage and storage.
V. F
STEDLEY. 69 Park St Tel HWO.
ss-lf
TO LKT Kurnllieil apnrtmeut. Adults
only: also rooms, board nearby. Garage. 72
Camden Kt. MRS. W A. KIIMIIAl.k
«K td!
TO LET Furnished a padmtuit
rooms, all modern. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
88*90
TD LET By the uinuth. week, or weekend,
a furnished farm house and garage for two
cars on Alcduniconk iRIvcr opposite •Camp
Wapello, Friendship.
R. R. THOMPSON
Friendship, Me.
87*90
TO LEr Two car garage for dead storage.
E. F. LIBBY. Amesbury Kt.. Rockport. 84-tf
TD LET Attracthe furnished or unfur
nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all
modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred
Inquire 5 LISLE ST Ti l.43 • R.
82-It
TD LET Five room tenement, all modern,
garage, .southern exposure.
ROBERT II.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
8b tf
TD LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
»l:il billli. G1 TLEH-I OOK Cl>.________ 7G If
j TD LET Seven room tenement ano garage j
1 at 10 High St. ETTA 11. SANBORN, 23 Ames ;
bury St. Tel. Il'X-W.
72 11
TD LET—(Seven room apartment, all mod
ern, with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew- |
ster Sts., opposite Science Church. Apply a1 j
MEN S SHOP. Park S1.
78-tf :
TD LET- Furnished apartment of two ;
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL :
DANE, Td. 427 R
___
78 tf
TD LET—Cottage house on Camden St. : '
also 1 room apartment on Summer St. Applj 1
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St, Tel. 318-R.

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
20-tt

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too small

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Reiter
HS-tf

MICK1E SAYS—
--------------------------------REMEMBER. THIS, FOLKS »
THERE AIMT WO RAPER
PRlWTED IW AUY AJEARBY
CITY THAT PRIMTS AS MUCH
HOME NEWS AS VUE DO'.
FURTHERMORE, THEY ARE
TRYIHG TO UWDERMIME OUR
PROSPERITY, FOR- ALL OF
THEIR APS ARE ATTEMPTS
TO GET OUR. PEOPLE TO
SPEWP THEIR AAOWEtf
AWAY FROM HOME
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Every-Other-Day

RAMBLES AFIELD

ZZoc/i/anc/,

Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

announce Mctr

Miss Helen McBride entertained at
dinner and' tbridRe Friday evening at
the residence of IMrs. Fred R. Spear,
$Znnua/ZZafc
Beech street. Highest honors were
TELEPHONE .................. ........ ... ......... ............. Tit awarded to Mrs. (Harry L. Leon of
Charlotte, N. <?., and Miss Lottie
The family of Or. R. .1. iWasgptt McLaughlin of -New York.
had a very enjoyable picnic at Sandy
Beach Sunday, with these present:
Mr. and IMrs. Kennedy Crane and
Dr. Wasgatt and daughters. Mary. Mr. and 'Mrs E. K. Leighton are In
Martha and Cynthia Wasgatt. Mr. and Watervilc today to attend the'funeral
Mrs. V. Q. Wasgatt and son Richard of the late Mrs. Frederick Thayer,
and daughter Mrs. Karl Tighe of a cousin of 'Mr. Crane
Miss Charlotte Norton and Miss
Bar Hafbor. Asa Wasgatt and Mrs.
Marianne Bartram who have been on
Charlotte Spencer of Bangor.
Miss Bertha Doane of St. Louis is an automobile trip through the New
the guest of Miss Ruth Cobb who Is England States, and guests the past
week of Miss Harriet O’Brien, left
Fred Thomas and Mrs. Houghton of summering at Copper's Beach.
Monday for tlieir home in Salisbury,
Winthrop. Mass., have been guests
Conn.
•
of Mrs. A. T. Clifford, Camden road.
Vernon Wdkt of Portland enter
tained Saturday on his yacht at the
Miss Kitty Sansom of Belfast was
Mr .and Mrs. Alonzo Knowlton of Camden regatta with Mr. and Mrs.
Woodstock. N. IL, were recent guests Charles Ti. Bei'ry as honor guests. the guest last week of Mrs. Harry
of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickett, Rankin Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Warren street.
street. Mr. Knowlton Is superintend Berry, Miss Ruth Walton of Boston.
Mrs. Byron Wotton who has been
ent of public schools In Woodstock, Mrs. David Mason of Brookline. Mrs.
a position previously held at Belfast. Celia Pearson Stewart of Bridgeport, spending a few weeks at her old home
and Crescent Beaeh. Miss Ruth Stan at Metinlc has returned to this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ubby and ton of Stonington, Conn., Mrs. Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. George Orcutt and
daughters Pauline and Madeline of Levy. Mrs. Horace Lamb. Mrs. Roger
Three Rivers. Que.. and Mrs. Emma 'Wolcott, A. :U. Bird of Boston, and soil Kenneth have returned from
Fletcher and daughter Mona of Wood five of Mr. West’s friends from Port Warren, where they occupied Mrs.
William Elllngwood's cottage at
land are guests of Miss iBertha Mc land.
Crawford’s Lake, last week.
Mr.
Intosh, Ourdy street.
Mr. and Mrs, L. W. Fickett and Orcutt has returned to ills duties in
the F. J. Simonton Co., store.
A bridge party is to lie given this family entertained Sunday at Holi
evening ut Grand Army luvtt under the day Beach, their guests being Mr.
Mrs. Elia Tower King, daughter
auspices of the auxiliary of Sons bf and Mrs. Rafael Brunetto and Mrs.
Miss Marguerite King and grand
Union Veterans, with Mrs. Helen Brunetto's son, William Manning of
Thomaston, and Dr. and Mrs. F. E. daughter Miss Ruth Hathaway of
Palailino as hostess.
Belmont. Mass., are exiiected in the
Follett.
city this week. Each year they visit
iMr. and Mrs. Ensign lOtis were
Dr. Edward H. -Wiswall has Joined Mrs. King's brother P. A. Tower and
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
'Wiswall and children at the have apartments at Mrs. Jessie DolGeorge -Oliver Carpenter, Jr. at North
ham’s, James street.
home
of Hon. and Mrs. W. T. Cobb,
Haven.
remaining until Thursday when the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bennett and
Mrs. Ruth See of Chicago Is the family will return to their home in son Richard who have been visiing
Wellesley,
Mass.
guest of Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Britto, Camden
Shaw avenue.
Among those called here by the street, have returned to East Haven.
Conn.
Mr. and’ Mrs. Charles H. Keene and death of Charles W. Creighton of
son Norman of Somerville. Mads., are Thomaston were Robert Creighton
Mr. and Mrs. William Gabrieison
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman and Fred Linnell of Boston and James and daughter Nora Wright motored
Creighton of Buffalo, and Miss Letitia
Young. Main street.
Creighton of Cannondale, Conn. All recently to Redstone, N. II.

Latest reports concerning the con have returned with the exception of
dition of Arthur Lawrence show a Miss Creighton.
slight Improvement. Mr. Lawrence
Miss Adelaide Cross, soprano, was
was operated upon at Knox Hospital
solo's! at the First Baptist Church
for appendicitis. .
Sunday, with Miss Margaret G. Stahl
Mrs. -Isabel Twaddell has arrived at the organ. Miss Cross gave much
home front Kittery Where she was pleasure by her singing, and lias been
the guest of her son, Elton Twaddell. re-engaged for next Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Norton have
arrived home front two weeks’ motor
trip through Canada and Nova
Scotia.
Mrs. Charles T. Smalley entertained
the program committee of the Rubin
stein Club Friday at her cottage at
Crescent iBeach.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Robinson and
daughter Ruth who were last week
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brew
ster returned Saturday to their in me
Fred Sacker who has been tlie in Portland.
guest of relatives at The Meadows
Mrs. C. A. Rose, Mrs. Geneva Huke.
left Sunday night for his home In
New Y’ork. Mrs. Sacker will remain Mrs. Clarke R. Frost of Lisbon. X. H..
and Miss Marion Healey of Springa few weeks longer.
field motored Sunday to Winthrop
where they visited Mrs. Huke’s son
Mrs. John Witbam and Mrs. Rose
Witham of'Nobleboro were In the city Jack, who is at the Y’.M.C.A. camp.
Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. E. IO. Dow. daughter
Mr. and Mrs. IGeorge Wood and
children Virginia. Herbert, George Mrs. Mildred Norcross and grand
and Barbara motored to Portland daughter Ruth Jeannette Wheeler
are spending two weeks at their cot
Sunday.
tage "The Crawford." at South Union,
Earl Redman of Danville Is visit and had as guests the first week Mrs.
ing his grandparents, (Mr. and Mrs. William ITait and son William of
Watertown. Mass., and as weekend
Alfred Cates, Brewster street.
guests Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham and
Miss Naomi Maher of Augusta is Mr. and Mrs. Allen Webber and
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl daughters Haiuise and Emma of Bel
fast . Alexander McKinnon of Bos
Moran Jr.
ton called Sunday.
Opportunity Class is to picnic
Mrs. Mildred Norcross entertained
Wednesday afternoon and evening at
the home of Mrs. (Lena Young, In the Monday Night Club at her cottage
graham Hill. The husbands and chil at South I’nion with picnic supper
dren are invited. If stormy, the pic artd auction.
nic will be postponed to Friday.
Mrs. lElien King, daughter. Miss
Master Carleton Gregory has been Marguerite King, and granddaughter
tlie guest of his aunt, Mrs. Foster Miss Ruth Hathaway of Belmont.
Fales at her Mcguntlcook Luke cot Mass., motored to this city yesterday,
and are stopping at the home of Mrs.
tage.
Jessie Dolhain. James street. While
S. IT. Constantine lias received word in this city they will visit Mrs. King’s
that Mrs. Constantine who is the brother, A. P. Tower, and other rela
guest of Mrs. Ethel Keen at North tives in this vicinity.
Weymouth. Mass., suffered a slight
'Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose motored to
sunstroke recently and is 111 in bed.
Her condition shows encouraging im Portland Saturday and were week
provement and’ she hopes to 'be able end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Maurer. They were accompanied by
to return home this week.
Mrs. Hudson Marshall of Camden,
Miss Mary Wasgatt has arrived whose husband is employed there.
home from Pemaquid where she was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Brown
Horace Maxey who is employed by
of Fairfield who are occupying a cot the Gillette Razor Co., arrives today.
tage there for a few weeks.
Tuesday, from South Boston to
spend a fortnight’s vacation with his
Dr. and Mrs. Dexter J. Clough who parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Maxey.
have been guests of relatives and
frlendsjor ten days returned to their
George H. Lassell and daughter
home in Portland yesterday, accom Dorothy of Portland were recent
panied by Mrs. Fred Collamore who visitors in the city at the home of
will visit relatives in Portland for a Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Simmons, called
by the illness and death of George H.
few days.
Lassell, Jr.
A. J. Libby -and family of Presque
Isle are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Whitney left yesterday
Freeman Young.
for Akron, Ohio for a month's^ visit
with his sons Reuel and Leslie. He
Mrs. Mary Crawford who has been was accompanied by ijlnwood Ayltlie guest of Miss 'Ruth Coho at ward.. who will visit his brother
Cooper’s IBeach left Sunday for her Prentiss.
home in New York.
Mrs. Bertha Raymond and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Swainson of Sarah Smith have gone to Vinalhaven
Hamilton. Bermuda, and Miss War where they are occupying Mrs. Ray
ren of Portland were weekend guests mond's cottage. "Shore Acres.”
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Itackliffe. It
was Mr. and Mrs. Swainson's first
An announcement of particular In
visit in Maine, and in accordance with terest in musical circles is that
everyone else who sees Maine for the Phoebe Crosby, soprano, of New York
first time, they were loud In their is to tie presented in song reeitnl
praise of the Pine Tree State.
under the auspices of the Universalist organ fund committee, witli Aug
Tlie Unlversalist Mission Circle is 14 as the tentative date. Miss
to have an outing at the cottage of Crosby sang in Rockland last sum
Mrs. George '.L. St. Clair, Crescent mer. and those who heard her then
Beach. Wednesday. Luncheon will be can appreciate the treat in store. She
served at 12.3(1. Mrs. Abbie Camp will have as accompanist and assist
bell as chairman is being assisted by ing artist Reginald Boardman,
Mrs. Grace Rollins. Miss Alice Fuller young New York pianist, who has won
and Mrs. Nettle Stewart. Mrs. Clara wide acclaim by his pronounced
Smith is ill charge of transportation. talent.
Mrs. William Gregory and son
Bev. and Mrs. Frank Lure of 'Dor
Carleton of The Highlands are in chester. Mass., arrived yesterday for
Warren for a few days, guests of Mr. their annual summer visit, and will
and Mrs. F. A. Thomas.
occupy their new home on the hill,
Vamden road.
The many friends of Miss Margaret
Brewster, da uglier of A. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., at
Brewster of this city, will he inter tended the reception given Saturday
ested to learn of her marriage to afternoon by Mrs. Elizabeth Maybury,
Wnlter O’Rourke of Philadelphia national committcenvoman from New
which took place in that city Nov. 2. York, at her summer home in Mount
1929, and which was kept secret for Vernon, the affair being in honor of
several months.
Mrs. O'Rourke Mrs. Helen C. Donahue. Democratic
trained and has been employed as national committeewoman. who has
nurse at the Philadelphia General returned from a 1600-miie trip
Hospital for several years, her most through eastern Maine in connection
i-pcent position being ns a supervisor. with the organization of Democratic
Mr. and Mrs. O’Rourke expect to women. There were many distlnspend I wo weeks’ vacation in Rock tinguished guests among the attend
land the latter part of August.
ants.

[Number Nine]

o^ ^tne Z^ccri

Mrs. Ida Barnes of Wheeler's Bay
who recently underwent a surgical
operation at Knox Hospital is re
sponding nicely.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold K. Simmons
of Arlington, Mass., were.recent visit
ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Simmons, called by the death’ of
George H. Lassell, Jr.

'Scott Kittredge of Freeport, L. I.,
has joined Mrs. Kittredge and their
son George at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Green. South Thomas
ton. his arrival timed to attend Mrs.
Kittredge's concert last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Judkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Putnam and Miss
Lenora Thayer were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Farrington in
Manchester, Me.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Frazier
and daughter Betty have arrived
from Buffalo to spend the summer
with iMr. and Mft. Charles Bodman.
Charles Bodman Jr., has arrived
home after spending two months’ va
cation in Buffalo.
V
—
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bowes had as
guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
I’hilbrook of Matinicus. and it being
the latter’s birthday she was guest
of Honor at a dinner party given by
Mr. and Mrs. Bowes at Hotel Rock
land Sunday evening t at 6 o’clock.
Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Baker and daughter Gleyn of
Auburn and Mrs. Annie Merrill of
Rockland. The dinner was personal
ly arranged by Mrs. Thomas Keating,
the 'five courses* being supplemented
by a birthday cake, which was deco
rated with candles, and which was
every bit as nice as it looked.
All Republicans Interested in the
approaching county election should
bo at Temple ball tomorrow night at
7.30. Men and women alike are in
vited. Wallace II. White Jr., will be

present.

MONITOR

“Down by the pasture bars;” “Up
by the big rock;” “Over by the water
ing tub at the spring.” Listen, all ye
sweltering city dwellers who were
raised on a farm and went after the
■cows 'barefoot, and see what pic
tures rise up before you as the above
quotations meet your ey««. 'Can you
ever forget the puddle which you
called “the pond,” where you skated
in winter, waded in summer and came
near drowning several times, or
thought you did, only the water was
never over two fee* deep and you
couldn't possibly have drowned there
unless some one held your head
under water.
The world was a wonderful place
in those days and now when you go
It is the economical operation of the
back home on your annual vacation
Monitor Top and its record of de
everything looks so small that you
feel as if you are looking at a pic
pendable service that account for
ture in a book. The “big rock’ is
the popularity of the General Elec
only a few inches taller than you are,
and the crevices on tlid north side
tric Refrigerator today. You will
which you formerly used as a foot
hold, have little l’erns jg.rowing p'n
find the General Electric Refrig-,
them, sustained by perhaps a spoon
crator not only in the homes of the
ful of earth. Involuntarily you look
at your number eight feet and wonder
wealthy—you will find it in the1
how you ever inserted them into
those tiny clefts in the rock. The
homes of those who watch their
tub at the spring has fallen to pieces,
budgets, and weigh expenses
but the spring is still there and
bubbles up clear and cool as of yore,
carefidly.
when you used to lie flat on your
stomach and drink your fill, regard
less of wet clothing, and possible
The hermetically sealed mechanism
lizard eggs in the water.
* • • •
of the Monitor Top is so extra
You drink now from the collapsible
ordinarily efficient, so reliable, so
tumbler which you always carry
with you on these trips, but somehow
economical in operation, that it
the water does not taste quite the
costs but a few cents a day to run!
same as it did when you imbibed it
in the primitive way, like a calf or
a colt. The pasture bars have been
Join us in the General Electric Pro
replaced1 'by a modern pasture gate
which closes automatically when you
gram, broadcast every Saturday eve
have passed through. Here is the
ning on a nation-uide N.B.C. network.
flat r»>ck in the stone wall on which
you used to sit and whistle for the
cows at night, but this too has be
come mysteriously smaller than you
had thought it, and your initials
which you laboriously scraped on it
with tlie broken blade of a jack knife,
have disappeared entirely.
As you look more closely something
darts swiftly from between two bits
of rock, sidles suddenly across the
place where those initials used to be,
then quite as suddenly darts back
ward. gives an impatient, jerky sort
of leap in an entirely different direc
tion and disappears. Thick set artd
rather clumsy in appearance, these
“stone wall .spiders” were the most
agile of any we played with, but
queerly enough they seldom take
long trips in any given direction, but
dart hither and yon, running back
ward or sidewise as easily as though
BUTTER POINT FARM
they had eyes on all sides of them.
Put your Anger near one and he will
Henry F. Miller, grandson of Henry .
instantly dart in the opposite direc
F. Miller of piano fatoe. is spending I
tion. How many hours I have played
with them and watched their legs his vacation here. Ills home is in
WakefiCld. Mass., Hut lie is a student to see how they did it.
at Bucksport Seminary.
* * • ♦
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Upton and
Whenever a red blotch appeared on
family of Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ and
one f us children some one was sure
Salem, Mass., and Mrs. Upton of
to suggest that a little black spider
had bitten us and I was quite anxious Salem, are putting in their vaca- '
tion at this Farm. Mr. Upton and
12»*‘
operation performed, so with daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard ,
1 «perl.ment.e* Crocker of Medford Hillside spent a
intermittently for a good many years
great deal of their spare moments on
with all kinds of spiders, black, grey, the tennis court, m
speckled, pink and white, trying to
Mr. and Mrs. William II. Towle of
get a spider to bite me when I was Wollaston are spending their vacation
looking on. hut so far my researches at the Farm.
in that .line have not been rewarded
John T. McDuff of Pawtucket, it.
and I am beginning to believe that I. is here for tlie entire season, and
the oft mentioned "spider ljite" is a among other guests are Mr. and Mrs.
myth, to be classed with horse hair Henry T. Sullivan of 'Salem. Mass.,
snakes, devil's darning needles, which Catherine W. Dorn and Alice F. King
■ew up mouths of disobedient chil from Everett, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
dren, and snake's stingers.
Leonard
Crocker from
Medford
Only a few days ago a full grown Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Fitzsimmons and
woman in telling me about an ad Miss Marjorie Gn»ne of Brookline.
venture in the woods, referred to Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Levi B. Jennings
the snake's ’stinger." and seemed of Weston. Mass.: also many guests
much surprised when I told her that from Pennsylvania and New York.
the little red forked tongue is much
softer than her own tongue. She
had grhwn up in the belief that it
was his stinger, and she would run
from a little green garter snake as
; y0U or ,j. wou|^ run from a mad dog.
| am s)aq ,0
t|,al children nowa,iavs are being brought up more sen..jbly and are not afraid of anything
except hornets and wild automobiles,
Adella F. Vtezle

TOP

79-tr

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Fiske were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Moody in Rockport.
Misses Burdell Strout and Myrtle B.
Young h'ave returned from a trip to
New yA-R in the interests of FullerCobb-Davis.

Merton Sumner is in Knox Hospital
for a throat opertion.
Sunday guests in the home of J. C.
Perry were Mrs. W^P. Huxford. for
merly of Washington, D. C.. now of
Stamford, Conn., her son Judge Fred
erick Huxford and daughter Miss
Jlitta Huxford. Mrs. Huxford was
Lucia Fessenden of Rockland, one of
the family of ,12 children of the late
Samuel Fessenden, of whom two
others survive—Mrs. Deborah Gardi
ner of Chicago and Miss Susie Fes
senden of Stamford.
The party
attended services at the Congregationalist Church, where their pres
ence was nofed by Rev. Mr. Rounds,
who welcoming them, spoke of the
fact that the father of the Fessenden
family was the first pastor of that
church, beginning in 1837 and serving
for 17 years, the longest pastorate in
its history. Mrs. Hu’kford, who is 85,
and of physical and mental activity,
was pleased to encounter here some
cf the old-time friends of the family.

ROCKPORT
Rhoades-Carroll
Friends of Miss Wilma A. Carroll
and Albert V. Rhoades, both of Rock
port will be pleased to learn of their
marriage which took place July 26
at Franklin. The ceremony was per
formed in late afternoon by Mrs.
Rhoades’ grandfather, the Rev. Perley
E. Miller, pastor in that town, the
double ring service being used. The
bride and groom were unattended.
Mrs.
Rhoades
was
becomingly
gowned in shell pink georgette
trimmed with silk lace and hat to
match. They at once started on a
honeymoon trip to Canada and New
Hampshire. Mrs. Rhoades’ traveling
suit was of navy wool crepe with pale
yellow blouse and fflack taffeta hat
faced in yeljow.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rhoades are
graduates of Rockport High Schoo1..
Mrs. Rhoades is the daughter of Mrs.
Mamie Carroll of Glencove. She i?
a graduate of Gorham Normal School
and is primary teacher in the Rock
port High School building.
Mr.
Rhoades is accountant in the Knox
Mill, Camden. He is second select
man of Rockport, a member of St.
Paul’s Masonic Lodge and of the
Lions Club. Tito young couple are
both highly thought of and many good
wishes are extended. They will later
reside in Rockport.

Dr J. F. Starrett and party of Ban
gor friends occupied the Augustus
Finier cottage. Crescent Beaeh, over
tlie weekend, and following a custom
of several year's dined at Wessaweskeag Inn. Dr. Starrett's guests were
William Brown. A. C. Nickerson, S.
II. Drummond. Edwin Lord. Charles
Murray. L. P. Swett, Samuel W.
WASHINGTON
Humphrey and J. W. Barto. Tb”
Mr and M™.~Ch*rt^Bukeh)rth.
party was delighted with the outing. accompanied 'by their house guest
Misses Margaret and Dorothy Spof Mrs. May Baker, visited friends in
ford returned last week after three Montvilie last week.
Lauranee Christianson and son
weeks’ visit in Portland and BoothWaldo of iReVere, Mass., were in
Ijay Harbor with relatives'.
town over the weekend, guests at C.
The Jolly Six Club enjoyed an out H. JSukeforth’s.
Myron Pierpont and faniilj^ of
ing at Oakland Park Thursday, it be
ing the birthday of Mrs. Mary Gross .Middlehoro. Mass., who have been
A very hUppy affair it proved, with with relatives here the past two
weeks returned home Friday, accom
a nice picnic supper.
panied by Mr. Pierpont's mother who
A large and enthusiastic audience will make a visit of several weeks
Maurice Witham and family of
attended the excellent concert in the
Unlversalist auditorium last evening, Gardiner were liereUul.v 23 and visit
featuring Nettie Green Kittredge, ed Clara MacDowell and other
soprano, assisted by John E. Fay (friends.
Mrs. Florence Christianson anil
pianist and Edna Wellington Smith,
accompanist. A detailed account will children of Itevere, Mass., are occu
appear in Thursday’s issue.
pying Charles Sukeforth's camp on
the shore of Medomak Lake.
Miss Lenora Thayer of North
'Several of the townspeople attend
Haven spent the weekend with her ed tin movies and dance at Libertj
aunt, Mrs. George Judkins of Colum Saturday evening.
bia avenue.
There was a large nufnber of persons in town over the weekend.
George Patenaude who has been coming to visit their sons at Methe guest of ,Mr. and Mrs. Donald domak Camp.
’
Perry, has returned to his home in
Woonsockt.. Mrs. Patenaude is re
maining.
Mr. and and Mrs. Stanley Dodge
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pease and
daughter Virginia of Wiscasset we e
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. S. D.
Crosby at The Highlands.

cAfore andmow ijoidljind tlw

Here, There and Yonder,
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In addition to penonal note* regarding
deperturra and arrivals, thia department espe
cially des'res Information of aoclal happenings,
parties, raualrala, etc. Notes Bent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
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TODAY-WEDNESDAY

The Mae Edwards Players
Presenfing
1 he Latest Hits From Broadway
Today—Matinee

“THE MOUSE”
Tonight and Wednesday Matinee

“WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS”
Wednesday Night

“BROADWAY LOVERS”
7 Acts Vaudeville and Novelty Orchestra
PRICES:
Mat neo 15c, 35c. Evenings 35c, 50c, Reserved
Matinees 2.00. Evenings 8.15

It’s Nae Sa Braw a’ That!

One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
3y ETIENNE ALLIO, Chef,
Hotel New Yorker, New York City

00 frequently the Amer
ican housewife depends
almost entirely upon salt
(Eky.J and pepper for seasoning.
The third member of the
trio of fundamental seasonings—
salt, pepper and sugar—she some
times fails to think of as a season
ing at all, looking upon it only as
a sweetener.
In this respect the French cook
is wiser than she. By the French
a dash of
sugar Is used
to bind and
accentuate the
flavors of the
various ingre
dients; not
enough to
sweeten, but
sufficient
to
make a deli
cious
differ
ence in the
CHEF ALLIO
final flavor of
the dish. Pep
percorn. mace, allspice and a large
group of other seasonings are also
used by the French to achieve !
those delicate flavors that have
brought French cooking the crown
of acknowledged supremacy.
Cauliflower Bearnalse — Wash
thoroughly one large head of
cauliflower and separate Into
clumps. Cook until tender. Drain
and place in greased casserole.

Mix together two cups peaa, one
large slice onion, two peppercorns,
two cloves, one-half teaspoon salt,
one tablespoon sugar. Simmer in
one cup of water until peas are
very soft Melt three tablespoons
butter in a saucepan. Add three
tablespoons flour and stir until
smooth. Strain pea mixture and
press through colander, blending
it with orfe-haif cup milk. Season
with one-half teaspoon salt and
add to butter and flour. Stir until
completely blended. Pour over
cauliflower and sprinkle with
bread crumbs. Brown in a quick
oven not more than eight minutes.
Cucumber a la Giverny — Pare
and cut into small pieces one large
cucumber. Cook until tender in
boiling, salted water. Drain. Beat
one egg lightly and add two table
spoons vinegar, one-half teaspoon
salt, one-eighth teaspoon pepper,
and one-eighth teaspoon sugar. Boll
until the mixture thickens and
pour over the hot cucumbers.
Serve immediately.
Tomatoes Bernadotte—Cut Into
eighths, two pounds of fresh toma
toes. Place in saucepan. Add one
and a half teaspoons salt, oneeighth teaspoon pepper, one table
spoon sugar, two tablespoons but
ter, six qioves. one-fourth teaspoon
paprika, and a one-inch piece of
cinnamon. Cook slowly, without
water, until tomatoes are tender.
An equivalent amount of canned
tomatoes can be used In place of
the fresh, if desired.

“3 SISTERS”
»

•

Youth’s joyful romance and a par
ent’s aacritice revealed in tender,
touching episodes of Italian family
life.
A realistic, human story of tb: o
sisl'fs—and waga ol' motherhood!
WITH

LOUISE DRESSER, ADDIE McPHAIL
KENNETH McKENNA
ALSO

Audio Review

All Talking Comedy
Singing Act
NOW SHOWING

“ON THE LEVEL”
With

VICTOR McLAGLEN, FIFI DORSAY
PUBLIX
A young gentleman from Bonnie
Scotland catches his first glimfise
of America from the deck of the
Cunard Liner, Cameronia, and ap
parently is not very well pleased
with the prospect. He was greeted
by workers of the New York Trav
elers Aid Society who located his
father on the pier.

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
• 2.00 to 11-00

Home ef
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT"

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

WITH

Every-Other-Day
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RHODES

IN

EUROPE

LAMONT’S CHOICE

MAIN '

Some Phases of Foreign Travel As Experienced By a
Former Well-Known Rockland Boy

Makes Union Farmer Who Loves
Both Comes To
Poor
Public His Selection of 60
Pussy’s Defense
Great Novels

Rutgers

SPRING

ARCH

CATS AND BIRDS

Professor

Ills selection of the “sixty great
A Union correspondent. r». L. Carnovels of all time" was announced re- r0". takes up the cudgels in behalf of
(The Fifth' Letter]
im a great admirer of Louis XIV..
cently hy Prof. William H. F. Lamopt the much maligned cat. His comPension St. Raphael, Rue ties Pyra nd anything associated with him is
of the English department of Rutgers munlcatton follows
if
great
interest
to
me.
His
personal
mids, Paris, June 16.
University, who is noted for his lec
Still here in Paris, and we have had lignity, his high regard for his
A disgusted farmer to be heard
tures on the novel. The selection was
a great time (luring the past week re cingly office and the great adminismade at the request of many librari from this time, who is trying to make
newing old acquaintances, visiting rative ability which lie showed in
ans in all parts of the country, who an honest livings on one of these rocky
places with which we were familiar, spite of a lack of formal training, in
reported that copies of his earlier New England farms In 'Maine, and
and seeing some parts of France tentional on the part of his guardians
choice of the "'fifty great modern finds he has a pretty hard row to hoe
which we had not seen before. 1 ind preceptors, excite my admiration.
under present prices and conditions.
novels” had been widely sought.
notice no changes of importance in Here is where one comes into contact
Of the sixty novels chosen by Pro Several are leaving the farms today
Paris. There are some new business with his daily life, seeing his bed
fessor Lamont seventeen have been on account of these existing condi
buildings, but the changes are noth chamber, his ch’apel, the grounds
| written since 1900 and six of these tions. You city fellows seem to wan;
ing like what similar changes would hrough which he roamed, and seeing ’
during the last decade. The latest is to tax us for everything we have
be in any large American city over a these one can imagine and recreate .
IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
Arnold Kweig's •’Case of Sergeant Ieven ,o a kltten Every sun"nir
he environment in which he lived.
‘period of eleven years.
The chateau n« w contains many his- t
Grlseha." released In 1928.
, tllere goes 11 p a cry of ‘,Let the city
Main Spring* Arch. If you
St. Germain and Malmaison
:orieal paintings relating to the his- |
Authors of seven countries—Ameri- i nians
rl,n ,OOSt OVP' ,fle farm"
have no foot troubles . . .
Just after I finished the letter to tory of France, particularly military '
ca. England. France. Germany. Italy and t0
,*1e cals rr tax t*1em
again . •. Main Spring Arch.
you last Monday we started for St. campaigns and depicting victories ,
Russia and Scandinavia are included have put up with fishing and hunting
It is insurance against foot
Germain. It was a h liday, Whit *rom th’e earliest times until along
on the list. His selections with the licenses, and almost every other con
Monday, and so we got into the holi into the nineteenth cenfury. The
ceivable kind of tax. When it comes
troubles and foot fatigue.
dates of publication, follow:
day crowds. St. Germain is about most interesting part of the chateau
to cats, I say “No, not on a farm, at
Let us show you.
Fielding, “Tom Jones,” 1749.
fifteen miles west of Paris, the site of from the standpoint of world history
Goethe, “Wilhelm Meister’s Appren least.” That's pretty small business
a big royal chateau and a beautiful is the famous g-lall of Mirrors in
I call it. I am a lover of both cats
ticeship.’ 1796.
park, and was the country home of which the German Empire was pro
and birds, in fact I have a bird house
Austen. “Pride and Prejudice.’’ 1813.
McLAIN
the French kings prior to the devel claimed at the close of the Francoon my shop, and I always look for the
Scott. “Guy Mannering.” 1815.
opment of Versailles. Louis XIV. Prussian War in 1870. and its death
SHOE STORE
«
first blue bird and first robin to come
Scott. “Heart of Midlothian,” 1818.
was horn there in the Pavilion Henri knell was sounded at the close of the
Cooper, “Last of the Mohicans,’’ 1826. in the spring, and enjoy all birds. 1
ROCKLAND, MAINE
IV., which* is still standing near the World War in 1919.
am a hunter to a certain extent dur
Manzoni, “The (Betrothed,’’ 1826.
chateau which is on an elevation
ing the open season on game. and
About a mile or so from the big
Hugo, ‘ Notre Dame,” 1830.
At Ths Brook
viewing the country to the east. At chateau at Versailles, and through the
have killed a few game birds myself,
Hugo. “Les Miserables,’’ 1862.
36Ttf
that time the Rasilique of St. Denis, park, are two much smaller palaces,
but do not believe in shooting them in
Balzac, “Pere Goriot,” 1834.
about three miles north of Paris and the Grand Trianon and the Petit
•Res. U. 9. Pet. Off.
closed season.
Balzac, “Couslne 'Bette,” 1846.
in which all the old French kings Trian n. and near the latter is the
• * * •
Beyle. “Rouge et Noir,” 1830.
were buried, had tall spires on the dairy farm which was the plaything
Now there is always two sides to
Dumas, “Three Musketeers,” 1844.
towers, which' spires were demolished of Marie Antoinette and the ladies ' well kept. From there we went down
any question, and there
such a
Bronte, “Jane Eyre,” 1847.
during the French Revolution, and of her court. The big chateau 1 as through ViHeneuve-sur-Yonne, Auxthing as carrying anything too far.
Bronte, ‘’Wuthering Heights, 1847.
these spires were visible f?;om St. not been occupied by French rcya’ty erre, the Chef Lieu of the Department
Cats are a necessity on a farm. I
Thackeray, “Vanity Fair.”
Germain. The story goes that Louis since Louis XVI. and Marie Antoin of Yor.ne. Bossone, famous for rais
Thackeray, "Henry Esmond,** 1852.! have had four cats and a bunch of
XIV. did not want to be viewing his ette were dragged from it by the in ing snails for the market, snails be
Dickens. “David Copperfle’.d.” 1850
kittens around the place all the spring.
tomb all of the time while in his furiated French mob and taken back ing a great delicacy in France, and
Dickens,
“Great
Expectations," and I always, from a boy, loved to
country chateau and so he went out to Paris and imprisoned at the several other towns to Ch&blis where 1861.
watch kittens play, and my wife and
to Versailles from which Ihe spires of TulIerle,. at the b(.g!nning of the we had lunch. Chablis is a town
children enjoy them as much as I do.
Hawthorne, “Scarlet Letter.” 1850.
St. Denis were not visible, and built Fr(.nch RevoluUon> but the Grand famous for a brand of wine which
So far this season I have not seen my
Melville. “Moby-Dick,” 1851.
the chateau th’e re and established i Trian* n was occupied by Louis bears its name, and it contains a
Frey tag, “Debit and Credit.” 1855. cats bring in more than four or five
the most magnificent royal court of i Phillipe and, I think, by Napoleon hotel, the Hotel de l’Dtoile. which is
Flaubert, "Madame Bovary,” 1866. birds, and they were sparrows, and
modern times.
1 HI. It is now open for inspection, very popular with parties from the
they bring all of their game to the
Flaubert, “Salammbo,” 1864.
• • » ♦
house. They will bring on an aver
and apartments are shown which surrounding country driving there
Eliot. "Adam Bede,” 1859.
To me St. Germain was always were occupied by Queen Victoria for meals. We took lunch at this
Reade. “Cloister and Hearth,” 1861. age of three or four mice every day.
about as interesting as Versailles I while being entertained by Lewis h'otel and incidentally sampled the
Turgenef. ’Fathers and Sons,” 1861 once in a while a mole. The robin
cannot tell why but it is so. When Phillipe.
built a nest in the lilacs back of our
We went through this wine of the country. My opinion of it
Turgenef. "Virgin Soil,” 1876.
I reached Paris and started out for , palace. The Petit Trianon is in a is that it is good, and deserves the
Dostoievsky, “Crime and Punish house not more than five feet from the
a day’s recreation it was the first dilapidated state and is not shown reputation which it has. If you want ment,” 1866.
ground, raised their young ones, and
place for which I headed. We took ! to visitors, but years ago a party to attempt the impossible try to ex
I have all flown away safely. There
Dostoievsky, Karamazov,” 1880.
the bus out to Neuilly, just west of with which I was visiting Versailles plain prohibition to a Frenchman.
i are a lot of robins running around1 on
Tolstoy, “War and Peace,” 1869.
Paris and where one of < ur big hos- , . ., ,
,,
...
.
my lawn and Jn the fields where I
• * • •
Tolstoy, “Anna Karenina,” 1876.
,
,
. . . . ‘
‘ bribed a guide with a package of
pitals was located during
the
war.
,
..
.
..
.
,
.
have mowed every day. also eating
*
’ 1 cigarettes to open it up and let us
James, “The American.” 1877.
Our objective on this trip was the
and there took the trolley for St. through. We got in and saw the
Hardy. “Return of the Native,” 1878. my cherries unmolested, year after
Germain. As I have said, we were in whole place at that time, hut I did little town of Chltry-le-Fort Par San
’lardy, “Tes9 of the d Urbervilles.’ year. And we love to wdteh those
Bris, to call upon Monsieur l’Abbe
the holiday crowds and experienced not see it on this trip.
birds.
1891.
Bardonneau,
who
was
stationed
at
some of the accompanying incon
At one time a cat distemper was
Meredith. “The Egoist,' 1879.
my
wife
’
s
hospital
as
an
orderly.
Abbe
A
Day
In
Norrhandy
veniences, but we were mixing with
raging around here, and we could not
Zola. ’Nana.” 1880.
Bardonneau
is
a
man
now
in
the
French life rather than making a
A friend of my wife, a French lady,
Prance, “Crime of Sylvester Bon- keep a cat on the place. We could not
regulation sightseeing 'tour.
The now Madame Hubert Bege, who was prime of middle life, and has spent
; step out into the woodshed without
nard.” 1881.
h'is
life
there
at
Chitry
as
priest,
chateau contains a museum which on the nursing staff at her hospital
Twain, “Huckleberry Finn.” 1884. ‘ mice running from under our feet, and
mentor,
guide
and
friend
to
the
whole
relates to the Homan occupation of during the war. lives in Brionne, in
Howells, “Rise of Silas Laphgm,' they w’orked in my hay so bad eating
France when it was the Gaul about the department of Eure in the old to"'n- the typical French parish priest. 1884.
out the Timothy seed that the lower
which we read in Caesar, but this Province of Normandy, ahiut sev He says that he is everything in h’s
part of the bands of hay were foul
Suderman, “Dame Care.’ 1888.
was closed. We took lunch* at a res- enty-five miles from Paris. Mon- • •wn church from Cure to Bishop, and \ Verga, “House by the Midlar Tree.' with the smell of mice and their
tauranl near the chateau, roamed sicur Bege. who is a mer^ii’ant in before we left we saw him ring the 1890.
champings, and the houses and cows
around the park, and then started Brionne. was also an attache of the hell in the tower for afternoon
Lagerloff. .’Gosta Berling's Saga.’’ had to eat this stuff or go without.
back for Paris on the trolley, mak hospital, being a French soldier de vespers. The town of Chitry inter
The field mice will girdle the farmers’
1894.
ing a stop on the way which was to tailed for duty there. They invited ested me very much', for there was so
Mann, “Buddenorooks," 1901.
apple trees in the deep snow of the
he the most interesting feature of the us to visit them, and we arranged to little In it that might be called mod
Holland, “Jean Christophe,” Vol. 1. winter.
ern. It has electric lights, but aside
day.
go on Thursday. June 12.
I admit there are good cats and bad
1904.
Malmaison. an attractive little I r.rionne is a delightfully quaint from this it impressed me that the
cats, and that cats in a village or city
Conrad. “Nostromo,” 1904.
chateau surrounded by a beautiful little village in the roHing agricul physical appearance of the town must
may be a menace to bird life. If I
Whartoi., "House of Mirth,” 1905.
garden, at Rueil, between ^Paris and tural country of northern France. be about the same as it w’as hundreds
had a cat that made a business of
Bennett, “Old Wives’ Tale,” 1908
St. Germain, was presented to Jose Gur train did not stop there, but of years ago. It is all surrounded by
bringing in birds, I w’ould not hesi
Dieiser, "Jennie Gerhardt.’ 1911.
phine by Napoleon, was their private Monsieur and Madame Bege. with hillside vineyards, and the principal
tate to put a charge of shot into him.
Proust. "Swann's Way,” 1913.
country home particularly during the their little daughter Simeone, four industry is the making of Chablis
Lawrence, “.Sons and Lovers.” 1913. And there are cats that roam the
Consulate, and was the home to which years old, met us with, their car at wine.
Maugham, ’’Of Human Bondage,” woods that every sportsman should
Abbe Bardonneau is justly proud
she retired from the Tuileries after Sequigny, about ten miles from
shoot on sight. I have done the same
1915.
the divorce. Her life with Napoleon Brionne. and drove us to their home, of his beautiful old church', the con
thing myself.
Nexo. “Pelle the Conqueror.” 1916.
is more intimately associated with a beautiful little hillside villa. On a struction of which dates back to the
• • • •
Cabell, “Jurgen,” 1919.
this home than with any other. She hill above the town are the ruins of twelfth and thirteenth centuries and
You w’ould think to hear some peo
Wassermann, “World’s Illusion,”
is
unique
of
its
kind
,
a
fortified
died there and is buried in the church an old castle which was one of the
ple talk that cats were the only thing
1920.
near by, h'er tomb being surmounted homes of the Duke of Normandy, church built so as to afford refuge to
Hamsun. ‘Growth of the'Soil." 1920. that destroyed birds. I wonder if
the
inhabitants
of
the
town
in
event
by a wonderful statue of her kneeling later known to history as William the
Undset, “The Bridal Wreath,” 1920. Mr. Editor ever saw a red squirrel
in the position in which she was Conqueror who became King of Eng- of necessity, and containing a tower
Galsworthy, “The Forsyte Saga,” destroying the eggs or young in a
from
which
boiling
oil
could
be
crowned Empress by Napoleon. The , land in 1066. We visited these ruins
bird’s nest. I have, and shot the cul
1922.
chateau is also intimately associated and later I took a walk around the droppd on besiegers. This tower is
Glasgow. “Barren Ground,” 1925.
prit on the spot. Did he ever see
leaning,
the
tilt
not
being
as
pro

with the life of Napoleon III., who town with Monsieur Bege. Fortu
Wassermann, “World’s Illusion,” crow’s doing the same thing? Skunks
nounced
as
that
of
the
leaning
tower
was a nephew of Napoleon, the son nately for me he spoke perfect Eng
also take a hand in it, and they are
of Pisa, but still pronounced. In this 1920.—New York Times.
of his brother, and was also the lish.
also a great benefit to farmers as
grandson of Josephine, the son c.f
We had lunch with them at their tower he has a museum of relics re
well as birds. Weasels, minks, foxes
TRYOUTS
HELD
lating
to
the
church,
and
he
took
h'er daughter Hortense. It seems to home and later in the afternoon they
and hawks also have a hand in it. So
be the irony of fate that Napoleon said they would drive us to Rouen, great pleasure in showing and ex
on the whole the birds have a pretty
should have divorced Josephine for about twenty-five miles away, so that plaining them to us. Leaving Chitry The 4-H Club Demonstration hard time to exist. So do we under
the contingency of an heir to rule we could get a glimpse of Rouen and we drove back to Veron and then
conditions, and low prices.
Teams Make Ready For present
France and that no issue of his should take the train th’e re. This was a fine went to Etigny, near by, where we
And still I think there are just as
ever occupy the throne, while her drive, interspersed as it was with took the train back to Paris. It was
many birds around my place today
the Auburn Meet
grandson later became Emperor of heavy showers, for it was through a another mighty interesting day.
as there w’ere 20 years ago. And there
the French. We stopped at Mal beautiful country. On the way we
Around Paris
July 23 at the Castner School in are no more cats. There are large
maison on our way back to Paris stopped at Moulineaux and saw the
flocks of robins every spring and fall
We have had th*ree days during the
ruins of the castle of Robert le Diable, past week in which we have had little Damariscotta the 4-H Club ih inon- hopping around over the Iflelds on
fr m St. Germain.
stration teams of Knox-Lincoln coun
father
of
William
the
Conqueror,
on
I
to do but rest up from the strenuous ties met to compete for the trip to the their way North or South. (Men go
I1 I had been there before when visitors a high elevation overlooking the jaunts of the preceding days, and State try-outs which will i«^ held in out with guns and dogs and hunt
Seine.
could wander through the chateau
ramble around Paris. Last Wednes Auburn Aug. 14. Pine Club of Cam game birds every fall, wound a lot of
Rouen is famous in history as the day I took Richard out to the big
almost at random, taking plenty of
den was represented by two teams, them that get away to suffer and die.
time to see all things of interest. place where Joan of Arc was burned park on the west side of Paris, the Golden Rule Club of Hoiie by two and think nothing of it, but if a cat
1 Now things arc changed for it has at thV stake. It was here in the Bois de Boulogne, and then to the teams. W.A.L.U. Club of Burkettville, goes out and catches one, once
many more visitors. We were shown market place that it was done. The Arch of Triumph and had him place one team, Simonton Dairy Club by in a while, some narrow minded
i through the chateau, seeing much of place is marked by a mosaic slab, and a bouquet of flowers on the tomb of one team and Work and Win Hoys' people think it is an awful thing. I
• the furniture which' was in it during we went to see it. Standing near by the Unknown Soldier, and then to Club of Damariscotta by one team.
have watched a woodcock in my corn
the occupancy of Napoleon and Jose- on the square is a house which is the Tomb of Napoleon. The Tomb of
The Camden Junior girls. demon field for the last two years and have
phine and many of their personal said to have been standing there at the Unknown Soldier is impressive, strating ''Sewing on Huttons.'' and not tried to shoot him when it came
(ffects,
particularly
swords
of the time of her execution. A monu a simple slab stating that'there lies a the Damariscotta boys demonstrating open season. I shall look for him
I Napoleon.
Then
we
wandered ment to her is near by. The place French soldier dead for the country, "Range Rotation System,” were de again there this summer. I suppose
through the gardens and went into a is still a market place. Joan of Arc and the eternal flame at the head of clared by the Judges as the best boys’ If some hunters read this article they
(museum which if It was there when is the national heroine, the symbol the slab. Although professing no and girls' teams. The Hope bread will come and lay for him this fall, but
1 was there before was not open, as of an independent and a united great admiration for the character of team as the only-bread team in the so goes the world. We cannot ex
kl do not seem to remember it. It Is a France. One of the catchiest of th'e Napoleon I have alwrays admired his two counties will accompany these pect to live forever, neither can the
birds.. We have existing law’s to pro
k museum devoted particularly to pic songs of the World War was "Joan tomb. It seems to me that it is about teams to Auburn.
tures of Napoleon Ill.. Eugenie, and of Arc, they are calling you.” We as impressive an interior as I have
Relief A. Nichols, teacher of Eng tect birds, and I believe they are
the Prince Imperial, and their per saw the Palais de Justice, the Cathe ever seen. I made Richard go in and lish Literature in Rockland Junior sufficient. I have not sh’ot a partridge
sonal effects and other relics and nie- dral. and the old Clock Tower in gaze dowm upon the immense sarco High School and Fred Pitcher of or tried to for the last three years,
(mentos of th'e Second Empire. This Rouen and then took the train back phagus under the hugh dome, but it Newcastle, a retired school principal on account of the scarcity of them,
iwas most interesting. I was par- to Paris. This day was one of the may not have made any impression of long experience, were the judges. and it was not caused by cats, either.
I do not think there are any more
Iticularly interested in the things pleasantest in our whole trip up to upon him.
cats than there ever was, and there
lielating to the Prince Imperial, his date.
♦ • ♦ •
CASTINE IN HISTORY
are just as many birds, so why not
Iptcturei as a line, his little wagons
A Short Trip Into Burgundy
Another pilgrimage w’hich I made
land his uniforms, and fin illy his picCastine occupies a prominent place drop the matter, that is causing so
Our friends the Leveques called in Paris was to th’e Church of the
Itures as a fine looking young man at the Pension to see us immediately Holy Trinity, th'e American Pro in the history of the days of the early much Ill-feeling, and kill the bad cats,
Jiust before his death. He was killed after their return from Veron last cathedral, to place flowers upon the settlement of New England. The ad and let nature take care of its own,
at tlie age of 211. in 1879. fighting as Tuesday afternoon and invited us to pew which his friends have-dedicated vantages of its location caused it to
a British soldier in the Zulu War in Lake dinner With' them on Thursday to Rev. Dr. Ernest deF. Miel. Rector he striven for by French and English
Africa. A nvst beautiful picture in night. We could not accept this in for many years of Trinity Church in alike. Its story is a romantic one,
the museum is a painting of the Em vitation because of our arrangements Hartford, and a comrade of mine in the and survivals of the period, fortifica
press Eugenie and the ladies of h’er with Monsieur and Madame Bege, but Red Cross in France during the war. tions, are intensely interesting to the
court, all beautiful women, and an we did arrange to dine with them on Dr. Miel did not die in the service, summer visitor.
Baron Castine,
other interesting feature Is a large Saturday evening. In the meantime but his death was undoubtedly hero of one of Longfellow's poems,
painting showing a grand military Mademoiselle Germaine Leveque and hastened by his war service. The was one of the early adventurers, who
review at the Tuileries witli Napoleon irranged a trip down into Burgundy Cloister of th’e Church has been dedi sought this spot. Under the influ
III. i n horseback as the central figure for us for Sunday June 15th, so that cated as a memorial to the Americans ence of Cardinal Richelieu, Friar I^eo
and olheh- European emperors, sov ny wife could see her old hospital who gave their lives in France, and erected a Capuchin chapel at Castine
ereigns and princes flanking him on and some of the people who were carved upon the w’alls are the insignia during the French regime, and in
both sides, a symbol of a splendor ar.d associated with her there.
of the different divisions and units, 1654 the Puritans sw’ooped down from
grandeur which was then tottering
We got up a little earlier than the number of officers and men which the sea and occupied the place under
and was soon to fall.
usual yesterday morning, or earlier each lost, and the different cam orders from Oliver Cromwell. Paul
Versailles
■thlan is usual for my wife in any paigns in which they were engaged. Revere, hero of the midnight ride,
was there during the last days of the
The next day we went out to Ver event, and took an early train for I was interested in reading that my
Revolutionary struggle, erecting siege
sailles. This place defies description Sens, in the Department of Yonne, own service, the Red Cross, lost 194
works whose remains still stand just
and I am not going to attempt to about sixty miles below Paris. Here of Its personnel, more than all of th'e
back of the little fort.—Kennebec
describe it. It is about twenty miles we had a short but delightful call on other auxiliary organizations com
Journal.
southwest of Paris and is a symbol Monsieur l’Abbe Ythier, who was at bined. for the Y.M.C.A. lost 92, the
and reminder of tlie flower of abso the hospital with my wife and who is Knights of Columbus 11,. the Jewish
A bricklayer said to a foreman on
Complete with Tubes
lute monarchy in Franco from Louis now head of the Theological Semi Welfare 2. and the Salvation Army 1.
a new Job: '’I'd like to work here,
XIV. to Louis XVI founded upon tlie nary in Sens. From there we went I do not think that our personnel was
but
I
can't
find
a
place
to
park
my
theory of the divine right of kings to Veron, the country home of the* much, if any, larger than that of the
At present the grand chateau and Leveques, with' Monsieur Maurice and Y.M.C.A., but our exposure was car”
The foreman replied: ."I guest*
the park arc maintained as an his Madamoiselle Germaine Leveque and greater. According to the record our
r« t their car for a ride down into own Twenty-sixth Division lost 162 you won't do. This Is a high i lass
JItorical museum and a show place, Burgundy.
officers and 2615 men, and its service joib, and* we want only bricklayers
heir only actual. use in modern
First we went to the hospital at W’as in Ch'ampagne, Marne, Aisne- who have chauffeurs."
French life being that the Constituent
Assembly meets there for the choice Passy-par-Veron. The old chateau Marne. St. Mihiel, lie de France, and
Booth Tarkington says that by
of a President of Franc, whenever it - now occupied as a private residence Lorraine.
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
I expect to leave Wednesday for 19S0 men will have discarded shirts.
iccomcs necessary to elect a new ind we could not get into the grounds
Telephone 466-W
At
least
a
good
many
of
us
wili.
—
London
and
the
next
letter
W
’
ill
be
is
the
owner
was
away,
but
we
saw
President.
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Miam News.
It may be a perverted taste, but I it from the outside and it looks very from there.

By James Edward Rhodes, 2nd

WALK-OVER

t

SEE AND HEAR

The New

Crosley
Radio-

Phonograph

Combination

$162

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

Ma/dcn tUwn
In Studio Light — this beloved Warner
Brothers star faces triumphantly the test of the close*
up, taken under a searching blaze of light.

In Sunlight—You, too, must pass the test
of close, eager eyes—YOUR skin must be alluringly
lovely in the most revealing light!

. .You too must pass
the
HE BEAUTY of a beloved screen

You can have, if you use the same

favorite brought NEAR in the close

gentle care that the famous stars do.

T

up wins millions of hearts! "There’s

unfailing allure in lovely skin,” 4 5 Holly

Hollywood—Broadway—Europe

jj

the favorite beauty care

wood directors declare.
To win and hold her public, every

screen star knows she MUST guard com
plexion beauty, since even the tiniest

flaw would be revealed in the glare of

searching close-up lights. YOU, too,
must cherish exquisite skin to

pass

In Hollywood 511 of the 521 important

actresses (including all stars) use Lux

Toilet Soap to guard their skin!
The Broadway stage stars use it, too.

And, when they decide to do a "talkie,”
easily pass the close-up test!

your close-up test!

* Do the eager eyes that look at your

And now the European stars have

skin approve its glowing beauty? Have

enthusiastically adopted this fragrant

you the allure that only complexion

white soap. Certainly you will want to
try it. Order some and begin todays

loveliness can give?

98% of the lovely complexions you see on the screen and the
radiant skin of lovely girls everywhere are kept exquisite with

Lux Toilet Soap •
|tion, for a talk by this distinguished
i State officer is well worth hearing.
“MeRie and Gram” are the reGov. Gardiner Offers Gold j cipicnts of a cordial invitation to be
Horseshoe For Winner In | present and partake in the program
of the day. Last year the crowd was
the Annual Contest
both pleased and entertained by
b a ring “Mellie” play the famous
Th’e program for the field day and ■ f’ddle. and watching “Gram" take
annual “get-to-geth^r” of the Tbrf-e I some dainty steps in time to the
Quarter Century Club is fast reach . rhythm of the old-time tunes. An
ing a stage of completeness and mem I acceptance by this noted Maine
bers throughout the State are ex
couple is hoped for sincerely, for the
pecting a grand occasion. Waterville
H 3U meeting will he more of a suc
is the hostess city, and Friday, Aug.
cess if they are with the "girls and
15. the date.
boys.”
Gov. Gardiner has notified the
The Maine Central Railroad Com
committee that, although he has an
engagement for that day, he will plan pany has also signified its willing
to .attend the morning session, and ness to offer reduced rates of trans
give an address to the assembly in portation on its roads on the same
response to the request sent him a basis as last year, that is. fare and
short time ago.
Furthermore the one-half for round trip tickets, on
Governor has again offered to con sale and good going Aug. 13 and 14.
tribute a beautiful gold horse-shoe »nd g«u d until midnight of the 16th
to the winner in the horseshoe pitch r< turning. This company has gen
ing tournament.
erously added an extra item, which
State Librarian Henry E. Dunnack reads: “For those desiring to go to
has been invited to give an address the meeting on the 15th, round trip
during the afternoon session, and all tickets may be purchased at one fare
those concerned are expressing the plus‘twenty-five cents, and these are
hope that he will accept the invit.a- sold for th'e weekend and will be good

OLD FOLKS’ DAY

- z

I

lOi

returning to leave Waterville on any
train before midnight of Monday, the
18th.”
President McDonald has
made this possible for 1930.
The Maine Public Health Associa
tion, which sponsors , the Club, is
most appreciative of the helpful
attitude the two Railroad Companies
show, by thus offering cheaper trans
portation to the Three Quarter Cen
tury Club members. Each year their
kind offer is accepted by many who
would not otherwise be able to at
tend.

E3

SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS
53 Plcaxant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
«Ttf

NOTICE
Discontinuance Freight Service
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden
ON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AUGUST l, the freight service of the
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these
towns will be discontinued.
This decision has been pending for over two years during which time
the Company has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
material financial loss.

After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect in the future, there ap
pears to be no alternative but a Complete discontinuance of this service.
The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.

Very cordially yours,
By H. P. BLODGETT,

Division Manager,
Central Maine Power Company.
81-91

